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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
__________________________________________________________________________
When I began teaching as a graduate student, I put on a very tough teacher face whenever I taught – I
rarely smiled, and I wore big black boots that made me feel tough. Fifteen years later, I’ve learned a lot
from my students and from the teachers I’ve trained, and I have realized that the my “teacher face”
must be my actual face, complete with over‐excitement, engaging and eclectic curriculum, and only
occasionally funny jokes. Below, I identify five principles that (currently) guide my teaching and my
increasing appreciation of the delightful unexpectedness of the classroom.


I create classroom spaces and conversations that support students with diverse abilities.

Regardless of course content, all of my courses employ disability‐studies or inclusive pedagogy, which
means that I design my class and its activities to be accessible to all students, including those with
various disabilities. This approach is what Brenda Brueggemann calls an “enabling pedagogy,” which is
“a theory and practice of teaching that posits disability as insight” (321).
The strategies employed in inclusive pedagogy typically result in improved pedagogical experiences for
all students. The most important principle of this pedagogy for my teaching is my commitment to
working in multiple modes, so that students with different learning styles and disabilities have multiple
ways and opportunities to access course content. For example, rather than only lecturing or handing out
a printed assignment, I simultaneously provide oral explanation for auditory learners (and those with
visual impairments or learning disabilities), offer a script or outline for textual learners (and those who
are hard of hearing or Deaf), and incorporate movement for kinesthetic learners (and those who
struggle with focused single‐tasks). Inclusive pedagogy challenges one of the unstated principles of
traditional education, which suggests that all students must be doing the same thing in the same way in
order to reach the same educational goal. Instead, I spend time clearly determining what I want
students to learn and providing multiple ways to meet these outcomes.
For a text‐based person like me – what Stephen North calls a “linguisto‐phile” – it can seem odd that a
student might benefit from sketching her argument or creating a bar graph to understand the “balance”
of the various parts of her paper. Similarly, when I ask my graduate students to respond to the readings
– but not in writing – they hesitantly engage visual, oral, and kinesthetic strategies. But if I know
anything as a teacher, it is the folly of imagining that all students are like me, and inclusive pedagogy
pushes me – and my students – beyond our own boundaries and assumptions.


I want students to develop a deeper sense of why particular rhetorical forms are the way they are.

Too often, students learn to mimic various conventional genres or master only a few academic genres,
but develop no deeper sense of why particular rhetorical forms are the way they are. Such writing tends
to be half‐hearted and, as Dawn Skorczewski describes, full of cliché as students unravel their own
critical work and try to find their voices. As a rhetoric and writing teacher, I encourage students to
understand that various pieces of writing – resumes and cover letters, academic essays, and even text
messages – are typically unsuccessful not because of “grammar” or typos, but because the writer is not
sufficiently aware of the rhetorical expectations of such texts and thus confuses or disappoints the
reader. To help students better understand such expectations, I assign innovative paper assignments
that help students recognize and master genres they encounter within and beyond my classroom. To
bring these assignments to life, my classrooms feature small group and collaborative work, structured
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and informal whole‐class discussions, interactive games, brief lectures, freewriting, students
presentations, critiques of audio and visual texts, and conversations generated by student discussion
questions.
For example, in my Composition II course, I had students select genres of their own to critique. Their
analyses explained the rhetorical “rules” of these documents, that is, what can and cannot be said and
done in a particular genre. In addition, I had students produce examples of these genres that “broke the
rhetorical rules,” and students submitted texts including humorous obituaries and redesigned traffic
tickets. Similarly, while my graduate courses typically involve a heavy reading load, Socratic dialogue,
and opportunities to balance theory and practice, so do I also ask students to work in modes they
identify as difficult.


I foster personal relationships with students through detailed written response.

Because students in all my classes produce numerous pages of writing for me, I reciprocate by providing
letters for all graded projects and assignments and personalized response to homework due each class.
Research in the field of rhetoric and composition emphasizes that students struggle to interpret cryptic
remarks written in the margins of their papers, and that students cannot digest commentary on too
many issues (Smith). My written responses to students typically engage three global issues that are
strong or need improvement, and I know these letters have succeeded when students choose to
continue these conversations in student conferences, over email, or in class. As one of my senior
students noted: “You always give prompt and thorough feedback on everything important in class. This
is something that is unusual, in my experience, of professors of any type or department.”
My dedication to individualized support is also at the heart of my independent work with my Master’s
and honors thesis students. I meet with thesis students weekly and my focus is on encouraging students
to manage their own projects, while also providing the support that they need. Sometimes this means
careful written response, other times, an encouraging text message.


I meaningfully incorporate technology in my teaching.

I see technology as central to understanding the future of the printed word and a way to engage diverse
learners in the writing classroom. I’ve found that online correspondence in my on‐campus classes,
typically through our learning management system, is crucial in improving writing and connecting with
quieter students.
My Multimedia Composition (English 3084) course is where I showcase my technology‐integrated teaching,
and this course has changed how I teach all my classes. In this class, I ask students to develop nuanced
understandings of visual texts by producing e‐comics; I direct students in analyzing musical genres and
creating audio essays (using Audacity), and I have students curate the web using Storify. I also focus on how
truly “multimodal” texts engage diverse audiences, rather than privileging those with certain abilities and/or
access to certain technologies. Taking this class online has opened up a whole new world in my thinking
about technology and access, and I position multimedia in disability contexts to highlight how technological
innovation both excludes and enables some populations (see Yergeau et al.).
I also teach the pragmatics and ethics of online research in all my courses. While many students can
recognize deceptive websites, I’ve found that teaching online research skills is crucial to improving all
students’ learning. That said, I am not always successful. I’ve recently completed a chapter for an edited
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collection critiquing my own approach to teaching online health research (which mostly scared students),
and I plan to take another swing at this difficult curriculum in Spring 2016.


I engage teaching opportunities beyond the classroom.

I believe that my teaching abilities are furthered by seeking opportunities outside the classroom to
teach. My most recent activity is training first‐year medical students to communicate with patients. The
important but rigid nature of the curriculum has pushed my teaching as I learn to work with incredibly
smart students and coordinate with standardized patients, who are my co‐teachers.
I am also developing an Introduction to Disability Studies course for the Health Humanities Minor I
helped build on my campus. I am lucky to work with, and now chair, a Disability Studies Working Group
from the three University of Colorado campuses, which are helping me shape this course.
Finally, I believe that teaching doesn’t stop when the class does. I learned this from my mother, who was
on the phone each night with high school students she feared would not graduate. I’m known for
popping back into students’ inboxes with an idea or resource long after our course has ended. I am
critical of the student‐bashing some faculty engage in, and no former students can pull the “acting like I
don’t know you” routine when we bump into each other on campus.
I believe that just as learning is life‐long, so is teaching.

Works Cited
- Brueggemann, Brenda. “An Enabling Pedagogy.” Disability Studies: Enabling the Humanities. Eds.
Sharon Snyder, Brenda Jo Brueggemann, and Rosemarie Garland‐Thomson. New York: MLA, 2002.
317‐336.
- North, Stephen. Foreword. Talking, Sketching, Moving: Multiple Literacies in the Teaching of
Writing. By Patricia Dunn. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2001.
- Skorczewski, Dawn. “Everybody Has Their Own Ideas: Responding to Cliché in Student Writing.” CCC
52.2 (December 2000): 220‐239.
- Smith, Summer. “The Genre of the End Comment: Conventions in Teacher Responses to Student
Writing.” CCC 48.2 (May 1997): 249‐268.
- Yergeau, Melanie, Elizabeth Brewer, Stephanie Kerschbaum, Sushil Oswal, Margaret Price, Cynthia
Selfe, Michael Salvo, and Franny Howes. “Multimodality in Motion: Disability and Kairotic Spaces.”
Kairos 18.1 (Fall 2013). http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/18.1/coverweb/yergeau‐et‐
al/pages/access.html.
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WPA PHILOSOPHY & EXPERIENCE
__________________________________________________________________________
In many ways, I don’t have a “separate” WPA Philosophy, as my priorities are those expressed in my
teaching philosophy. But in addition, I believe that a successful writing program is attentive to context:
to the historical context of how writing has been taught in the program and university; to the cultural
context of the instructors and students who are (and are not) in the program; to the institutional context
of the program, whether situated in an English department or elsewhere; to the financial context that
often dictates whether a program can merely persist or productively develop; and of course, to the
myriad ways that these contexts intersect with and contradict each other. My experience as a WPA has
been in the historical context of being the first given release time to build a program; in the cultural
context of a very diverse university; in an institutional context where a culture of writing is desired but
still developing; and in a financial context much like the rest of public higher education. While my
primary experience is in first‐year writing, I also engaged in writing across the curriculum and writing
within the disciplines initiatives; indeed, such initiatives are necessary for the goals of first‐year writing
to be met and furthered.
I regard my previous work as Director of Composition as “macrolevel teaching,” as explained by Richard
Gebhardt in “Administration as Focus for Understanding the Teaching of Writing.” He notes that
“macrolevel teaching” means selecting books for a program (rather than a single class), working with new
graduate teaching assistants on their pedagogies and curricula (rather than planning and troubleshooting
for my own class), and imagining how a new trend in teaching or writing might impact a series of classes and
teachers (rather than a single course). At the same time, a WPA must have her finger on the pulse of writing
politics on campus and beyond. As a writing program administrator, I must be internally connected to
instructors, students and program colleagues while sustaining external connections with faculty,
university decision‐makers, and larger disciplinary and political players. While writing programs and
classrooms are often students’ first academic communities – both for undergraduate students and
graduate instructors – such programs also serve the larger intellectual and pedagogical aims of a
department and thrive when writing program administration is considered to be part of the critical work
of the university. Part of this work is a keen awareness of the working conditions of those who teach
writing.
My primary experience is as Director of Composition at CU Denver (2006‐2014). This program consists of
two courses required of all students (approximately 20‐30 sections of each course per year). I was
responsible for all facets of this program. In graduate school, I served as Assistant Director of the Expository
Writing Program at the University of Washington (UW). I also taught in the basic writing program at the UW,
and I served as Research Assistant to a Writing in the Disciplines program.
NOTE: The Composition Program Guide & Outcomes I created is at the end of this portfolio. Curriculum,
training manuals, assessment procedures, etc., are available at http://comptrain.wikispaces.com/home.
(The university website I created is no longer available as the university moved to a new content
management system.) I also suggest reviewing the syllabus for English 5913 to get a sense of my writing
program priorities (see page 76).
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE
__________________________________________________________________________
University of Colorado Denver
English 6002 – Rhetorical Theory (Spring 2011, Spring 2013)
Upper‐level graduate course covering major rhetorical theories.
English 5913 – Practicum in Language and Rhetoric (Fall 2007, Fall 2008, Fall 2009, Fall 2013)
Introduction of rhetoric and composition theory for new English TAs.
English 4991 – Senior Seminar in Writing, “Taboo Rhetorics” (Spring 2009, Spring 2011)
Senior capstone class for Writing major.
English 4190 – Special Topics, “Rhetoric and the Body” (Spring 2008, Spring 2015)
Rhetorical survey through the lens of disability studies
English 4180 – Argumentation and Logic (Spring 2010, Spring 2016)
Senior‐level course covering spoken and written forms, classical rhetoric, and metaphor.
English 3160 – Language Theory (Spring 2015, Fall 2015, Fall 2016)
Upper‐division course for majors and general education students on sociolinguistics.
English 3084 – Multimedia Writing (Fall 2010, Spring 2012, Fall 2015 online)
Upper‐division course for majors and general education students that uses various digital media
to teach (about) writing.
English 2060 – Introduction to Writing Studies (Spring 2014, Spring 2016, Fall 2016)
English 2030 – Core Composition II (Spring 2007+)
“Inquiry, Argument, and Research in a Rhetorical World.”
English 1020 – Core Composition I (Fall 2006+)
“Rethinking Argument, Understanding Language, Producing Writing.”
University of Washington
Women Studies 290 – Special Topics in Women Studies, “Feminism & Disability Studies” (Summer 2005)
English 242 – Reading Fiction, “Disability Fiction(s): Textual Depictions of Disability” (Winter 2003)
English 281 – Intermediate Composition (Winter 2004, Spring 2002)
English 104/105 – Introductory Expository Writing (two‐quarter “stretch” model) (Autumn 2001, Winter
2002, Fall 2004)
English 131 – Introductory Expository Writing (Autumn 2000, Winter 2001, Spring 2001)
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COURSE EVALUATIONS & ASSESSMENT
FALL 2006-SPRING 2015

__________________________________________________________________________
I design my courses so that students consider the role of language in their positions as readers,
consumers, voters, and citizens who have broad economic, political, and ethical investments. While
some of these goals will be realized and understood by students during the time we spend in the
classroom, I also believe that the spirit of academic inquiry is to create knowledge that students benefit
from throughout their lives. As such, I value the feedback I gather on course evaluations, where students
are given the chance to evaluate course content and strategies that they found to be immediately
applicable, and forecast what lessons will be most useful in the future. (I also regularly invite faculty
members to observe my course and provide feedback. These letters are available upon request.)
Of course, course evaluations are not the only (or arguably most important) form of assessment. In each
course, I provide a mid‐course evaluation so I can make changes while the class is still in motion. I also
ask students to make “mini‐assessments” of new classroom strategies, often by writing brief evaluative
notes at the end of a class session. Finally, I keep students informed of their progress, and ask them to
perform self‐assessments, sometimes before coming to meet with me.
My course evaluations reflect my organized classroom, my accessibility to students, my encouragement
of diversity, and my ability to create critical conversations and sensibilities. The tables below reflect my
students’ belief that my courses and teaching are strong (the rankings are out of 6). I have averaged the
scores for classes I have taught more than once (indicated in parentheses). In all the courses I have
taught, my scores in critical thinking and effective writing are high, which meets my curricular goals.
courses (in order taught)

Course
compared to all
others

Instructor
Course challenged
compared to all me to write
others
effectively

English 1020
English 2030
English 2060
English 3084 (2x)
English 3160
English 4180
English 4190/5190 (2x)
English 4991 (2x)
English 5913 (4x)
English 6002 (2x)

4.8
4.5
5.4
5.1
5.5
5.1
4.8
5.2
5.3
5.8

5.1
5.4
5.6
5.4
5.8
5.4
5.3
5.6
5.4
5.7

5.4
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.9

Course
challenged me
to think
critically
5.2
5.6
5.9
5.4
5.8
5.6
5.7
5.6
5.7
5.8

I provide selected quotations from students’ written commentary on course evaluations in the course
profiles below.
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FIRST-YEAR WRITING CURRICULUM
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:
 Sample Assignment #1: Exploratory Research Essay
 Sample Assignment #2: Creative Genre Artifact and Analysis
o handout: Analyzing Genres
 Sample Assignment #3: Definition‐Argument
o activity: See Your Draft in New Ways
 Sample Assignment #4: Re‐Inventing Passionate Argument
 Sample Assignment #5: Rhetorical Skeleton
o activity: Charting Your Skeleton
 Sample Assignment #6: Researching Health Issues Online
This sample curriculum includes assignments I’ve designed for new teachers, tried‐and‐true favorites of
my own, and newer assignments I want to try, many of which are adapted from assignments in my other
courses.
In each case, my goal is to enable students to be more successful writers and readers, both inside and
outside the university, by providing opportunities to critically examine and practice writing. My courses
focus on making arguments, incorporating research into writing, thorough revision, writing for audience,
writing in multiple genres, and multimedia. In all, my first‐year writing courses suggest that
understanding language, rethinking argument, and producing successful writing are intimately related.
For more information on how I approach first‐year writing, see my Composition Program Guide at the
end of this portfolio, and other materials on CompTrain: http://comptrain.wikispaces.com/.
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Sample Assignment #1 (First‐Year Writing)
Exploratory Research Essay
The exploratory essay is exactly that – a place where you explore your ideas. It is not a paper with a
thesis (though you may make some arguments), and it is not a paper proposal (though you will be
thinking about your paper ideas). It is a place where you give yourself the time and space to ask real
questions and spend some time searching for possible answers. This paper is about satisfying a genuine
curiosity using the tools of research and writing.
 getting started
The exploratory essay is the first step down the long road to your argumentative research analysis. But
don’t get hung‐up on “picking a topic” – let yourself truly explore and the right topic/interest will come.
As Lamott says, “You don’t have to see where you’re going, you don’t have to see your destination or
everything you will pass along the way. You just have to see two or three feet ahead of you” (18).
You’ve come up with some questions you are genuinely interested in and gotten some feedback in class.
As you write, you will not only begin to answer that question, but will be led toward related ideas and
new questions – this paper is about following those lines of inquiry and seeing where you end up.
 writing the essay
This paper is a narrative that describes the first steps of your thinking and research. The organization of
the paper is chronological – you begin with your question(s), then you narrate your process of exploring
the answers to those questions through academic and personal research. And so, your paper should:




narrate your thinking/research process – where did you begin? where did you decide to look for
information? what did you find? how did it shape your thinking?
informally integrate the pertinent information that you learn as you explore that topic.
react to what you find – how has your question changed? what answers are you forming?

Obviously then, there is some research required to explore your question! For this paper, cite eight
sources. You must use at least one source from each of the following categories:




an academic source, such as an academic journal article or theoretical book
a legitimate government or newspaper source
an interview or survey (either one performed by someone else or your own)

As you can probably tell, I am trying to push you away from Google, which can be useful but doesn’t
contain all the good information our library pays for.
 how to attack this paper
1. Work‐up a question on your issue. (You’ve started this already.)
2. Do some research on that question. (We’ll start this process together.)
3. Write out your process, step‐by‐step. (So yes, you’ll say: “The first thing I did to find information was
to set up an interview with the Governor….” and “but then I started thinking, what if…”)
4. Your initial research should have led you to more questions and issues. Start following those, and
duplicate the process: ask the question, do more research, write about it.
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5. Now you may come to a point where you’ve answered your question: that’s fine. You can finish up
that way, and you might even want to use that conclusion as a starting point for your final
argumentative paper. But, you don’t have to answer everything. The key is to ask good questions
and pursue them. If by the end of your paper you just stop, then fine. You can end there without any
trite and summative conclusion.
KEY TIPS!
 Write as you research, and then revise it all at the end. If you try to write it all the night before, you
will forget much of your process and write a weaker essay.
 Don’t get hung up on a definitive thesis.
 Don’t “look ahead” and try to anticipate where your paper is going: let the research and questions
lead you, not the other way around.
 Don’t argue: look at everything from all sides. If by the end you have formed an opinion, that’s ok,
but don’t let that get in the way of objective research.
 Have some fun with it! Some of the wackier topics really work!
THE RULES
 Page requirement: six pages, double‐spaced with one inch margins.
 Include parenthetical citations as you reference your research.
 Include a Works Cited list.
 Revise! A thoughtful narrative essay is not the same as a rambling rant. Your paper should show
evidence of thoughtful proofreading and editing.
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Sample Assignment #2 (First‐Year Writing)
Creative Genre Artifact and Analysis
For this project, you will demonstrate your understanding of the power of genre. To do this, you will
select a genre of your choosing, produce something within that genre, and write an argumentative
analysis of your genre. You will need to refer to your “Analyzing Genre” handout and our discussions.
PART ONE: Creative Genre Artifact
In preparing for this assignment, you have carefully studied a genre of your choosing. Now, to
demonstrate you understand this genre (and genres more generally), you will create a sample of the
genre that:
1. conforms to the expectations of the genre, and
2. breaks the rules of the genre.
As we discussed in class, The Onion is a famous example of a text that both conforms to genre
expectations – it maintains the conventions of a newspaper in style and tone but also violates those
norms by having funny and ironic content. Other examples from previous classes include a formal lab
report on how to make coffee, and medical warnings for OTC products that were written confusing and
vague.
By breaking the rules of the genre, you are forced to think about the genre very closely. For instance, a
student in a previous class chose to write “wedding dis‐invitations,” and she explained that having to
break some rules caused her to see features of the genre she had never noticed, such as that women
are often listed by first and middle name, while men are listed by their full names. Breaking the rules
also lets you have a bit more fun.
Because everyone’s genres will be different, what you produce for Part One will vary wildly. You want to
produce one solid, good, sample of your genre. Obviously, if you are examining the post‐it, you will want
to produce more than one. But if you are analyzing assignments in your major, one thorough assignment
reproduction is sufficient.
PART TWO: Arguments About Your Genre
In Part Two, you make arguments about your genre and what you produced.
Carefully analyze and make arguments about the genre you chose to explore. Focus on the samples you
have obtained. What are the expectations or “rules” of the genre? What features of your genre “work”
for those who use the genre, and what features need to change? Write a reasoned, argumentative
analysis ‐ stay away from simply describing or focusing on the obvious. Instead, develop an interesting
analysis of how your genre “works,” how it doesn’t “work,” and why.
Also, interpret what you have created for Part One. What argument does your piece make? In what
ways does it exemplify your arguments about this genre, as explained in your Genre Analysis? (or not?)
Again, stay away from the obvious and from simply describing what you did – I’ll have it there to look at
so description isn’t necessary!
Your analysis should be four pages for the first draft (that means to the end of the fourth page!), and
five pages for the final draft.
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What I’m Grading On
Part One is worth 50% of your grade, and Part Two is worth 50%.
Part One
 critical thinking and writing ability (do you demonstrate critical understanding of the genre?)
 effort in design (is it clear that you took some time thinking about this? critical creativity is more
important than being “arty”)
Part Two
 clear, innovative, and convincing analysis of your genre
 incorporation of specific details as evidence
 avoidance of vague language and obvious commentary
 clear introduction that indicates what the analysis is about and WHY
 clear points in each paragraph, no repetition
 thoughtful paragraph and sentence structure
 effective organization strategy
 thorough revision
 proper use of MLA (final draft)

related activity: Analyzing Genres
Adapted from Reiff et al., Scenes of Writing
For your Genre Analysis, you’ll need to adeptly analyze your chosen genre. I’ve adapted some of Reiff et
al.’s suggestions for analyzing textual genres.
GUIDELINES FOR ANALYZING GENRES
1. Collect Samples of the Genre
The more samples you collect, the more easily you will be able to notice patterns in the genre.
Regardless of the genre (such as “cool jazz” or “songs about rivers”), you’ll need to have at least 20, and
preferably more, samples of the genre. We’ll talk more on Wednesday about choosing genres you’re
familiar with versus genres you are not familiar with.
2. Consider the basics of genre analysis (64):
 Who uses the genre?
 What is it about?
 Where is the genre used?
 When is it used?
 Why is it used?
Interviews and observations can be used, but in your Musical‐Genre Analysis, you’ll be focusing on
analyzing the genre yourself and making arguments about the patterns you see.
3. Identify the Scene and Describe the Situation in Which the Genre is Used (93‐94)
 Setting: Where does the genre appear? How and when is it transmitted and used? With what other
genres does this genre interact?
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Subject: What topics, issues, ideas, questions, etc. does the genre address? When people use this
genre, what is it that they are interacting about?
Participants: Who uses the genre?
o Writers: Who writes the texts in this genre? Are multiple writers possible? What roles do
they perform? What characteristics must writers of this genre possess? Under what
circumstances do writers write the genre (e.g., in teams, on a computer, in a rush)?
o Readers: Who reads/listens to the texts in this genre? Is there more than one type of reader
for this genre? What roles do they perform? What characteristics must readers of this genre
possess? Under what circumstances do listeners read the genre (e.g., at their leisure, on the
run, in waiting rooms)?
Purposes: Why do writers write this genre and why do readers read it? What purposes does the
genre fulfill for the people who use it?

4. Identify, Describe, and Critique Patterns in the Genre’s Features
What recurrent features do the samples share?
 What content is typically included? What is excluded? How is the content treated?
 What rhetorical appeals are used? What appeals to logos, pathos, and ethos appear?
 How are texts in the genres structured? What are their parts, and how are they organized?
 In what format are texts of this genre presented? What layout or appearance is common? How long
is a typical text in this genre? Do people experience your genre primarily in person? online? etc.
 What types of sentences or rhythms do texts in the genre typically use? How long are they?
 What diction is most common? Is there a type of jargon used?
5. Analyze What These Patterns Reveal About the Situation and Scene
Take your answers to #1, #2, and #3 above and consider them in light of the following questions:
 What do participants have to know or believe to understand or appreciate the genre?
 Who is invited into the genre, and who is excluded?
 What roles for artists and listeners does the genre encourage and discourage?
 What values, beliefs, goals, and assumptions are revealed through the genre’s patterns?
 What content is considered most important? What is ignored?
 What attitude toward listeners is implied in the genre? What attitude toward the world is implied in
the genre?
CRITIQUING AND CHANGING GENRES
Genre analysis isn’t all about description. It’s about critiquing and changing genres, too. There are
certainly features of particular musical genres that need critique (a famous one is the depiction of
women in some forms of rap music). A critique of your genre is essential to your analysis.
To think of genres critically “means looking below the surface to identify the patterns of the various
genres and then using these patterns to gain insight…” Critiquing “asks you to question and evaluate
assumptions. To critique means to engage in judgment, to examine and then determine the strengths
and shortcomings of certain genres” (150).
Why critique? “Notice how the questions [below] invite you to engage the genre not so much on its own
terms (by describing its features…) but rather on your terms. That is, the questions lead you to look
beyond how and why the genre works so that you can assess how well it works based on the standards
you hold” (160).
14

(Some) Questions for Critiquing Genres (p. 161)
 What does the genre allow its users to do and what does it disallow?


Whose needs are most served by the genre? Whose needs are least served?



In what ways does the genre succeed the most? In what ways does it fail?



Does the genre enable its users to represent themselves fully? How not?



Does the genre limit the way in which its users can do their work?



Does the genre create inequalities among its users that lead to imbalances of power?



Do the assumptions of the genre privilege certain ways of doing and knowing?



Does the genre allow its listeners to do certain things at the expense of others? At what cost?



(What additional questions might we add that specifically pertain to musical genres?)
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Sample Assignment #3 (First‐Year Writing)
Definition‐Argument Assignment
Rethinking Literacy: Paper Assignment
For this paper you will argue for a particular definition of literacy. You will support your definition with
evidence and examples, and your final paper will be polished!
Explaining Your Definition of Literacy
Your definition of literacy will not be a single sentence. Instead, you will provide examples, apply
readings from class, and incorporate your personal experience, resulting in a sophisticated and thought‐
provoking definition of literacy that lasts several pages.
As we talked and read about, the meaning of literacy is up for debate! So in defining literacy, you are
making an argument. Use the strategies we’ve talked about:
1. Make arguments for your definition. Your definition needs to be defensible and interesting, and
use the argument strategies from class.
2. Incorporate class readings. Use strategies discussed (summary, paraphrase, quotation analysis,
etc.).
 Quote from Heath –and remember that you can agree and disagree with her!
 Refer to Guerra – what literacy metaphor are you suggesting?
3. Give concrete examples. We have considered many examples and situations, asking what counts
as literacy and what does not (for instance, we looked at graffiti and poetry). You will need to
provide three examples of literacy moments or events that fit or do not fit your definition of
literacy. A good example is both interesting and original – avoid the obvious and examples
already covered in class.
4. Incorporate your own views. Many of you wrote passionate literacy moment essays or have
made strong arguments in class. (This essay is not a personal response paper, so this should be
only part of the paper, and may be folded in with your concrete examples, see #3.)
You are writing this paper for a general, academic audience. This means that you can’t assume that
people have read the articles we read in class. This is where the summary skills you’ve worked on will
come into play – introduce a source before using it.
What I’m Grading On
 Your ability to argue convincingly. The reader needs to be convinced by what you say, which means
that you provide evidence and good examples. There should not be gaping holes in your definition.
 Your ability to incorporate course readings and ideas. This includes summarizing and quoting from
class sources, as we’ve worked on in class.
 Your ability to incorporate concrete examples from your own life. We have worked on using your
own experience in an academic way.
 Your ability to revise your work based on my feedback and peer review. Revise, read aloud, and
rewrite!
 Your ability to meet the assignment requirements. So if you’re struggling, talk to me.
Workshop and due dates on Canvas.
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related activity: See Your Draft in New Ways
Now that you have received feedback from your peers in workshop, it’s time to find a new way to get
some “perspective” on your draft. I ask that you do two out of the three options below, and write a
short reflection on how it went and how it will shape your revision (250 words or so):
1. Give your draft to a friend and ask them to record it for you. Then, listen to the recording and read
along with your draft in hand, noting where you here awkwardness and other issues. I suggest you
use sound‐only, both to avoid the distraction of your friend on the screen and because video takes
up far more memory on your phone than audio‐recording only.
2. Chop up your paper paragraph by paragraph. (This works better when done with paper – you don’t
get the same impact on the screen.) Start experimenting with the paper order and read it through.
This can help reveal unnecessary portions and, of course, better ordering.
3. Fill in the bar graph below, sentence‐by‐sentence, for your draft. That last column should be
relatively empty!
A: # of sentences that make arguments
B: # of sentences that provide evidence
C: # of sentences that focus on class readings
D: # of sentences that focus on your literacy moment
E: # of sentences that do other things

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

A

sentences
that talk
about my text
(including
quotations)

B

C

sentences
that provide
quotations
from class
readings

D

E

sentences
that do other
things
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Sample Assignment #4 (First‐Year Writing)
Re‐Inventing Passionate Arguments
As we have discussed, our argument inheritance is vast, but we tend to only use certain strategies. As a
consequence, many claim we have no real way to engage and discuss hot‐button issues in society. In this
unit, we’ve responded to that by considering more audience‐focused approaches to argumentation.
Choosing Your Topic
For this paper, you’ll write on a polarized topic (that is, a topic that people tend to have strong,
divergent opinions about) of your choosing. The topic you choose should be one that you have
passionate feelings about – perhaps so passionate that you would argue this issue into the ground
and/or completely avoid talking to people who don’t feel the way you do about it. In fact, it’s likely that
you really do not understand (or cannot believe) the views of those on the “other side” of your chosen
issue.
Re‐inventing Argument
1. You’ll begin by writing a traditional, thesis‐driven argument, primarily supported by logical,
evidence‐based arguments.
2. Next, you’ll revise this draft to adopt the Rogerian, more audience‐centered approaches we’ve
discussed, including thoughtful use of pathos, finding middle ground with your audience, and
avoiding or rephrasing aggressive or dismissive argument.
Convincing Yourself
It would be mildly challenging to write a paper where you try to convince those who disagree with you
to change their views, especially if you have to shift away from combative argument styles. But I want to
up the ante, and instead ask that you argue the opposite side (that is, the side you disagree with) and
perceive yourself as the audience for your arguments. This is not the same as devil’s advocate (where
you only partly or satirically engage) – you are really trying to convince yourself of the other side, and
since you are your own audience, you should know better than anyone what might be convincing,
engaging, and respectful.
Details
 Two drafts, each four to six pages, double spaced.
 You may include two research sources if you need them, but this isn’t a big component of this paper
(we’ll get to that in the next unit), so primarily focus on argumentative strategies.
 Include a works cited of any sources used. (Full citations for class readings are on the syllabus.)
 Due dates are on Canvas. Expect to turn in a FULL DRAFT AT THE WORKSHOP.
related readings:






Tannen, Deborah. The Argument Culture: Stopping America's War of Words. New York: Ballantine
Books, 1999. 3‐26.
Macfarquhar, Larissa. “Thank You For Not Fighting.” New York Times. April 5, 1998.
Weston, Anthony. A Rulebook for Arguments. Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 1995.
Wood, Nancy V. “Rogerian Argument.” Perspectives on Argument. Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1998. 246‐253. (Also, sample Rogerian arguments by students)
Carnegie, Dale. How to Win Friends and Influence People. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1936. 104‐
109, 135‐139.
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Sample Assignment #5 (First‐Year Writing)
Rhetorical Skeleton
The point of this project is for you to truly learn to read and write rhetorically. By this, I mean that you
learn to read with attention to rhetorical form (not only content, though content does not become
irrelevant). This is important because being able to detect, replicate, and/or adapt rhetorical forms is the
key to being able to write in new genres, particularly argumentative genres.
WHAT’S REQUIRED
For this assignment, you will carefully choose an article that has a rhetorical form/structure you want to
model. I’m calling this rhetorical form/structure the “rhetorical skeleton” (following Percy). This means
that you should want to emulate the way it is written (argumentatively, organizationally, authorial voice,
etc.) – the content of the article is not important. In fact, I suggest you choose something that is not
related to your topic – pick your article based on its rhetorical skeleton.
You will then choose your own topic (more on this below), which is the “flesh and bones” you’ll put onto
your rhetorical skeleton/model article. You will individually decide how much you stick to the existing
the rhetorical skeleton of your chosen article. At least to start, I suggest you stick close to it, and we’ll
model how to do that. (We’ll decide later about length, etc.)
PICKING A MODEL ARTICLE AND A TOPIC
I am asking that the genre of your article be argumentative and researched nonfiction from a point of
view, and this can include much argumentative creative nonfiction. The sorts of venues that publish this
work include Harper’s (which we’ll examine), The Atlantic, longer pieces in Salon, The Economist
(sometimes), The New Yorker, some pieces in Vogue, etc. You can decide if you want to pick something
with a strong authorial voice, lots of research, a lot of story, etc. At some level, the piece you choose
should be argumentative/persuasive – there should be a message/point to get across. It should not be
fiction.
The topic you choose to write about can be anything, but it will need be something that will work on
your skeleton. So if your skeleton article has a story throughout, three researched portions, and a
personal anecdote at the end, so will your written piece. Select your topic with this in mind, with
feedback from your peers and from me.
WHERE WE GO FROM HERE
 We’ll begin by considering what it means to write imitatively and issues of plagiarism and veracity.
We’ll work on how to sketch rhetorical skeletons (what I call “rhetorical charting”).
 You’ll select three articles as potential models. We’ll then work through charting them rhetorically
and determining what research is needed for your written piece.
 Part Three will continue the writing process and get into revision.
I will begin grading by reading your piece, then I will read your model article. There will be drafts and
feedback along the way!
related readings
 Percy, Benjamin. “The Slowest Reader.” The Rumpus. 29 August 2012.
 Gladwell, Malcolm. “Something Borrowed: Is It Fair to Complain About Plagiarism?” The New Yorker.
Nov. 22, 2004.
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sample rhetorical skeletons (all approach argument differently)
 Luhrmann, T. M. “Blinded by the Right? How Hippie Christians Begat Evangelical Conservatives.”
Harper’s. April 2013. 39‐42.
 Ketcham, Christopher. “Razing Arizona: Will Drought Destroy the Southwest?” Harper’s. April 2014.
53‐61.
 Baker, Nicholson. “Wrong Answer: The Case Against Algebra II.” Harper’s. September 2013.

related class activity
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Sample Assignment #5 (First‐Year Writing)
Researching Health Online (or, 20 Minutes to Cancer)
The goal of this project is to engage and analyze logical choices made in searching for health information
online. We’re focusing on online searches for health information because this is a common and high‐
stakes rhetorical‐logical exercise.
Two Options
1. Analyze the search of a family member or friend. You will ask a friend or family member to
perform an online health search to form a diagnosis or gather relevant health information,
beginning with Google. The timing is up to you, but about 20‐30 minutes is a good length for the
search. If at all possible, this should be a “real” search (though it may not be the first time the
searcher has done online research on her condition), rather than one involving symptoms the
searcher has never had or that are made‐up. You’ll capture the search using screencasting
software (which we’ll talk about in class) and ask the searchers questions about their decision‐
making. You’ll write up an analysis of your search.
2. Analyze your own search. Again, you’ll create a screen‐cast. You should consider the context,
such as your web searching experience, your general health, your ultimate satisfaction with your
search, etc. If you analyze yourself, you will be disclosing personal health information to me and
to others in peer review.
I am strongly discouraging researching fabricated symptoms or conditions in either search – I’ve had
students do this before and it’s not very fruitful. Also, it may make sense to gather two searches and
then analyze the most interesting one.
Writing‐Up the Analyses
You’ll write up an analysis of your search (800‐1000 words), analyzing the LOGIC of the choices made –
what is the searcher drawn to? what does she ignore? why? As a class, we’ll read about the features and
brainstorm a list to consider. You will be able to use screen captures/shots of the search when helpful ,
so you’re not giving long‐winded descriptions of things that can easily be shown with an image.
Note that your goal is not to simply narrate/describe each search. (I can watch the screencast if I want
that!) Instead, really analyze and come up with interesting points to share in your analyses.
related readings
 Tindale, Christopher. Fallacies and Argument Appraisal. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2007. 1‐18.
 Segal, Judy Z. “Internet Health and the 21st‐Century Patient A Rhetorical View.” Written
Communication4 (2009): 351–369.
 Warnick, Barbara. Rhetoric Online: Persuasion and Politics on the World Wide Web. Frontiers in
Political Communication, v. 12. New York: Peter Lang, 2007. 45‐57.
 Tang, Hangwi, and Jennifer Hwee Kwoon Ng. “Googling for a Diagnosis—use of Google as a
Diagnostic Aid: Internet Based Study.” BMJ7579 (2006): 1143–1145.
 Siempos, Ilias, et al. “Non‐physicians May Reach Correct Diagnoses by Using Google: A Pilot Study.”
Swiss Medical Weekly49‐50 (2008): 741‐745.
 Lewis, Tania. “Seeking Health Information on the Internet: Lifestyle Choice or Bad Attack of
Cyberchondria?” Media, Culture & Society 4 (2006): 521–539.
 Stevens, Simon. “The Fear of Disability Keeps People Safe.” The Huffington Post UK. 25 March 2014.
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ENGLISH 2060: INTRODUCTION TO WRITING STUDIES
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:




Syllabus
English Major Manifesto Assignment
Bodily Literacy Narrative

In this gateway course for majors, I introduce students to the diversity of writing available in our major.
We begin by “redeeming” study in the humanities by challenging the idea of English majors as
unemployable, and I ask students to write a manifesto articulating their often new‐found beliefs. I then
ask students to try their hand at creative nonfiction, as many of our majors take creative writing
workshops as their electives, and then I teach an introduction to analysis, with an emphasis on “un‐
learning” the skills taught in many high school classrooms.
Feedback from course evaluations:
- “The personal responses to our submissions! Not just ‘good job’ or ‘fix this,’ but a ‘this is why’
response. Critical and informative.”
- “Relevant readings and new forms of writing not taught anywhere else.”
- “It asked me to use a personal authorial voice I didn’t even know existed.”
- “This is lovely and incredibly successful. 10/10.”
- “Awesome teacher.”
- “Loved the manifesto paper.”
- “Thank you so much for taking notice of what was happening to me and worry how tired I was
looking as the semester was coming to an end. It really showed and touched me how much you
cared.”
- “I don’t think Amy realizes what an inspiration she is. Not only that, she’s so quirky that it makes her
very approachable.”
- “My best English class taken so far.”
- “Your grading turnaround was great!”
- “Loved this class – keep the rigor!”
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English 2060: Introduction to Writing Studies
introductory course for the English Writing Major
Amy Vidali, PhD
University of Colorado Denver
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu (best way to contact me)
North Classroom 4022B
office hours:
office phone:

Thursdays 11a‐12p and by appt
303‐556‐4765

This course introduces the different types of topics and approaches you’ll experience in your core
classes in the English Writing (EWRT) Major, and prepares you for those courses by giving you many
opportunities to analyze and write in a small‐class setting. This course is new to the major, as the faculty
felt that we could do a better job of introducing students to our major. I’m really excited about teaching
this class, as most of my teaching these last few years has been at the graduate and upper‐division
levels, and I’m a believer in the power of interesting and challenging lower‐division courses.
This is a freshman/sophomore‐level course, but is intended as a rigorous introduction to the major. You
will have assigned readings and/or writing assignments due for each class period, and this course’s
learning objectives can be summarized as follows:
‐ You understand the purpose of an English/humanities major (theoretically and pragmatically),
and create your own statement of your goals in the major;
‐ You investigate how your particular body and mind shape you as a reader and a writer, and
determine the environments and practices that make you most effective and innovative;
‐ You consider the role of critical thinking and theory in our field, and are able to convincingly use
theory to produce a thoughtful analysis;
‐ You thoughtfully translate a written paper to a multimedia project.
The first three bullets represent our three units in the course (more in the pages to follow), while the
fourth bullet speaks to the final project for the course.
Disabilities & Access
I am dedicated to making this class a space where all students can succeed, including students with
various disabilities or other needs. I work to make this classroom as accessible as I can, but I need your
input about how you most effectively learn to make the class truly work for everyone. So please come
talk to me about your ideas and needs. I do not require that you have documentation from Disability
Resources and Services (DRS), but I do recommend that you speak to them about what they can offer
you. They can be reached at http://www.ucdenver.edu/student‐services/resources/disability‐resources‐
services/Pages/disability‐resources‐services.aspx; Disability.Resources@ucdenver.edu; (303) 556‐
3450/(303) 556‐4766 TTY.
Succeeding in this Course and Meeting with Me
Every college class is different, but to pass this course, you will need to attend class, complete all the
readings with care (take notes, etc.), keep up with Canvas (our online companion to this class), and
submit all work on time. To receive a high grade, you’ll need to take time with drafts, meet with me, get
feedback from the Writing Center, and sometimes do outside research to better inform yourself on class
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topics. I strive to be a kind and organized teacher, and I expect you to rise to the level of college work
and seek my help if you are struggling.
I’ll ask that each of you meet with me to discuss certain projects, but I also encourage you to come and
talk to me early on. The better I know you, the better the class will be, and then, when things get
difficult, we aren’t meeting for the first time out of class. Also, if you are considering further education,
it’s best to be in touch with your professors so they really know you and your work. I don’t spend all day
in my office (because I don’t write well there), but I can happily arrange to be there to meet with you.
Assignments/Projects
This class has three units that each culminate in a graded project. The final project for the course will be
a revision of one of the three projects into a multimedia format (we’ll talk more about this in class).
English Major Manifesto (project for the first unit)
Bodily Literacy Narrative (project for the second unit)
Putting Theory to Work (project for the third unit)
Final Project
In‐Class Work and Participation
For due dates, see the schedule.

15%
20%
20%
25%
20%

Because this is a lower‐division course, I’ve placed significant weight on your in‐class work and
participation. This portion of your grade includes completing the readings, small assignments due most
class periods, required drafts and conferences, pop quizzes, in‐class freewrites and workshops, Canvas
participation, and the like. I will either give these smaller assignments a credit/no‐credit grade, or a
check‐plus, check, or check‐minus grade. The check plus is 5 points (100%), the check is 4 points (80%),
and the check‐minus is 3 points (60%). For more significant assignments, such as required drafts, I may
“double weight” or “triple weight,” and I’ll let you know when this happens. At the end of the course, I
simply total up the possible number of points and come up with your “In‐Class Work and Participation”
grade. I do not construct this grade based on how many times you raise your hand and speak in class,
but I will boost this portion of your grade if you participate, either in class or on Canvas, and/or if you
come and meet with me.
Attendance Policy and Late Work
There are two types of absences: excused and unexcused. Excused absences are defined by university
policy and are typically negotiated with me in advance (or as soon as possible in case of emergencies). In
the case of excused absences, I will accept the work due in class that day and/or allow you to make up
in‐class work (sometimes through alternate assignments). Note that a work schedule that conflicts with
this class is not an excused absence – it’s best to wait and take the course when you can attend.
Unexcused absences are days you miss class for reasons you choose not to discuss with me, or for
reasons that aren’t likely excused (you’re tired, feel like skiing, etc.). If you have more than two
unexcused absences, I begin to lower your grade. For each unexcused absence after two, I lower your
final grade for the course by one third (so an A‐ becomes a B+, a C+ becomes a C, etc.). For unexcused
absences, I don’t accept work due that day and in‐class work cannot be made up.
All required work is due at the start of class and must be submitted in person, by you. The late penalty
for the three major projects is a half grade for each class period it is late (an A‐ becomes a B, a C+
becomes a C‐, etc.). In‐class work will not be accepted late (except in the case of excused absences).
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Work will not be accepted over email, except by arrangement with me. Coming to class, handing in the
work, and then promptly leaving (that is, not staying for the class period) will also result in the late
penalty. The final project will not be accepted late, period.
Plagiarism
In the age of the Internet, the idea of who “owns” what writing has become complicated. If you’re
struggling with how to incorporate the ideas of others into your writing, or you’re so stressed that
you’re considering taking someone’s work and turning it in as your own, come talk to me and we’ll
figure it out. If I suspect that you have plagiarized, I’ll begin with a private conversation with you. In
many cases, we can figure out what went wrong and you can take another swing at it. In other cases, I
will determine that plagiarism has occurred, and I will charge you with plagiarism and formally write you
up. If this occurs, you will receive an F on the plagiarized assignment, and if I decide, an F in this course.
For more on what constitutes plagiarism, talk to me, or start here:
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/CLAS/Centers/writing/resources/Pages/plagiarism.aspx.
Being Respectful and Not Being Tied to Your Cell Phone
I find that most students come to class with great ideas and are respectful to other students. But
occasionally students get a little over‐excited or are disrespectful to other students or to me. If
necessary, I’ll refer to university policy on student conduct, but mostly, I’ll contact you privately if an
issue arises. I also ask that you come talk to me or email me if a fellow student is making you
uncomfortable.
As someone who began teaching before cell phones, I’ve watched them change the shape of the college
classroom. Sometimes phones are helpful (you look up a needed factoid) or necessary (you’re waiting
for news on a sick friend or have a child in daycare). But most of the time, cell phones are distractions,
for you and your peers, and for me. So, I ask that you not have your phone where it can distract you and
your classmates, such as on your desk or in your pocket. If you can, turn it off. If you need it on, please
look at it quickly – to see if there is an issue – and then promptly put it away. You get one warning if you
are distracting our class with your phone (I can see your hands moving under the table or in your
purse!); if it happens again, I will not accept your work for that day (what a bummer). Same goes for
laptop and tablet use that wanders from class purposes.

SCHEDULE





The readings and homework are listed on the day they are due.
The small assignments are intended to get you thinking and prepare you for class. They are not set
in stone – I’ll make adjustments and add detail on Canvas, which is your best place to go for
updates. For major assignments, you’ll get more detail in class.
An online version of the schedule is on Canvas under “Syllabus” or “Modules.” In that version, the
various links below will take you right to articles.

UNIT ONE: Life as an English Major (Why Am I Here?)
The rewards of majoring in English (or another humanities field) are many. However, there are many
myths circulating about English majors, and you may have already heard some of these from friends and
family. As you head into this major, I want you to be aware of these debates, your job prospects, and
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decide what your goals are as an English Major. I’ll ask you to write your goals as a manifesto, and we’ll
begin by reading a few manifestos.
Thu, 1/23
 MacDonald, Geoff. “The Manifesto Manifesto.” 2011. http://www.1000manifestos.com/manifesto‐
manifesto/.
 “The List of 1000 Manifestos.” http://www.1000manifestos.com/list/.
Take a look at MacDonald’s manifesto, and then select a manifesto from the list of 1000 that you like (in
terms of content and/or structure). Then, roughly modeling off the manifesto you like, write a short
(half‐page) manifesto on something you feel passionately about that most people don’t feel
passionately about (chapstick addiction! the fashion taboo of crocs! ferris wheels!). Please stay away
from hot‐button political topics (abortion, gun control, etc.) – these issues get enough attention already.
Tue, 1/28
• Gutting, Gary. “The Real Humanities Crisis.” New York Times. 30 November 2013.
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/11/30/the‐real‐humanities‐crisis/.
• Bérubé, Michael. “The Humanities, Declining? Not According to the Numbers.” The Chronicle of
Higher Education. 1 July 2013. http://chronicle.com/article/The‐Humanities‐Declining‐Not/140093/.
Read thoughtfully and write down a question on each article for our discussion. (Note that Bérubé
writes very tongue‐in‐cheek; be sure to catch his humor/sarcasm.)
Thu, 1/30
• Edelstein, Dan. “How Is Innovation Taught? On the Humanities and the Knowledge Economy.”
Liberal Education 96.1 (Winter 2010). http://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/le‐wi10/le‐
wi10_Innovation.cfm.
• Nisen, Max. “11 Reasons to Ignore the Haters and Major in the Humanities.” 6 June 2013.
http://www.businessinsider.com/11‐reasons‐to‐major‐in‐the‐humanities‐2013‐6. (fun!)
Bring three lists (typed on one page): (1) What are five reasons you’re an English major? (2) What five
jobs do you hope to get as an English major? I mean you, not any English major. (3) What possible
minors or other majors hold appeal for you and which major would be pure torture? (Here is a list:
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/degrees/Pages/UndergraduateDegrees.aspx.)
Tue, 2/4
 Clune, Bronwen. “My Problem with the Grammar Police.” The Guardian. 3 October 2013.
Write about a time you were stigmatized for the way you spoke or wrote (1‐2 pages, double‐spaced). Be
prepared to share.
Thu, 2/6
 Daniels, Harvey. “Nine Ideas About Language.” Language: Introductory Readings. Eds. Virginia Clark,
Paul Escholz, Alfred Rosa, and Beth Lee Simon. 7th ed. New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2008. 3‐19.
Read thoughtfully. Post a resource to Canvas that will help folks as they draft their manifestos (either
about English majors or writing manifestos).
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Tue, 2/11
Complete a draft of your manifesto for class.
Thu, 2/13
DUE IN CLASS: English Major Manifesto
resource materials
 Cameron, Deborah. Verbal Hygiene. London: Routledge, 1995.
• Chong, Liz. “What It Means to Be an English Major.” Emergence 2013. (Google to find it.)
• “50 Famous & Successful English Majors Who Shatter the Stereotype.” English Teachers’ Network.
http://englishteachernet.blogspot.com/2011/03/interesting‐fact‐50‐famous‐successful.html.
• “The Fate of the Humanities.” New York Times. 4 November 2013.
http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/11/04/the‐fate‐of‐the‐humanities. This is a
“debate” with six short articles.
• Lemire, Tim. I’m an English Major – Now What? Cincinnati: Writer’s Digest Books, 2006. 1‐11. Ask
me if you are interested.
• Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct. New York: W. Morrow and Co, 1994.
• Prairie Home Companion’s Professional Organization of English Majors. NPR.
http://prairiehome.publicradio.org/programs/2010/09/25/scripts/english.shtml. This is part of an
ongoing sarcastic “series” on this program.

Unit TWO: Bodily Literacy Narrative
You will be doing a lot of writing in this major (and in life), and this unit asks you to consider what it
means to write in your particular body, and how you can become a better reader and writer (rather than
a disembodied mind in an uncomfortable chair). To facilitate this discussion, we’ll read about how
various identities (including gender, race, class, and disability) impact our abilities to read and write.
You’ll end by writing a literacy narrative that answers the question: How is the experience of your
writing and reading life particularly – and necessarily – shaped by the body you are in?
Tue, 2/18
 Coates, Jennifer. “’She’d Made Sardines in Aspic’: Women’s Stories and Men’s Stories and the
Construction of Gender.” Men Talk. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2003. 107‐141.
 Newkirk, Thomas. “Misreading Masculinity: Speculations on the Great Gender Gap in Writing.”
Language Arts 77.4 (2000): 294‐300.
Read thoughtfully and bring an example of something you think is clearly “female” or “male” writing.
Thu, 2/20
 Lamott, Anne. Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life. New York: Doubleday, 1994. 16‐
27.
 hooks, bell. Remembered Rapture: The Writer at Work. New York: Henry Holt, 1999. xi‐xvi, 4‐12.
TBD
Tue, 2/25
 Rodriguez, Richard. Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez: An Autobiography.
Toronto: Bantam Books, 1983. (excerpt)
 Badger, Emily. “How Poverty Taxes the Brain.” The Atlantic. 29 August 2013.
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Write up a one‐page response about what identity features have most impacted your literacy practices.
Thu, 2/27
 Shapiro, Joseph P. No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement. New York:
Times Books: 1993. 12‐40.
 Grandin, Temple. Thinking in Pictures. New York: Vintage Books, 1995. 19‐42.
These readings introduce disability studies, which frames the rest of our readings. Take a page or two
(double‐spaced) to react to these readings. What’s new to you? What questions do you have?
Tue, 3/4
 Johnson, Merri L. Girl in Need of a Tourniquet: Memoir of a Borderline Personality. Berkeley, CA: Seal
Press, 2010. 7‐25.
 Kleege, Georgina. “Blind Rage: An Open Letter to Helen Keller.” Sign Language Studies 7. 2 (2007):
186‐194.
Think about how these authors’ bodies and minds impact their reading and writing. How does your body
impact your experience as a writer or reader? Jot down a few notes to share, which I’ll collect.
Thu, 3/6
 Slater, Dan. “Stuttering, Even If Not as Severe as in The King's Speech, Can Be Shameful.” The
Washington Post. 20 December 2010. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp‐
dyn/content/article/2010/12/20/AR2010122004765.html.
 Didion, Joan. The Year of Magical Thinking. Vintage: New York, 2006. 3‐8.
Read thoughtfully.
Tue, 3/11
 Cvetkovich, Ann. Depression: A Public Feeling. Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2012. 43‐51.
 I may add a reading based on requests.
Complete the reading, and bring a rough outline of your bodily literacy narrative to class for discussion
(a bulleted list or graphic organizer is fine).
Thu, 3/13
TBD: workshop, make‐up day, etc.
Tue, 3/18
DUE IN CLASS: Bodily Literacy Narrative
resource materials
 Anzaldúa, Gloria. Borderlands: The New Mestiza = La Frontera. San Francisco: Spinsters/Aunt Lute,
1987.
 Biss, Eula. “The Pain Scale.” Seneca Review (Spring 2005): 5‐25. http://www.snreview.org/biss.pdf
 Carver, Raymond. “Cathedral.” Cathedral. New York: Vintage Contemporaries, 1981. 209‐228.
 Couser, G T. Signifying Bodies: Disability in Contemporary Life Writing. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2009.
 Edwards, Laurie. In the Kingdom of the Sick: A Social History of Chronic Illness in America. New York:
Walker & Co, 2013. 1‐8. Also her interview on NPR:
http://www.npr.org/2013/04/11/176688401/living‐with‐chronic‐pain‐in‐the‐kingdom‐of‐the‐sick.]
 Jamison, Kay Redfield. An Unquiet Mind: A Memoir of Moods and Madness. New York: Vintage,
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1995. 3‐7.
Linton, Simi. Claiming Disability. New York: NYU Press, 1998. 8‐33. [will reference in class]
Slater, Lauren. Lying: A Metaphorical Memoir. New York: Penguin Books, 2001.

UNIT THREE: Putting Theory to Work
Our major requires you to understand complex theories and then use them in your own thinking,
discussion, and analysis. On a bad day, you’re just proving that you understand or read the theory. But
on a good, hard‐working day, you are able to take what the theory teaches you and do something
interesting and dynamic with it. In this unit, we’ll talk about the point of reading theory and practice
applying it, by focusing on theories of metaphor and performing analyses of metaphors you choose.
Thu, 3/20
I will be at a conference presenting my work. No class! Have a good spring break.
Tue, 4/1
 McLaughlin, Thomas. “Introduction.” Critical Terms for Literary Study. Eds. Frank Lentrichia and
Thomas McLaughlin. Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1990. 1‐3.
 Brown, M. Neil and Stuart M. Keeley. Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critical Thinking. Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2007. 1‐13; 205‐207.
Type up a response on your experiences reading “theory” in college and high school (if you read any in
high school). What’s been good? What’s been bad?
Thu, 4/3
 Lakoff, George, and Mark Johnson. Metaphors We Live By. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1980. 3‐13, 22‐24, 33‐40.
Take some to think about the metaphor for your writing. Writing is _____ (gardening? break‐dancing?
what?). Write this down on a piece of paper and bring to class.
Tue, 4/8
 Kövecses, Zoltán. Metaphor: A Practical Introduction, 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2010. ix‐xiii; 3‐10;
17‐31; 215‐229 (don’t do the exercises).
Think about what sort of metaphor you’d like to analyze, and in what media (for example, metaphors of
light and darkness in 80s rap videos, but not that). Come up with two possible ideas and write them up
for class (briefly), so I can respond.
Thu, 4/10
 Paul and Storm, “Your Love is (a Metaphor.)” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iYgdfuZw4g.
Have a listen – this plays on the idea of metaphors in songs. Find a song of your own and analyze the
metaphor. Write up ONE sharp, analytical paragraph (not an introduction to a paper) that you imagine
would be ideal for the sort of paper you’re writing for this unit (if you were analyzing this song).
Tue, 4/15
 Sontag, Susan. Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors. New York: Picador, 1989. 3‐9, 63‐71,
93‐104.
Bring in an example of the cancer or AIDS metaphors Sontag discusses (from the Internet, etc.). Finalize
your paper idea and bring to class for approval.
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Thu, 4/17
 Barry, Colleen L., Victoria L. Brescoll, Kelly D. Brownell, and Mark Schlesinger. “Obesity Metaphors:
How Beliefs About the Causes of Obesity Affect Support for Public Policy.” Milbank Quarterly 87.1
(2009): 7‐47.
 Britt, Fanny, Susan Ouriou, Isabelle Arsenault, and Christelle Morelli. Jane, the Fox and Me. Toronto:
Groundwood Books, 2013. 9‐29.
Barry et al is an example of using theories of metaphor to analyze a phenomenon, as you’ll be doing in
your papers (though not quite at this level!). What is the most effective part of this article? The least
effective? Jot down some notes to discuss and submit in class. Also, consider how obesity metaphors
manifest in the graphic novel (how would you analyze this?) – be prepared to discuss.
Tue, 4/22
TBD: workshop, conferences, etc.
Thu, 4/24
DUE: Putting Theory to Work Paper
resource materials
 Knowles, Murray and Rosamund Moon. Introducing Metaphor. London/New York: Routledge, 2006.
1‐12. [I’ll talk about this in class.]
 Table of Contents: Metaphor Databank. John Barden, University of Birmingham.
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~jab/ATT‐Meta/Databank/table.html.
 The Mind is a Metaphor Database. University of Virginia. http://metaphors.lib.virginia.edu/.
 A look at my own research on metaphor:
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/jlc/summary/v004/4.1.vidali.html.
FINAL PROJECT: Translating Your Work to Another Mode
In this final unit, you’ll take one of the three projects from this class and “translate” it into another
medium, such as an audio essay, photo essay, or website. This unit is all about trying new things and
looking at models, and I’ll determine any readings once I understand your interests.
Tue, 4/29 (FCQs in class today)
Final Unit introduction
Thu 4/29
Final Unit modeling
Tue, 5/6
Final Unit Workshop
Thu, 5/8
Final Unit Showcase
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Manifesto Assignment (English 2060)
For this assignment, I’m asking you to write a manifesto. Your manifesto should help you articulate your
goals moving forward in college, show that you’ve processed our readings and discussions, and
demonstrate your mastery of a new writing genre (the manifesto).
1. If you’re an English major, your manifesto will focus on the value of your major. You can of
course speak to the broader value of the humanities and your experience in other humanities
fields, but in the end, this an argument about the value of the major you have chosen.
2. If you’re not an English major, your manifesto will focus on the value of a humanities major. For
most of you, you will include discussion of your major (or English minor) in your manifesto.
The term “value” in each option above is intentionally broad. You can consider any of the topics we’ve
explored (personal value, societal value, financial value, stereotypes, etc.), though you can’t effectively
explore them all. You can also add new points of your own.
Cite the readings from our course if and when they help you, but don’t get fixated on citation as
manifestos aren’t like academic papers. While some manifestos are quite short, I’m asking for
something more meaty. I can be argued up or down, but I’m thinking over 400 words and under 1000.
See the manifesto about writing a manifesto on the next page!
Here’s what I’ll be grading on:
 Clear arguments and good thinking. I’ll be looking for clear, convincing, and innovative
arguments regarding the value of your English or humanities major/minor. Your manifesto
should demonstrate that you’ve done some real thinking and processing. Don’t get fixated on
one argument, and support your arguments with evidence.
 Great manifesto. I assume that everyone in this class is capable of writing a paper on why an
English or humanities major is valuable. That’s why I’m asking for something more – a
manifesto. We’ve talked about manifestos and analyzed examples – it’s time to show that
you’ve mastered the genre. I’m not going to repeat everything we learned about manifestos
here, so revisit class notes and materials on Canvas (particularly the “manifesto on writing a
manifesto”).
 Strong and appropriate authorial voice. Some students write with a “voice from nowhere,”
leaving no trace of themselves in their writing (often through passive voice and detached
arguments). That won’t work for this assignment! Other students put too much personality in
their writing (with heavy sarcasm and bombastic claims), leaving little argument and only
opinion. That won’t work either! Find the balance in your voice, and implicate yourself in your
arguments without turning them into opinions.
 Polish and format. Manifestos typically aren’t double‐spaced, Times New Roman. So take some
time with the design. I also expect the entire project to be polished (no typos) and meet length
requirements.
Tue, 2/11:

Thu, 2/13:

I’ve built in a workshop day so you can steal good ideas and get some feedback from
your peers and from me. Your draft must be finished in terms of the content, but may
not yet be formatted. We’ll look at some format examples in class.
Final draft due in class.
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A Manifesto on Writing a Manifesto
A manifesto must take on a life of its own. It cannot simply model an existing manifesto, though any
good manifesto writer will consider the rhetorical strategies of others and adapt them for her own
use.
1. A manifesto is specific. It does not take on huge issues it can’t reasonably address (like all of
weight and body image). Being specific allows more to be said and invites a real “call to action.”
2. Pick an audience. A manifesto designed for a “general audience” will be necessarily vague, and
definitely boring. A manifesto speaks to its audience in ALL its rhetorical choices. Putting “dear
governor” at the top and then writing like you would in an academic essay won’t cut it.1
3. Balance critique and ideas. A manifesto that is all critique isn’t effective (or any fun), as
readers aren’t sure what to do. Nor is a manifesto that is all ideas, with no idea of why these
ideas are necessary (what’s the critique?). Balance opinion, argument, and fact.
4. Be decisive and end strong. Err on the side of being declarative rather than wishy‐washy.
Some people are bound to disagree with you. In fact, if NO ONE would disagree with you, it’s not
much of a manifesto – it’s a statement of the obvious.
5. Let it all hang out. Then, be clear and concise. Begin long and then cut to what is really
needed. There is no room in a one‐page manifesto for wasted verbiage. In revising, make each
sentence “tighter.” This does not necessarily mean shorter – it just means cut phrases that
aren’t doing anything (like “due to the fact that…”). Avoid boring introductions, and obviously,
conclusions. It’s a manifesto for Pete’s sake.
6. Be aware of aesthetics & document design. It matters how your words look on the page. Be
aware of white space, paragraph breaks, italics/caps, etc.2
7. Establish your ethos. What right do you have to write on this issue? Where are you coming
from? This can be done indirectly or directly. Don’t hide.
8. Watch those pronouns. Are you speaking for a larger group? (If you use “we,” who is this
“we”? If you use “you,” is it clear who “you” is?) Facilitate the revolution.
9. Have multiple parts. While you “only” have a page (single‐space), you do have room to say
more than one thing. This might answer what‐where‐how‐why questions, be a point‐by‐point
plan of action, or a series of related sub‐points.
10. Careful with satire/irony. This can be used well, but it can also dissemble your argument.

1 In fact, audience is so important, it’s an important part of how a manifesto is graded. I’ll also be looking to see that you
are effectively drawing on other rhetorical tricks of manifestos – this includes what’s on this list, what we talked about in
class, and beyond.
2 This is so important that documents that aren’t a full page, or are less than a page, will not be accepted.
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BODILY LITERACY NARRATIVE WORKSHOP (English 2060)
name of author:

________________________

name of reviewer:

________________________

Use a new sheet each time you read a new paper. After or during, discuss your responses.
1. Is it clear that this is a BODILY literacy narrative? Is the role of the body clear?
___ Yes
___ No
___ Sort of
2. Is it clear that this is a bodily LITERACY narrative? Is the role of the author’s development as a writer
clear?
___ Yes
___ No
___ Sort of
3. Is there a clear narrative here? Is there an experience/event (or two) being related – a story with a
beginning, middle, and end (even if not presented in that order)? Remember that thoughtful reflections
are not the same as a narrative/story.
___ Yes
___ No
___ Sort of
4. Mark the most convincing moment in the narrative. Briefly note why its convincing (on the paper).
5. Mark the weakest moment in the narrative that you feel can be cut because it’s cliché, vague, or just
not really contributing to the narrative.
6. Find three moments that are “telling” that you feel should be showing. Write “SHOW ME.”
7. Is there another place this narrative could start and be more dynamic? Consider what we did with
Didion, and see if you can find another place to start. Write “MAYBE START HERE.” Cross out dull
beginnings or endings.
8. On the assignment, I say: “Write in first‐person and have a strong authorial voice.” Does the author
do this? Mark all that apply.
___ There is a lot of first person here. (In fact, maybe too much reflection and not enough story.)
___ I get a sense of who the author is, but the authorial voice is pretty one‐dimensional (only one
dominant emotion, etc.).
___ There is pretty good authorial voice. One suggestion: _________________________________
___ There is a little bit of first person. I’m not sure I really know the author of this creative nonfiction.
___ This isn’t written in first‐person.
9. Provide more general feedback for the author on the back of this form.
10. Return to the revision handout from Tuesday and work through some of those issues. (Also do this
on your own paper later!)

(And if it doesn’t have a title, title it!)
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ENGLISH 3084: MULTIMEDIA COMPOSITION
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:
 Syllabus
 Visual Strip Assignment
 Audio Genre Analysis Assignment
This is a course for sophomores, juniors, and seniors, and has a diverse population including those in the
English Writing Major, those seeking teaching credentials, and those looking to meet a humanities
requirement. My goal has been for students to understand various writing technologies as rhetorical
tools, rather than simply software or hardware.
The course is taught online or half‐time in a computer lab, where students participate in online and in‐
person discussions. The course is project oriented, with students developing graphic novel excerpts,
multimedia PowerPoint presentations, digital audio essays (using Audacity), and hypertextual patch‐
writing. I have taught this course with an emphasis on disability and inclusion.

Feedback from course evaluations:
- “I feel I’ve learned more in this class than in any of my other classes.”
- “Each class fits well together and you are prepared for each class.”
- “She was very enthusiastic and gave a lot of feedback. She really encouraged ‘out of the box’
thinking.”
- “This class felt much more important to my education than a lot of previous classes.”
- “It would be helpful and interesting if disability inclusion was a bigger part of the course.”
- “This course challenged me to communicate in ways I hadn’t been asked before and I really enjoyed
that.”
- “Amy is extremely committed and responsible teacher. She is harsh with grading at times but
nothing is ever unexpected. She is passionate and well informed.”
- “The most effective aspect was having readings that related more to the assignments rather than
boring textbooks.”
- “More time spent in class in projects, more workshopping.”
- “Passionate, creative teacher. Effective lectures through PowerPoint.”
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English 3084

Multimedia Composition: Inclusion in a Digital Age
Amy Vidali, Ph.D.
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu





class location: NC 3010 (Tuesdays) & NC 3004 (Thursdays)
office hours: Tuesdays 2:30‐3:30
office location: NC 4022B (take the elevator near Speer & registration)
blog: http://multimedia‐composition.blogspot.com/

In planning “Multimedia Composition,” I wondered if the syllabus should be an awesome
YouTube video, an interactive blog, or purely audio. But then, I realized that the point of
composing in various media isn’t just to complicate things or make a “sexy” product; instead,
the chosen media should be the best rhetorical vehicle for whatever needs to be
communicated. Upon reflection, I realized that the purpose of this syllabus – to introduce the
course and articulate its policies – was pretty well suited to its traditional paper form. Other
than making me look hip, I had a hard time formulating a convincing argument for composing
this syllabus in another media.
This realization – that we must make savvy rhetorical choices when composing in various
media – also informs the way I have designed this course. My goal is not to simply teach you
technology (though there is a little of that), or to argue that incorporating digital media is
always the best way to write (it’s not). Instead, I construe “multimedia” to include all the media
we use when composing, and while this includes digital media, it also includes pens and paper,
the music we write to, and maybe even a typewriter now and then.
The types of “media” I could include in this course are endless, and I have chosen to focus on
four areas. My foci are influenced by the related theme of this course: inclusion. By inclusion, I
mean the idea that as we make rhetorical decisions about how to engage and write in various
media, we are ethically obligated and creatively engaged by keeping our audience keenly in
mind, and writing/composing in ways that include diverse audiences. To achieve this emphasis,
we will use the “lens” of disability and disability studies to consider various texts and media.
The assignments will push you outside your comfort zone a bit – to encourage you to
“compose” in new ways, and to enable new audiences and understandings.
So, if you were looking for a “writing for the web” type of class, you are in the wrong place.
That said, I do believe you will leave the course with a better understanding of the rhetorical
choices we make in a multimedia world that includes some and excludes others.
DISABILITY INCLUSION
Following what I have said above, I want all students to be able to succeed in this course. I am
dedicated to including and/or accommodating students with disabilities. I can work in
conjunction with the UCD Office of Disability Resources and Services (DRS) to provide what
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you require, or we can work it out between us if you would prefer (regardless of whether or not
you are “registered” with DRS). I’m willing to take suggestions specific to this class to meet
your needs, and am excited to learn new ways to make my teaching more inclusive.
WHY ARE WE IN TWO ROOMS?
This course is held in two classrooms. On Tuesdays, we are in NC 3010 (the computer
classroom), and on Thursdays, we are in NC 3004. The computer classroom allows us to
engage with different media, while the standard classroom provides a more flexible space for
workshopping and the like. In an ideal word, the computer classroom would be designed in a
way that allowed for more diverse activities.
REQUIRED TEXTS
 Lemire, Jeff. Tales from the Farm. Atlanta: Top Shelf, 2007.
 McCloud, Scott. Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art. New York: HarperPerennial, 2009.
 Tufte, Edward R. The Cognitive Style of PowerPoint: Pitching Out Corrupts Within. Cheshire,
CT: Graphics Press, 2006.
 Various readings on BlackBoard (expect to do some printing).
 You will likely need to buy a microphone for your computer (if it does not already have one
or is of low quality). More on this prior to the third unit.
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS & GRADING
This course is oriented around a series of challenging assignments, each of asks you to engage
with various media. The assignments are outcomes‐based, which means that you and your
peers may take different approaches to meeting the assignment expectations, yet all be
successful. For more detail and due dates, see the unit‐by‐unit descriptions.
Class Preparation, Workshops, Pre‐Assignments, Blog
Writing in Pictures (Visual Strip)
The Evil and Art of PowerPoint
Musical Genre Analysis
Assistive Writing Technologies (Interdependent Media Essay)
Final Website

15%
15%
20%
20%
20%
10%

Because this is an upper‐level class, those wanting high grades (in the A and high B range)
should be in contact with me outside of class regarding their ideas.
BLACKBOARD
You will need to check BlackBoard after each class meeting, before completing the homework
for the next class. My notes on BlackBoard will clarify what you need to do as you complete the
readings listed on the syllabus (such as write a response, gather examples, etc.).
EMAIL & FACE‐TO‐FACE MEETINGS
I value the way email allows me to be in contact with students, and I encourage you to email
me. At the same time, what takes numerous email exchanges can be achieved in a simple face‐
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to‐face interaction. Further, I find that face‐to‐face meetings tend to generate ideas (rather
than only address problems), and provide crucial feedback that helps me restructure the
course to meet your needs. So, consider taking a moment to make an appointment to see me
or drop by my office hours.
I check my email each day, Sunday‐Thursday. Most Fridays I am on as well, but I will respond to
email received late Friday and Saturday on Sunday. (I do not check my email on Saturdays.)
Also, I do not accept work via email unless arranged in advance.
LATE POLICY, ATTENDANCE, & PLAGIARISM
It always makes me laugh when students ask me if we “did anything in class.” I work hard to
make each class connect to your graded assignments, and failure to attend class will prevent
you from doing well. That said, life happens, so you can be absent twice with no penalty –
though you will want to head to BlackBoard so you’re ready to go for the next class. Unless
previously arranged, in‐class work (workshops, freewrites, etc.) cannot be made up.
Because this course moves fairly quickly and involves workshopping, late work will prevent you
from doing well. To discourage lateness, I will lower your grade one half grade (A‐ to a B, etc.)
for each class period the assignment is late. So that I can submit grades on‐time, I will not
accept the “Final Website” assignment if it is late. As for being late to class, I’ll mark you absent
if it becomes a habit (late to class more than three times), as this is distracting to your
classmates.
In the final unit of this class, we’ll spend some time thinking about what constitutes plagiarism
in a “multimedia age.” Before we get to that unit, I ask that you talk to me about any
plagiarism concerns. My rough definition of plagiarism is presenting your work as something
other than what it is, particularly if you act like something was written by you and it was not.
For more on the university definition of plagiarism, which also informs how I see plagiarism,
see the "University Policies" section in the 2010‐2011 catalog, and the CLAS guidelines. Should
you plagiarize, I’ll begin by talking with you, and I reserve the right to fail you for the course.
Hopefully it won’t get to that.

UNIT‐BY‐UNIT DESCRIPTIONS
Writing in Pictures
This unit is about analyzing visual compositions and composing visually.
We’ll focus on graphic novels and comics, which use visual iconography to
communicate meaning. We’ll read several sample comics, a graphic
novel, and theory about comics (which is also in comic form). To set the
stage for these discussions and for the course, we’ll begin by considering
multimedia from a disability standpoint, with attention to the particular
advantages and disadvantages of “thinking in pictures.”
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In the unit assignment, you will produce a brief “visual strip,” where you
demonstrate your ability to present an experience in visual form. Artistic
ability is not required!
Tue, 8/24, first day, introductions
Thu, 8/26 ‐‐ Multimedia, Disability, & Access
 Longmore, Paul. “The Second Phase: From Disability Rights to Disability Culture.” Why I
Burned My Book and Other Essays on Disability. Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
2003. 215‐224.
 Grandin, Temple. Thinking in Pictures: And Other Reports from My Life with Autism. New
York: Vintage Books, 1996. 19‐42.
Tue, 8/31 ‐‐ Intro to Graphic Novels
 Gravett, Paul. Graphic Novels: Stories That Could Change Your Life. New York: Collins
Design, 2005. 8‐11.
 McCloud, pages 2‐9.
 Annable, Graham. “Burden.” The Best American Comics 2008. Ed. Lynda Barry. Boston/New
York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2008. 1‐14.
 Brunetti, Ivan. Untitled. The Best American Comics 2007. Ed. Chris Ware. Boston/New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2007. 65.
Thu, 9/2 ‐‐ Rhetoric of Comics
 McCloud, Chapter 2.
 Barry, Lynda. “Introduction: The Best North American Comics I Happened to Have Seen in
2008.” The Best American Comics 2008. Ed. Lynda Barry. Boston/New York: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 2008. xi‐xx.
 Porcellino, John. “Country Roads – Brighton.” The Best American Comics 2007. Ed. Chris
Ware. Boston/New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2007. 91‐95.
Tue, 9/7 ‐‐ Rhetoric of Comics cont’d
 McCloud, Chapter 3.
 Kelso, Megan. “The Squirrel Mother.” Squirrel Mother Stories. Seattle: Fantagraphics
Books, 2006. 11‐16.
 Lemire, Jeff. Tales from the Farm (Essex County Volume 1). Atlanta/Portland: Top Shelf
Productions, 2007. Read first half (“Summer” and “Fall”).
Thu, 9/9 ‐‐ Your Comic
 McCloud, Chapter 4.
 Carré, Lilli. “The Thing About Madeline.” The Best American Comics 2008. Ed. Lynda Barry.
Boston/New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2008. 53‐73.
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Lemire, Jeff. Tales from the Farm (Essex County Volume 1). Atlanta/Portland: Top Shelf
Productions, 2007. Finish (read “Winter” and “Spring”).

Tue, 9/14 ‐‐ Words in Comics
 McCloud, Scott. Making Comics: Storytelling Secrets of Comics, Manga and Graphic Novels.
New York: Harper, 2006. 130‐139. Another of McCloud’s books (scanned in). I like what he says about
including words in comics.



Kalman, Maira. The Principles of Uncertainty. New York: Penguin Press, 2007. np. (excerpt)

Thu, 9/16 ‐‐ Workshop
 Bring a draft of your unit assignment.
 McCloud, Scott. Making Comics: Storytelling Secrets of Comics, Manga and Graphic Novels.
New York: Harper, 2006. 8‐14; 19‐21; 37‐38; 84‐85. (scanned‐in)
Tue, 9/21 ‐‐ Showcase
 DUE: Writing in Pictures

The Evil and Art PowerPoint
For better or worse, PowerPoint is the common “multimedia” software in
classrooms and workplaces. This unit will recognize some of the
rhetorical dangers of PowerPoint, including the ways writing – and
thinking – are limited by this rhetorical form. At the same time, we’ll
consider PowerPoint “art” and how we can reappropriate this inevitable
rhetorical tool.
The unit assignment will ask you to create a satirical PowerPoint that
highlights the problems of the software, and/or reappropriate
PowerPoint for your own creative purposes.
Thu 9/23 ‐‐ PowerPoint in the Classroom
 Felder, Richard M. and Elizabeth Brent. “Death by PowerPoint.” Chemical Engineering
Education 39.1 (2005): 28‐29.
http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/Columns/PowerPoint.pdf
Tue, 9/28 ‐‐ Evils of PowerPoint
 Tufte, pages 1‐17 (first half).
o About Tufte: http://arstechnica.com/tech‐policy/news/2010/03/powerpoint‐foe‐tapped‐by‐white‐house.ars.
 Bumiller, Elisabeth. “We Have Met the Enemy and He is PowerPoint.” New York Times. 26
April 2010. http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/27/world/27powerpoint.html
o

Silverman, David. “PowerPoint is Evil, Redux.” Harvard Business Review (blog).
http://blogs.hbr.org/silverman/2010/04/powerpoint‐is‐evil‐redux.html

Thu, 9/30 ‐‐ Evils of PowerPoint cont’d
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Tufte, pages 18‐31 (second half).

Tue, 10/5 ‐‐ PowerPoint as Art
 “Top 10 Reasons to Try PowerPoint.” Microsoft Office. http://office.microsoft.com/en‐
us/powerpoint/top‐10‐reasons‐to‐try‐powerpoint‐2010‐HA101631737.aspx. 12 August
2010.
 Powell, Bonnie Azab. “David Byrne Really Does ♥ PowerPoint, Berkeley Presentation
Shows.” UCBerkeleyNews.
http://berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2005/03/08_byrne.shtml
Thu, 10/7 ‐‐ Workshop
 “How to Create Accessible PowerPoint Presentations from Scratch.”
http://www.cew.wisc.edu/accessibility/tutorials/pptscratch.htm
 Bring a draft of your unit assignment.
Tue, 10/12 ‐‐ Showcase
 DUE: The Evil and Art of PowerPoint

Musical Genre Analysis
This unit draws on a genre concept you are likely already familiar with –
musical genre – to foster better understandings of rhetorical genre, which
is key to producing successful (and interesting) writing. We’ll begin by
thinking about musical genres (what makes new country different from
old? what is post‐rock?), and then connect these ideas to rhetorical
theories of genre.
The unit assignment will ask you to complete a genre analysis of a
musical genre of your choice. You’ll present your findings in a short audio
presentation, which you will synthesize using Audacity software (or your
own software) and post on YouTube and/or your website.
Tue, 10/14 ‐‐ Musical Genre
 Gjerdingen, R, and D Perrott. “Scanning the Dial: the Rapid Recognition of Music Genres.”
Journal of New Music Research. 37.2 (2008): 93‐100.
 Holt, Fabian. Genre in Popular Music. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007. 12‐20.
Tue, 10/19 ‐‐ Rhetorical Genre
 Reiff, Mary J, Anis S. Bawarshi, and Amy J. Devitt. Scenes of Writing: Strategies for
Composing with Genres. New York: Pearson/Longman, 2004. 63‐73, 148‐153, 159‐164, 175‐
183.
o

The page numbers here are jumpy because I have removed the sample student essays.
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Before class, try to download audacity software to your computer, if you have one. Go to:
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/. Bring headphones/earbuds to class.

Thu, 10/21 ‐‐ The Rhetoric of Musical Genre
 Holt, Fabian. Genre in Popular Music. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007. 31‐45.
(We’ll watch some O Brother Where Art Thou in class.)
Tue, 10/26 ‐‐ Complicating Genre
 Cooper, Lee B. “Good Timin’: Searching for Meaning in Clock Songs.” Popular Music &
Society. 30.1 (2007): 93‐106.
 More on Audacity.
Thu, 10/28 ‐‐ Workshop
 Bring a draft of your unit assignment.
Tue, 11/2 ‐‐ Showcase
 DUE: Musical Genre Analysis

Assistive Writing Technologies
This unit focuses on the technologies we use to help us write, with
particular attention to assistive technologies used by those with
disabilities Such technologies help us rethink what it means to be an
“author,” and we’ll consider facilitated communication (an
interdependent form of writing) alongside notions of plagiarism (which
often assume an independent author).
The unit assignment will ask you to rethink rhetorical authority by writing
a “patchwork” essay, where you will stitch together the comments of
others to produce a new piece of writing. (Yes, we’ll be doing a little
“authorized plagiarism”!)
Thu, 11/4 ‐‐ Interdependence and Writing
 Rubin, Biklen, Kasa‐Hendrickson, Kluth, Cardinal, and Broderick. 2001. “Independence,
Participation, and the Meaning of Intellectual Ability.” Disability and Society 16.3: 415‐429.
 in‐class: Autism is a World. CNN: Port Chester, NY. 40 min
Tue, 11/9 ‐‐ Rhetoric as Potential
 Montgomery, Cal. “Defining Autistic Lives.” Ragged Edge Online (2005).
http://www.raggededgemagazine.com/reviews/ckmontrubin0605.html
 Lewiecki‐Wilson, Cynthia. “Rethinking Rhetoric through Mental Disabilities.” Rhetoric
Review 22.2 (2003): 156‐66.
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Thu, 11/11 ‐‐ Interdependent Writing & Plagiarism
 Gladwell, Malcolm. “Something Borrowed: Is It Fair to Complain About Plagiarism?” The
New Yorker. Nov. 22, 2004. http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2004/11/22/041122fa_fact
 “Guidelines for Avoiding Plagiarism, Self‐Plagiarism, and Questionable Writing Practices.”
http://ori.dhhs.gov/education/Plagiarism_Guidelines.pdf
Tue, 11/16 ‐‐ Interdependent/Assistive Technology
 “Misunderstood Minds.” PBS.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/misunderstoodminds/writingdiffs.html. (After reading this initial
page, go to “Responses,” linked at the bottom.)
Thu, 11/18
 optional conferences, TBD
FALL BREAK
Tue, 11/30 ‐‐ Workshop
 FCQs – please attend!
 Bring a draft of your unit assignment.
Thu, 12/2 ‐‐ Showcase, Introduction
 DUE: Interdependent Media Essay
 introduction of Google Sites & web accessibility

Final Website
Tue 12/7 ‐‐ Google Sites



“Google Sites: Simple, secure group websites.” Google. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD‐
4FRTzxkI. (Since you are not making a group site, you can ignore that part.)
“Google Sites Getting Started Guide.” Google.
http://www.google.com/support/sites/bin/static.py?page=guide.cs&guide=23216.

Thu 12/9 ‐‐ Website Design
 “How to Design a Good Website.” UC Berkeley.
http://ls.berkeley.edu/lscr/advice/web/design.
 “Tech Tip Tuesday: Google Sites Examples.” edTech VISION.
http://edtechvision.org/?p=644.


“Setting Up a Google Site.” New Media Writing Studio.
http://www.newmedia.tcu.edu/portfolio/workshops/Setting‐Up‐A‐Google%20Site.pdf. (A less
techy approach if you are lost…)
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English 3084 (Vidali)
Visual Strip Assignment
WHY WE ARE DOING THIS
Time to engage in some visual composition. For this assignment, you will create a “visual strip.” (I’m
using this term, instead of “comic strip,” because by no means does your strip need to be humorous.) The
idea is that while you may be proficient at analyzing images, you can also learn more about our visual
world by visually composing. Then, you can take those skills back to analysis in other classes, you can
more smartly parse the intense visual world around you, and perhaps most importantly, you can better
understand the interesting and imperfect relationship of visuals and words.
WHAT I’LL BE LOOKING FOR AND GRADING ON
I won’t be grading on “how well you can draw.” I’ll be grading on your ability to use the strategies we’ve
talked and read about. But you don’t need to use all the strategies (please don’t) – use the strategies you
are most interested in, and that you feel comfortable and capable using. This means that you’ll need to
assess your own strengths and limitations in terms of visual composition, and play upon your strengths.
(So if you struggle to make a human face even look like a human face, it wouldn’t be a good idea to focus
on facial expressions, etc.)
The visual composition strategies come from McCloud and from our discussions. I’ve begun a list of
these strategies on the back of this sheet, but this is NOT THE FINAL LIST, as we will brainstorm more
in class and I’ll add to the list. The italicized items are required (and it would arguably be hard to
complete this assignment without considering these issues). You’ll propose what else you will focus on.
THE PROPOSAL (Mon, 9/13, by 2p via email – or sooner!)
You will write a short proposal that details what visual composition strategies you plan to focus on and
employ. There is no strict “number” of strategies to try, and I’ll let you know if it seems like you are
doing too much (not enough time to complete it) or not enough (needs to do more to meet assignment
expectations). Your email proposal must include the following, and please number your responses to
these issues in your email. I will respond to each issue:
1. Include a brief summation of the “story” your visual strip will tell, or the argument your visual
strip will make. (Three-five carefully crafted sentences is fine.)
2. Note the visual composition strategies you plan to focus on in your visual strip. Short notes as to
how you will do this are encouraged.
3. Provide a description of what your comic will look like. How many frames will it have? How
many pages will it be? Etc.
4. Detail anything else I should know about your comic.
You will need to do a fair amount of thinking to complete the proposal – it must be thorough and revised
(it’s not just an email you zip off to me). For this reason, it is triple-weighted (so three times the grade
weight of an in-class freewrite, etc.). I will most likely have a question or two for everyone, so response
should me should be expected and heeded. If your proposal is not complete, I’ll ask you to send more
detail.
THE WORKSHOP (due: Thu, 9/16)
I believe it’s important to get an idea about what your classmates are doing, both so you can assess your
own work and build from their ideas. It also gives me a chance to circulate and give feedback, and I will
try to flash-respond to everyone in the room. So bring good, nearly-done work. (Also triple-weighted.)
THE FINAL PRODUCT & AUTHOR NOTES (due: Tue, 9/21)
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Your final product can be either hand-drawn, digitally created, or some combination. This likely depends
on the level of abstraction you are going for, your goals, your access to digital media, etc. Keep in mind
that more complex and digital work is not necessarily better for this assignment. As we have seen,
thoughtfulness can be achieved with simple lines: drawn lines, story lines, frame lines.
Your final product must fit on 8.5 x 11” sheets of paper (or smaller). This is so it can be scanned in. If this
poses an issue for you, let me know and we can come up with an alternative.
Author Notes (important!)
Because there is so much flexibility in comics, it might be hard for me to know “what you intended”
without some explanation from you. And so, along with your comic, please submit 2-4 pages (1.5
spacing) of “author notes.” This is where you explain the visual composition strategies you used and why
you used them.
Please note that the “author notes” should NOT simply describe your comic – I can see your comic just
fine! Instead, go behind the scenes and really explain your non-obvious strategies and choices. It would be
a mistake not to take this part of the assignment seriously. In fact, the better job you do explaining your
goals and how you met them, the smarter you will look, the better I will understand your project, and the
better grade you will receive.
Be prepared to share your final work with your classmates.
VISUAL COMPOSITION STRATEGIES – WORK IN PROGRESS!
 transition choices and “the gutter” (what happens between the frames)
 how much work is left to the reader
 endings/conclusions
 use of words/word bubbles (see Making Comics excerpt)
 level of abstraction
 size and shape of frames (think about Lemire)
 associative (non-linear) readings and representation (remember McCloud video)
 use of silence/negative space
 use of scene-setting
 engaging all the senses
 representation/manipulation of time
 use of icons/symbols
 use of motion
 depiction of sound effects
 use of surrounding space (remember Barry?)
 drawing style/intensity
 character choice, anthropomorphic point of view,
 consideration of audience
 use of color
 objectification through realism
 title of your comic, and your signature
 author/artist self-awareness, self-reflexivity
and? You are not limited to this list!
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English 3084 (Vidali)
Audio Genre Analysis
This assignment asks you to make an audio genre analysis. Your analysis will focus on analyzing
a musical genre, and you will engage the reader through your own narration and incorporation
of musical clips. By completing this audio genre analysis, you will gain a better understanding of
rhetorical genre, the power of audio essays, and the basics of audio manipulation.
Picking a Genre
You will need to select a genre to analyze for this assignment. You can approach your selection
of genre in one of two ways:
1. You can pick an “existing” genre, such as bluegrass, post‐rock, etc. Trying to work
with large genres (such as rock, classical) may be overwhelming – look for sub‐
genres you can focus on.
2. You can pick a genre based on a trait. The Cooper reading is an example (songs
about clocks). You will want to be specific – songs about heartbreak is too large for
you to reasonably assess the genre. Songs about rivers might be more manageable,
though of course you need to be able to compose the category and claim it has
meaning.
Shaping Your Audio Genre Analysis
The goal of your audio analysis is to assess your musical genre. This means that you need to
carefully examine your genre and make assessments/arguments about it. Your audio analysis
will have several points or arguments and must stay away from mere history or description. For
example, so you notice that bluegrass always has banjos – so what? Why is this interesting,
important, problematic, etc.? Note the patterns of your genre and why they matter (this is what
makes a good genre analysis).
Avoid the obvious. To say that guitar rock features guitars or that early rap involved rapping
won’t cut it – you’ll need to dig deeper! Also, avoid turning this into a history paper (“the first
bluegrass artist was born…”); instead, focus on the patterns in your genre and what you think
they mean (again, not a history project, so need to do extensive research).
To analyze your genre, return to the guidelines outlined in the Reiff et al readings and
handouts.
Balancing Narration and Musical Clips
While chances are good that you’ve analyzed things before (starting with book reports in
elementary school), what makes this more challenging is that your analysis must be in audio
form. As we’ve talked about in class, an audio essay is not simply a “regular paper” read into a
recorder! Remember what we talked about in analyzing NPR’s This I Believe series. Your essay
must balance your own narration against the musical or other sound clips you decide to make a
part of your analysis.
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It will be tempting to simply write an essay (like you’ve always done), and throw in a few
musical examples. But I encourage you to do the opposite, in order to successfully produce an
audio essay. Begin with the music and the patterns you’ve found in your genre, and structure
narration around that, as needed.
In the comic unit, many of you claimed in your Author’s Notes that heavy narration was
unnecessary – that the images could do much of the work. Similarly, let the sound do some of
the work here, and punctuate it with your narration.
Expectations
 Your audio essay must be engaging. This means that as a listener, I should want to keep
listening and imagine other listeners would feel the same. Your audience is your classmates.
 Your audio essay must assess the genre you have chosen and make interesting claims about
it. (No history reports or obvious claims.) It’s better to “stretch” for an interesting point
than a safe one.
 Your audio essay must have a point, or points. As I already said, “Note the patterns of your
genre and why they matter.” Just identifying the patterns isn’t enough.
 Your audio essay must be polished. While I do not expect everyone to become Audacity
aficionados in a few weeks, I do expect the project to be built with care that shows.
 Your audio essay must be at least 3 minutes long, and no longer than 8 minutes. This means
no fluff (edit it out).

OVERVIEW OF DUE DATES
 For full descriptions of what is required, see “Syllabus Expansion: Audio Genre Unit”
10/21: Bring three possible genres to class
10/26: Bring outline of project to class
10/28: One minute of your audio analysis due in workshop.
11/2: Final done and uploaded to your Google site.
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ENGLISH 3160: LANGUAGE THEORY
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:
 Syllabus
 assignment
 infographics on swearing
This course is an upper‐level course that is required for the English Writing Major and also meets a
general education requirement. It is the single place in the major where students gain an understanding
of sociolinguistics and how to analyze spoken language. I took on this course as a challenge, as the
course was only taught online based on two textbooks. I was successful in transforming this into a
course that engages the politics of language and encourages students to be more critical of the spoken
word.

Feedback from course evaluations [small class]:
- “This was my favorite class as a returning student….I would take a class with her again!”
- “Amy is tough. There is no skating through this class. The chosen reading supports the projects well
and creates a funnel of learning ending with the unit final project.”
- “We need more courses like this at the school.”
- “The variety of readings were incredibly effective because I never lost interest in the course.”
- “The class was a challenge in a positive way.”
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English 3160: Language Theory
Spring 2015
Amy Vidali, PhD
Associate Professor of English
University of Colorado Denver
course time
office

office hours
email
office phones

Tue/Thu 11a‐12:15p
North Classroom 4022B
Take the elevator on the NE side of the building (near Speer Blvd) and go to the 4th
floor. Walk past CLAS advising and the Writing Center, then look for my office on the
right in the third cluster of offices. If you walk by a wall of glass bricks, you missed it.
Tue/Thu 10‐11a and 3:15‐4:15p, and by appointment
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu (this is the best way to contact me)
303‐556‐4765 (I will answer during office hours if no students are present)

About the Course
This course takes on a series of language‐related topics, from language acquisition to language
discrimination to language death. I’ve organized the course as a survey, which means that we’ll cover
many topics fairly quickly (in a class or two), and you’ll spend time exploring a few of those topics in
more depth.
This class is different from other English classes in rhetoric or literature in that the readings draw from a
wide range of disciplines – particularly those of linguistics, communication studies, and the social
sciences – because the study of language is spread across the university (as it should be). Also, I won’t be
asking you to write typical “English papers”; instead, I will ask you to go out into the world and talk to
people about language, to ask people to tell stories and analyze them, and to conduct your own in‐
depth study of language practices. These projects will ask you to take a strong position as a thinker and
writer, and to learn new ways of doing academic work.
In this course, you’ll learn more about what you already know about language, but perhaps more
importantly, you will learn to question some of your core beliefs about why we speak and write the
ways we do.
Disability and Accessibility
I am dedicated to creating classroom spaces where all students can succeed, including students with
various disabilities or other needs. I work to make this classroom as accessible as I can, but I need your
input about how you learn and how the class is working for you. Please come talk to me about your
ideas and needs. I do not require that you have documentation from Disability Resources and Services
(DRS), but I do recommend that you speak to them about what they can offer you. They can be reached
at this link; Disability.Resources@ucdenver.edu; and/or (303) 556‐3450.
I ask that you refrain from strong scents (perfume, cologne, heavily scented lotions, etc.) when coming
to my office (and in class if they are strong), as I have scent‐triggered migraines. It’s ultimately your call
but it would really help me. Also, I’m somewhat famous for not remembering things I don’t write down,
so please don’t hesitate to remind me (that I’d email you, bring you a resource, etc.) if you don’t hear
from me or don’t see my write down your request.
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My Style and Expectations
I strive to be a challenging, engaging, approachable teacher. I expect students to work hard, and I will
reciprocate with feedback and support. You should plan on doing reading and writing for every class
period, though I try to make it so you can complete the entire week’s work the weekend before, for
those of you with busy life/work schedules.
If you want to do well in this class, take advantage of your access to me by coming to office hours,
scheduling appointments, and sending (meaningful) emails. I’m here because I like teaching and talking
about these subjects.
I understand you all have lives beyond my course, and I encourage you to be in touch with me when
your life and our class are not in harmony. That said, I have less patience and flexibility for students who
aren’t in touch with me and simply skip class with no warning or follow‐up. Respect the time and effort I
put into this course, and I’ll do the same for you.









Assignments/Projects
This is a survey course punctuated by three major graded projects and smaller assignments. These
projects will not go well if you put them off and try to do them the night before, and I’ll often ask you to
get started early and check in with me.
Standard English Survey and Report (20%): You’ll create a survey and interview a diverse set of your
friends and family about their views of Standard English. We’ll be challenging the idea that there is
something called Standard English (and a few of your interviewees may agree), and you’ll write up a
report about what you find in your survey. (More in class.)
How We Met: Gendered Stories (25%): To test out theories of language and gender, you’ll interview a
couple that you know about how they met each other. You’ll interview each of them separately and
record the interview, then speculate about what seems to be going in in terms of gender and narrative,
in light of our readings. You can choose to interview a romantic couple or a couple of good friends –
your call. If you choose a romantic couple, heterosexual or same‐sex couples are welcome. (More in
class.)
Discourse Analysis (35%): due at final exam: Throughout this course, we’ll be reading about what
researchers find when they go out and examine language practices. For this final project, you’ll take a
swing at gathering your own “language data” and performing an analysis, using the tools of discourse
analysis. We’ll read and talk about how to do discourse analysis in class, and you’ll shape the project you
want to do. (More in class.)
Class Grade (20%): This includes all small assignments, such as preparatory work I assign to help you
prepare for class discussion, reading quizzes, and workshops. (I don’t call this a “participation grade”
because it’s based on what you submit.) The assignments in the “Class Grade” category are graded on a
check plus (5 of 5 points), check (4 of 5 points), or check‐minus (3 of 5 points) basis. Some activities that
require more work will be worth 10 or 15 points (instead of 5 points), and I’ll let you know when this is
the case. At the end of the class, I total the points you’ve earned against possible points and assign your
Class Grade.
Being Respectful and Not Being Tied to Your Cell Phone
I find that most students come to class with great ideas and are respectful to other students and to me.
But occasionally students get a little over‐excited or are disrespectful. If necessary, I’ll refer to university
policy on student conduct, but mostly, I’ll contact you privately if an issue arises. Please come talk to me
or email me if a fellow student is making you uncomfortable.
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My cell phone policy is straightforward: put it on vibrate and please do not keep it on your desk while in
class. If you can, turn it off. If you need it on, please look at it quickly – to see if there is an issue – and
then promptly put it away. You get one warning if you are distracting our class with your phone (I can
see your hands moving under the table or in your purse!); if it happens again, I will not accept your work
for that day (what a bummer). Same goes for laptop and tablet use that wanders from class purposes.
Attendance and Late Policy
There are two types of absences: excused and unexcused. Excused absences are defined by university
policy and are typically negotiated with me in advance (or as soon as possible in case of emergencies). In
the case of excused absences, I will accept the work due in class for that day and/or allow you to make
up in‐class work (sometimes through alternate assignments). Note that a work schedule that conflicts
with this class is not an excused absence – it’s best to wait and take the course when you can attend.
Unexcused absences are days you miss class for reasons you choose not to discuss with me, or for
reasons that aren’t likely excused (you’re tired, feel like skiing, etc.). If you have more than two
unexcused absences, I begin to lower your grade. For each unexcused absence after two, I lower your
final grade for the course by one third (so an A‐ becomes a B+, a C+ becomes a C, etc.). For unexcused
absences, graded assignments will be marked late, work due that day receives no credit, and in‐class
work cannot be made up.
All required work must be submitted by 1p the day it is due. I ask for your informal and formal
assignments an hour before class begins so I have time to look over your ideas before coming to teach.
Because this is not an online class, you must be present in class the day you submit assignments to
receive credit for them (except excused absences). The late penalty for graded assignments is a half
grade for each class period it is late (an A‐ becomes a B, a C+ becomes a C‐, etc.). The final project will
not be accepted late. Finally, if you are more than five minutes late to class, I will mark your homework
or graded assignment as late.
Plagiarism
If you’re struggling with how to incorporate the ideas of others into your writing, or you’re so stressed
that you’re considering taking someone’s work and turning it in as your own, come talk to me and we’ll
figure it out. If I suspect that you have plagiarized, I’ll begin with a private conversation with you. In
many cases, we can figure out what went wrong and you can take another swing at it. In other cases, I
will charge you with plagiarism and formally write you up. If this occurs, you will receive an F on the
plagiarized assignment, and if I decide, an F in this course. For more on what constitutes plagiarism, talk
to me, or start here.
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THE SCHEDULE
It’s crucial that you follow the Canvas version of the syllabus, which is under “Modules.” The Canvas
version contains homework assignments, live links to all the readings, and updates.
Tuesday,
Introductions (in class)
January 20
 Totenberg, Nina. “Supreme Court Sees The Signs — But Can They Stay?” NPR.org. 12
(week 1)
January 2015.
 “Try The McGurk Effect! ‐ Horizon: Is Seeing Believing?” BBC Two. 2010.
Thursday,
January 22





Lippi‐Green, Rosina. “Chapter 1: The Linguistic Facts of Life.” English with an Accent:
Language, Ideology, and Discrimination in the United States. London: Routledge,
1997. 7‐29.
reference: O’Grady, William. “Language: A Preview.” Contemporary Linguistics: An
Introduction, Sixth Edition. William O’Grady, John Archibald, Mark Aronoff, and Janie
Rees‐Miller. Boston/New York: Bedford St. Martin, 2010. 1‐12.

Tuesday,
January 27
(week 2)

Language Acquisition
 Mihalicek, Vedrana, and Christin Wilson, eds. “Theories of Language Acquisition.”
Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language and Linguistics, 11th
Edition. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2011. 313‐320.
 McCulloch, Gretchen. “What Happens If a Child Is Never Exposed to Language?” Slate
16 July 2014. [watch video]
 reference: Senghas, Ann, Sotaro Kita, and Aslı Özyürek. “Children Creating Core
Properties of Language: Evidence from an Emerging Sign Language in Nicaragua.”
Science 305.5691 (2004): 1779–1782.

Thursday,
January 29

Language and Thought
 Boroditsky, Lera. “How Language Shapes Thought.” Scientific American. February
2011.
 Kaplan, Larry. “Intuit Snow Terms: How Many and What Does It Mean.” Alaskan
Native Language Center.
 reference: Boroditsky, Lera. “Linguistic Relativity.”

Tuesday,
February 3
(week 3)

Linguistic Variation
 Van Herk, Gerard and Janie Rees‐Miller. “Language in Social Contexts.”
Contemporary Linguistics: An Introduction, Sixth Edition. William O’Grady, John
Archibald, Mark Aronoff, and Janie Rees‐Miller. Boston/New York: Bedford St.
Martin, 2010. 485‐524.
 “Language Use in the United States 2011.” U.S. Census.
 reference: Mihalicek, Vedrana, and Christin Wilson, eds. “Language Varieties.”
Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language and Linguistics, 11th
Edition. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2011. 409‐418; 429‐435.

Thursday,
February 5





Bucholtz, Mary, Nancy Bermudez, Victor Fung, Lisa Edwards, and Rosalva Vargas.
“Hella Nor Cal or Totally So Cal?: The Perceptual Dialectology of California.” Journal
of English Linguistics 35.4 (2007): 325‐352.
reference: Bucholtz, Mary. “The Whiteness of Nerds: Superstandard English and
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Racial Markedness.” Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 11.1 (2001): 84‐100.
Tuesday,
February 10
(week 4)

Standard English
 Lippi‐Green, Rosina. “Chapter 3: The Standard Language Myth.” English with an
Accent: Language, Ideology, and Discrimination in the United States. London:
Routledge, 1997. 53‐62.
 Siegel, Robert. “American Accent Undergoing Great Vowel Shift.” NPR.org. (interview
with William Labov) 16 February 2006.
 reference: Pinker, Steven. “The Language Mavens.” The Language Instinct: How the
Mind Creates Language. New York: Harper Perennial, 1995.
 reference: Labov, William. “The Social Stratification of (r) in New York City
Department Stores.” The Social Stratification of English in New York City. Cambridge,
UK: Cambridge University Press, 1966/2006.

Thursday,
February 12

Dialect
 Baron, Dennis. “Hooked on Ebonics: African American English.” Do You Speak
American? PBS. Originally published January 1997.
 Rickford, John R. “The Ebonics controversy in my backyard: A sociolinguist's
experiences and reflections.” Stanford University.
 reference: Sidnell, Jack. “African American Vernacular English.” University of Hawaii.
 reference: Wolfram, Walt. “Language Ideology and Dialect: Understanding the
Oakland Ebonics Controversy.” Journal of English Linguistics 26.2 (1998): 108‐121.

Tuesday,
February 17
(week 5)



Denscombe, Martyn. “Questionnaires” and “Surveys.” The Good Research Guide: For
Small‐Scale Social Research Projects. 4 edition. Maidenhead, England: Open
University Press, 2010.

Thursday,
February 19



Lippi‐Green, Rosina. “Chapter 5: Teaching Children to Discriminate.” English with an
Accent: Language, Ideology, and Discrimination in the United States. London:
Routledge, 1997. 79‐103.

Tuesday,
February 24
(week 6)

Language, Gender, and Narrative
 Tannen, Deborah. “Interpreting Interruption in Conversation.” Gender and
Discourse. New York: Oxford University Press, 1994. 53‐83.
DUE: Standard English Survey and Report

Thursday,
February 26



Coates, Jennifer. Men Talk: Stories in the Making of Masculinities. Malden, MA:
Blackwell Pub, 2003. 40‐81.

Tuesday,
March 3
(week 7)



Coates, Jennifer. “’Thank God I’m a Woman’: The Construction of Differing
Femininities.” Women Talk: Conversations Between Women Friends. Cambridge,
MA: Blackwell, 1996. 232‐262.
Schaffer, Jennifer. “12 ‘How We Met’ Stories That Will Restore Your Faith In True
Love.” BuzzFeed. 4 November 2014.



Thursday,
March 5



Labov, William. “The Transformation of Experience in Narrative.” The Discourse
Reader, third edition. Eds. Adam Jaworski and Nikolas Coupland. London: Routledge,
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2014. 200‐212.
Cameron, Deborah. “Performing Gender Identity: Young Men’s Talk and the
Construction of Heterosexual Masculinity.” The Discourse Reader, third edition. Eds.
Adam Jaworski and Nikolas Coupland. London: Routledge, 2014. 338‐350.

Tuesday,
March 10
(week 8)



Cameron, Deborah. “’Naming of Parts’: Gender, Culture and Terms for the Penis
among American College Students.” On Language and Sexual Politics. London/New
York: Routledge, 2006. 149‐164.

Thursday
March 12



Lawler, John. “Everybody Has Their Own Opinion About the Singular They.”
University of Michigan. June 2005.

Tuesday,
March 19
(week 9)
Thursday,
March 19

WORKSHOP (no readings)

Tuesday,
March 31
(week 10)

Thursday,
April 2

CLASS CANCELED
DUE: How We Met: Gender and Language
SPRING BREAK
Sign Language
 Harmon, Kristen. “Growing Up to Become Hearing: Dreams of Passing in Oral Deaf
Education.” Disability and Passing: Blurring the Lines of Identity. Eds. Jeffrey Brune
and Daniel Wilson. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2013. 167‐198.
 reference: “Then and Now: The History of Sign Language.” Gallaudet University.





Valente, Joseph Michael, Benjamin Bahan, Dirksen Bauman. “Sensory Politics and the
Cochlear Implant Debates.” Cochlear Implants: Evolving Perspectives. Eds. Raylene
Paludneviciene and Irene Leigh. Washington DC: Gallaudet University Press, 2011.
Bauman, Dirksen. “Audism: Exploring the Metaphysics of Oppression.”
reference: Legg, Jannelle and Sophie Sok. “From ‘Hearing Loss’ to Deaf Gain.”

Tuesday,
April 7
(week 11)

Language and Technology
 Jury, Paul. “5 Ways Texting Is Ruining Changing English.” Huffington Post. 23 July
2010.
 Thurlow, Crispin. “Disciplining Youth: Language Ideologies and New Technologies.”
The Discourse Reader, third edition. Eds. Adam Jaworski and Nikolas Coupland.
London: Routledge, 2014. 481‐496.
 reference: Cullington, Michaela. “Texting and Writing.” Young Scholars in Writing.
90‐95.

Thursday,
April 9



Tuesday,
April 14
(week 12)

Politeness and Swearing
 Wajnryb, Ruth. Expletive Deleted $&#a*!: A Good Look at Bad Language. New York:
Free Press, 2005. 15‐38.

Wickenden, Mary. “Whose Voice Is That?: Issues of Identity, Voice and
Representation Arising in an Ethnographic Study of the Lives of Disabled Teenagers
Who Use Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC).” Disability Studies
Quarterly 31.4 (2011).
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Thursday,
April 16




Mihalicek, Vedrana, and Christin Wilson, eds. “Politeness.” Language Files: Materials
for an Introduction to Language and Linguistics, 11th Edition. Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 2011. 472‐475.
reference: Jay, Timothy. “The Utility and Ubiquity of Taboo Words.” Perspectives on
Psychological Science 4.2 (2009): 153‐161.
Andrews, Edna. “Cultural Sensitivity and Political Correctness: The Linguistic Problem
of Naming.” American Speech 71.4 (1996): 389–404.
Joelving, Frederik. “Why the #$%! Do We Swear? For Pain Relief.” Scientific
American. 12 July 2009.

Tuesday,
April 21
(week 13)

Language Death
 Nuwer, Rachel. “Languages: Why We Must Save Dying Tongues.” BBC Future. 6 June
2014.
 Emmanouilidou, Lydia. “For Rare Languages, Social Media Provide New Hope.”
NPR.org. 26 July 2014.
 reference: Saving a Dying Language. University of Texas at Austin.

Thursday,
April 23

Discourse Analysis
 Johnstone, Barbara. Discourse Analysis. Malden, MA: Wiley‐Blackwell, 2007. (pages
TBD)
 reference: Schiffrin, Deborah, Deborah Tannen and Heidi Hamilton, eds. The
Handbook of Discourse Analysis. Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2001.

Tuesday,
April 28
(week 14)
Thursday,
April 30



D’Arcy, Alexandra. “Like and Language Ideology: Disentangling Fact from Fiction.”
American Speech 82.4 (2007): 386–419.



Bucholtz, Mary. “The Politics of Transcription.” Journal of Pragmatics 32 (2000):
1439‐1465.

Tuesday,
May 5
(week 15)
Thursday,
May 7

TBD

May 11‐15:
FINALS

DUE: Discourse Analysis

Workshop
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English 3160 (Vidali)
Gendered Stories
Your task in this assignment is to gather a sample of spoken discourse and perform an analysis. Your
analysis will focus on the structure of the narrative(s), 2‐3 linguistic feature of your choosing, and their
relationship to gender and language.
The Sample: I’m asking you to gather data of two people having a conversation. You will need to record
and transcribe this conversation, which should be at least five minutes long but can be longer. It can be
any two people and any topic, but you’ll need to frame a precise question to ask them, then stay
relatively out of the conversation as they talk, so you’ll need to ask them to tell a story or something
similar. And of course, you want to be able to make arguments about gender, but this doesn’t mean
they need to be talking about gender (which may actually be harder).
One idea is to ask a couple to tell the story of how they met. (Again, you’d have to shape your precise
question.) These stories are often told and typically expect both speakers to participate. The definition
of a couple is inclusive and flexible, and can include life partners, married folks, new couples, and good
friends.
Linguistic features: You will analyze 2‐3 linguistic features of your choosing. This might be interruptions,
closings, openings, etc. (see Paltridge). You will read two outside sources focused on two of your
linguistic features and cite them in your work. I’ll help you identify these sources.
Narrative: You’ll analyze narrative structure and make arguments about what you see. Draw on Labov to
help you, but go beyond simply identifying the narrative parts – argue what you think is happening in
terms of gender.
Gender: As with the last paper, you should be making arguments, and these will focus on gender. Draw
on the course readings and agree and disagree with them!
Writing up the Analysis: Like the last paper, you’ll be doing analysis and making arguments about what
you see in the conversation you recorded and what you think it means. You will have multiple
arguments, as before. Simply identifying the narrative structure or describing the linguistic features is
the first step, but for the write‐up, talk about why you think these matter (answer the “so what”
question). Return to my comments on the final draft of your last paper, which were shaped toward this
paper.
Details: Your paper should be six pages double‐spaced (to the bottom of the sixth page). I am also asking
for submission of your transcript. The paper itself will receive more weight, but all will be considered in
your grade. As with the last paper, include a methodological paragraph describing the question you
asked, who you interviewed, etc.
Dates (see Canvas for details)
October 12
Full draft due in workshop and for my feedback
October 14
Conferences
October 19
Final due
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English 3160: Sample PowerPoint

Interesting intersections

Language and Technology

Issues to Consider
• How do language and technology intersect in
interesting ways?
• What questions about technology are worth
pursuing in Discourse Analysis?
• How do we think about language and
technology without getting fixated on
analyzing particular technologies?

Technology as “Destroying” Language
• Which technologies may be
benefitting language?
• Which do you feel are truly
deleterious?
• What’s the real reason people
are obsessed with what text
messaging is doing to
language?
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Considering Thurlow’s Study
On page 483, Thurlow describes his own study,
noting that he searched LexisNexis to find articles
about technology and addiction:
“An initial sample of more than 150 different news stories
eventually condensed to form a dataset of 100 articles
specifically addressing young people’s language practices
in new media contexts such as the internet and mobile
phones” (483).

This is one way to go about gathering data for your
study.

Thurlow’s Arguments/Foci in his
Discourse Analysis
• Texting as something new: Analyzed use of terms like revolution,
neologisms (like netspeak and textese) (484).
• Texting as something to be described in superlative and detail:
“superlative numerical citations” (485); growth; monetary value;
user demographics (486).
• Texting as degenerative: “hardly English,” etc. (487)
• Texting as unintelligible: mock texting (489)
• Texting as decidedly other (491).
• Texting as for youth only.

Thurlow’s Arguments/Foci in his
Discourse Analysis
• Texting as something new: Analyzed use of terms like revolution,
neologisms (like netspeak and textese) (484).
• Texting as something to be described in superlative and detail:
“superlative numerical citations” (485); growth; monetary value;
user demographics (486).
• Texting as degenerative: “hardly English,” etc. (487)
• Texting as unintelligible: mock texting (489)
• Texting as decidedly other (491).
• Texting as for youth only.
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What were the previous technology
and language scares? Were they all
focused on “the youth”?

To the Point
In all, Thurlow clearly has a defined
sample (“text”) he is analyzing, and
certain discourse features he wants to
dig into to trace a larger argument.
What might other discourse analyses
of technology and language consider?

Possible Discourse Analysis #1: What do we make
of technology “addiction”? Is it real or a just a
concern? Why do we use metaphors of addiction?
• Possible texts: Articles that
discuss technology
addiction from
university/.edu sites.
Interview with 10 people
where they discuss their
relationships to technology.
• Foci: Attention to
alarmist/panic rhetoric;
who is described as having
addiction; how metaphor
of addiction plays out;
and?
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Possible Discourse Analysis #2: How do we talk
about access to the internet? To what degree do we
assume that “everyone is online” and what are the
effects?
• Possible texts: Unsure, but will

start with Pew Internet and
American Life site:
http://www.pewinternet.org/.
May focus on interviews with
senior who do not use internet,
or humor articles around senior
and the internet (such as “The
Google” article from The Onion:
http://www.theonion.com/article
s/google‐launches‐the‐google‐
for‐older‐adults,5850/).

•

Foci: Assumptions of why seniors
online; terminology used to
describe those who do not use or
resist internet; audience for
these discussions (are they for
seniors at all?); etc.

Possible Discourse Analysis #3: How is
cyberchondria encouraged by the language of the
internet?
• Possible texts: Analysis of
YouTube videos that
discuss cyberchondria.
(Will need to narrow
sample after viewing.)
• Foci: Use of medical
terminology to discuss this
“disorder” and result of
medicalization; use of
humor; assumed audience
and who has
cyberchondria; references
to “hysteria” and
implications for women;
etc.

Groups of Three
1. Conceive a discourse analysis project focuses on
language and technology (not texting). If you can,
develop a metalanguage project, like Thurlow.
2. Determine your text or texts for analysis. Be specific.
3. Come up with a research plan. This should include
your search terms, where you would look, and what
you’d hope to find.
4. Form a research question for your project.
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ENGLISH 4190/5190: RHETORIC AND THE BODY (SPECIAL TOPICS)
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:




Syllabus
Open Letter Assignment
Rethinking Silence Exercise

In this special topics course, students examine how rhetorical theory and disability studies intersect. I
revised my previous syllabus, which was successful but theory heavy, and found better ways of mixing
senior‐level rhetorical content with introductory disability studies material. This class was a success and I
have gone on to work with many of the students from this course, including a Master’s student who is
working on hyperactive rhetoric.
This course was a mixed undergraduate (4190) and graduate (5190) course. I met with the graduate
students separately to discuss the readings in‐depth, and help them develop their own projects.

Feedback from course evaluations:
- “This class has changed me more than any writing class I have taken.”
- “She is passionate about her job and expects a lot.”
- “I really enjoyed the course topics & it has had a big impact on me. The instructor is great and very
knowledgeable.”
- “Finally, a challenging writing course.”
- “It was a lot of readings/expectations but overall I think that only made us better students.”
- “She’s really nice and very smart. Always challenged me to do better.”
- “There really needs to be an intro to disability studies course – this class had to cover far too much
ground.”
- “I’ve thought about things I haven’t before. I’ve learned to be a better critical thinker.”
- “I always appreciate and enjoy the feedback given after every submission; it’s very helpful and
specific. Also, the different kinds of unit projects and mediums is wonderful.”
- “Amy has really helped me develop a passion and new ways to look at how we discuss difference.”
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English 4190: Rhetoric and the Body
Spring 2015
Amy Vidali, PhD
Associate Professor of English
University of Colorado Denver
course time:
office:

office hours:
email:
office phone:

This sketch is of a peachy colored brain running on

Tue/Thu 2‐3:15p
a gray treadmill, against a yellow background.
North Classroom 4022B
Take the elevator on the NE side of the building (near Speer Blvd) and go to the 4th floor.
Walk past CLAS advising and the Writing Center, then look for my office on the right in
the third cluster of offices. If you walk by a wall of glass bricks, you missed it.
Tue/Thu 10‐11a and 3:15‐4:15p, and by appointment
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu (this is the best way to contact me)
303‐556‐4765 (I will answer during office hours if no students are present)

About the Course
This class is about becoming a better rhetorician – by which I mean a better writer, reader, and thinker –
by thinking about and through the body. Of course, we can’t consider every facet of rhetoric, but we will
take on issues of narrative and genre (in the first unit), audience and authorship (in the second unit),
and argumentation in audio and visual modes (in the third unit).
We also can’t consider all facets of “the body,” and this class suggests that disability helps us rethink
what language is and does. My approach is informed by the interdisciplinary academic discipline of
Disability Studies, and treats disability as a diversity issue that is rhetorical, social, historical, political.
This will likely be a new approach to disability for you, and I’ve focused this class on disability because it
provides important and new ways to think about what it means to exist and communicate in a language‐
filled world. I’m always excited to teach this class because disability and rhetoric is my area of research
expertise.
There’s more about me and this class in the paragraphs to follow, but for now, welcome!
Disability and Accessibility
I am dedicated to creating classroom spaces where all students can succeed, including students with
various disabilities or other needs. I work to make this classroom as accessible as I can, but I need your
input about how you learn and how the class is working for you. Please come talk to me about your
ideas and needs. I do not require that you have documentation from Disability Resources and Services
(DRS), but I do recommend that you speak to them about what they can offer you. They can be reached
at this link; Disability.Resources@ucdenver.edu; and/or (303) 556‐3450.
I ask that you refrain from strong scents (perfume, cologne, heavily scented lotions, etc.) when coming
to my office (and in class if they are strong), as I have scent‐triggered migraines. It’s ultimately your call
but it would really help me. Also, I’m somewhat famous for not remembering things I don’t write down,
so please don’t hesitate to remind me (that I’d email you, bring you a resource, etc.) if you don’t hear
from me or don’t see my write down your request.
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My Style and Expectations
I strive to be a challenging, engaging, approachable teacher. I expect students to work hard, and I will
reciprocate with feedback and support. You should plan on doing reading and writing for every class
period, though I try to make it so you can complete the entire week’s work the weekend before, for
those of you with busy life/work schedules.
In a senior‐level/graduate class, I expect all students to connect with me inside or outside of class. For
some of you, this will mean active participation in class discussions, but I understand that’s not for
everyone. So connecting with me can also mean thoughtful email exchanges and discussions in office
hours or other arranged meetings. I won’t be reminding you of this – it’s simply something that’s
expected and that you need to keep track of.
I understand you all have lives beyond my course, and I encourage you to be in touch with me when
your life and our class are not in harmony. That said, I have less patience and flexibility for students who
aren’t in touch with me and simply skip class with no warning or follow‐up. Respect the time and effort I
put into this course, and I’ll do the same for you.
Graduate/Undergraduate Course
This class is a mixed undergraduate and graduate course. In some ways, this works well, but I also
believe that graduate students deserve additional challenges and discussion time outside of an
undergraduate course. In the reading list, I’ve asked graduate students to do additional readings (though
undergraduates are also welcome to give these a try), and I’ll also ask that graduate students meet with
me as a group 5‐6 times outside of class meetings (in weeks one, three, five, seven, ten and twelve,
though we may cancel one or two). There are separate “Assignments/Projects” sections for
undergraduate and graduate students.
Assignments/Projects: Undergraduates
This class is project‐based and is organized into three units. This means that rather than a series of
readings punctuated by a midterm or long final paper, each unit culminates in a project.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Class Grade
(Re)Writing Disability Stories
Speaking for Others
What Lives are Valuable – Audio Essay
What Lives are Valuable – Visual Argument

20%
25%
25%
15%
15%

determined at end of course
February 17
March 19
May 7
due at final exam

The “Class Grade” (#1) includes all small assignments, such as preparatory work I assign to help you
prepare for class discussion, reading quizzes, and workshops. (I don’t call this a “participation grade”
because it’s based on what you submit.) The assignments in the “Class Grade” category are graded on a
check plus (5 of 5 points), check (4 of 5 points), or check‐minus (3 of 5 points) basis. Some activities that
require more work will be worth 10 or 15 points (instead of 5 points), and I’ll let you know when this is
the case. At the end of the class, I total the points you’ve earned against possible points and assign a
percentage‐based grade for your Class Grade.
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Assignments/Projects: Graduates
1. Class Grade
10%
determined at end of course
2. (Re)Writing Disability Stories
25%
February 17
 Graduate students will complete a narrative analysis paper on a narrative of their
choosing that either complements or replaces the undergraduate assignment. I will
work this out with each graduate student.
3. Speaking for Others
25%
March 19
 Graduate students will be required to produce thoroughly researched letters and
publish their open letters online on a site of their choosing or creation.
4. What Lives are Valuable – Audio Essay
TBD
May 7
5. What Lives are Valuable – Visual Argument
TBD
due at final exam
 Before Spring Break, I’ll meet with the graduate students to decide what adaptations
make sense for assignments #4 and #5.
6. Seminar Paper
25‐40%
due at final exam
 Graduate students will write a graduate‐level seminar paper on a disability rhetoric
topic of their choosing; 15 pages in length (more on this later).
Being Respectful and Not Being Tied to Your Cell Phone
I find that most students come to class with great ideas and are respectful to other students and to me.
But occasionally students get a little over‐excited or are disrespectful. If necessary, I’ll refer to university
policy on student conduct, but mostly, I’ll contact you privately if an issue arises. Please come talk to me
or email me if a fellow student is making you uncomfortable.
My cell phone policy is straightforward: put it on vibrate and please do not keep it on your desk while in
class. If you can, turn it off. If you need it on, please look at it quickly – to see if there is an issue – and
then promptly put it away. You get one warning if you are distracting our class with your phone (I can
see your hands moving under the table or in your purse!); if it happens again, I will not accept your work
for that day (what a bummer). Same goes for laptop and tablet use that wanders from class purposes.
Attendance and Late Policy
There are two types of absences: excused and unexcused. Excused absences are defined by university
policy and are typically negotiated with me in advance (or as soon as possible in case of emergencies). In
the case of excused absences, I will accept the work due in class for that day and/or allow you to make
up in‐class work (sometimes through alternate assignments). Note that a work schedule that conflicts
with this class is not an excused absence – it’s best to wait and take the course when you can attend.
Unexcused absences are days you miss class for reasons you choose not to discuss with me, or for
reasons that aren’t likely excused (you’re tired, feel like skiing, etc.). If you have more than two
unexcused absences, I begin to lower your grade. For each unexcused absence after two, I lower your
final grade for the course by one third (so an A‐ becomes a B+, a C+ becomes a C, etc.). For unexcused
absences, graded assignments will be marked late, work due that day receives no credit, and in‐class
work cannot be made up.
All required work must be submitted by 1p the day it is due. I ask for your informal and formal
assignments an hour before class begins so I have time to look over your ideas before coming to teach.
Because this is not an online class, you must be present in class the day you submit assignments to
receive credit for them (except excused absences). The late penalty for graded assignments is a half
grade for each class period it is late (an A‐ becomes a B, a C+ becomes a C‐, etc.). The final project will
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not be accepted late. Finally, if you are more than five minutes late to class, I will mark your homework
or graded assignment as late.
Plagiarism
If you’re struggling with how to incorporate the ideas of others into your writing, or you’re so stressed
that you’re considering taking someone’s work and turning it in as your own, come talk to me and we’ll
figure it out. If I suspect that you have plagiarized, I’ll begin with a private conversation with you. In
many cases, we can figure out what went wrong and you can take another swing at it. In other cases, I
will charge you with plagiarism and formally write you up. If this occurs, you will receive an F on the
plagiarized assignment, and if I decide, an F in this course. For more on what constitutes plagiarism, talk
to me, or start here.

THE SCHEDULE
This schedule gives you a general idea of what’s coming, but it’s crucial that you look for readings and
updates on the Canvas version of the syllabus, which is under “Modules.” The Canvas version contains
homework assignments, live links to all the readings, and updates (I won’t add readings, but I sometimes
cut readings).
AND it looks like a lot of readings, but most of them are five pages are so. So don’t panic.
UNIT ONE – Predictable Genres: (Re)Writing Disability Narratives
This unit urges you to think about how and why we tell stories, by considering the limited nature of
stories about disability. The project for this unit asks you to creatively analyze a disability story of your
choosing (in print or on the screen) and challenge the disability stereotypes you find.
Tuesday, January 20 (week one)
 introductions
Thursday, January 22: Introduction to Disability Studies
 Shapiro, Joseph P. No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement. New York:
Times Books: 1993. 12‐40.
 Stoddard‐Holmes, Martha. Fictions of Affliction: Physical Disability in Victorian Culture. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2004. vii‐ix.
 Simon, Cecilia Capuzzi. “Disability Studies: A New Normal.” The New York Times. 1 Nov. 2013.
NYTimes.com. Web.
Tuesday, January 27 (week two): Disability Myths and Stories
 Dolmage, Jay. “An Archive and Anatomy of Disability Myths.” Disability Rhetoric. Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 2014. 31‐61. Print. (book preview)
 Heideman, Elizabeth. “Gabby Giffords and the Problem with Inspiration Porn.” The Daily Beast. 24
September 2014. Web.
 Murphy, Katie. “Fighting Shame with History.” Paul K. Longmore Institute on Disability. 14 August
2014. Web.
 in class: Young, Stella. “I’m Not Your Inspiration, Thank You Very Much.” TED talk. April 2014. Web.
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Thursday, January 29: Disability and Narrative
 Simpson, Paul. “A Sociolinguistic Model of Narrative.” Stylistics: Routledge Companion Websites.
 Couser, G. Thomas. “The Empire of the ‘Normal’: A Forum On Disability and Self‐Representation:
Introduction.” American Quarterly 52.2 (2000): 305–310. Web. (article preview)
 Egan, Lisa. “Bullying Disabled People Is Never Ok ‐ But It’s Even Worse When You’ve Got 8.7 Million
Fans Watching.” The Huffington Post UK. 10 August 2014. Web.
 in class: Zayid, Mansoon. “I Got 99 Problems – and Palsy is June One.” TedWomen. Dec 2013. Web.
 graduate reading: Wilson, James and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson. “Introduction.” Embodied Rhetorics:
Disability in Language and Culture. Eds. James Wilson and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson. Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 2001. 1‐24. Print. (book preview)
Tuesday, February 3 (week three): Disability and Narrative (more)
 Rebecca Garden. “Telling Stories about Illness and Disability: The Limits and Lessons of Narrative.”
Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 53.1 (2010): 121–135. Print. (article preview)
 Grealy, Lucy. Autobiography of a Face. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1994. 214‐223. Print. (book review)
 “Deeper Levels of Stigma.” Unstrange Mind. 14 August 2014. Web.
 graduate reading: Snyder, Sharon and David T. Mitchell. Narrative Prosthesis: Disability and the
Dependencies of Discourse. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2000. 15‐30. Print.
Thursday, February 5: Disability and Movies
 Longmore, Paul. “Screening Stereotypes: Images of Disabled People in Television and Motion
Pictures.” Why I Burned My Book and Other Essays. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003. 131‐
146. Print. (book overview)
 Haller, Beth A. Representing Disability in an Ableist World: Essays on Mass Media. Louisville, KY: The
Avocado Press, 2010. 175‐181. Print. (companion website)
 resource: “Physical and Mental Disabilities in the Movies.” Moffit Library, UC Berkeley. Web.
 graduate movie: Million Dollar Baby. 2005. Film. (You will need to borrow from a library or pay $2.99
to watch on Amazon, Google Play, etc.)
 graduate reading: Dolmage, Jay, and William DeGenaro. “‘I Cannot Be Like This Frankie’: Disability,
Social Class, and Gender in Million Dollar Baby.” Disability Studies Quarterly 25.2 (2005). dsq‐sds.org.
Web.
Tuesday, February 10 (week four): Disability and Movies
 Johnson, Jeffrey. “The Hero with a Thousand Dysfluencies ‐ The Changing Portrayals of People Who
Stutter.” Mental Illness in Popular Media Essays on the Representation of Disorders. Ed. Lawrence
Rubin. Jefferson: McFarland & Co., Publishers, 2012. 11‐23. Print. (book TOC)
 watch: The King’s Speech. 2010. Film. (You will need to borrow from a library or pay $2.99 to watch
on Amazon, Google Play, etc.)
Thursday, February 12: Workshop
Tuesday, February 17 (week five)
Unit One project due (ReWriting Disability Narratives); Introduction to Unit Two
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UNIT TWO – Speaking for Others, Speaking Back
This unit considers authorship and audience by examining how we speak for others’ bodies and how
others speak for us. For this unit’s project, you will select an organization that claims to represent your
body, and you will write an “open letter” to this group highlighting what they are getting wrong and
right.
Tuesday, February 17
Introduction to Unit Two (Unit One project due)
 in class: “Unfit For Work: The Startling Rise Of Disability In America.” NPR Special Series. March 2013.
Web.
 in class: Schmidt, Erin. “Open Letter to NPR from Former SSA commissioners.” Social Security,
Disability & You. 4 April 2013. Web.
Thursday, February 19: Presidential Disability
 Garland‐Thompson, Rosemarie. “The FDR Memorial: Who Speaks from the Wheelchair?” The
Chronicle of Higher Education. 26 January 2001. Web. (article preview)
 “’Analyzating’ Bush’s Grey Matter.” Businessweek. 11 March 2004. Web.
 Rajani, Harshada. “Open Letter to Kanye West, From a Kid Who Gets 'Special Parking and S**t.’”
Huffington Post. 27 September 2014. Web.
 graduate reading: Baynton, Douglas. “Disability and the Justification of Inequality in American
History.” The New Disability History: American Perspectives. Eds. Paul Longmore and Lauri Umansky.
New York: New York University Press, 2001. 33‐57. Print.
Tuesday, February 24 (week six): MDA
 Richardson, Kerry. The Kids Are Alright. Chicago Filmmakers; The Paul Robeson Fund for
Independent Media, 2005. Film.
 Matlin, Ben. “An Open Letter to Jerry Lewis: The Disabled Need Dignity, Not Pity.” Los Angeles
Times. 1 September 1991. Web.
Thursday, February 26: Keller and gender
 Kleege, Georgina. “Blind Rage: An Open Letter to Helen Keller.” Sign Language Studies 7.2 (2007):
186–194. Print. (article preview)
 Heideman, Elizabeth. “#YesAllWomen, but Not Really: How Feminism Leaves the Disabled Behind.”
The Daily Beast. 24 Nov 2014. Web.
 graduate reading: Kleege, Georgina. “Helen Keller and ‘The Empire of the Normal.’” American
Quarterly 52.2 (2000): 322–325. Print. (article preview)
Tuesday, March 3 (week seven): Autism Speaks
 Baggs, Amanda. In My Language. Web.
 “2014 Joint Letter to the Sponsors of Autism Speaks.” Autistic Self‐Advocacy Network. 6 January
2014. Web.
 in class: “Neurotypical.” PBS: Point of View. Film. (details to come)
 graduate reading: Yergeau, Melanie. “Circle Wars: Reshaping the Typical Autism Essay.” Disability
Studies Quarterly 30.1 (2009). Web.
Thursday, March 5: Autism, Open Letters
 Yergeau, Melanie. “Shiny Identities.” Kairos 18.1 Topoi text. Film. Web.
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 Robison, John Elder. “I Resign My Role at Autism Speaks.” JohnElderRobison. 13 November 2013.
Web.
 Lassiter, Zachary. “Open Letter to Judge Sentencing Kelli Stapleton.” Disability and Me. 30 September
2014. Web.
 Shriver, Tim. “An Open Letter to Ann Coulter.” Special Olympics. 23 October 2012. Web.
 graduate reading: Lewiecki‐Wilson, Cynthia. “Rethinking Rhetoric through Mental Disabilities.”
Rhetoric Review 22.2 (2003): 156‐66. Print. (article preview)
Tuesday, March 10 (week eight): Depression
 Metzl, Jonathan. Prozac on the Couch: Prescribing Gender in the Era of Wonder Drugs. Durham: Duke
University Press, 2003. pages TBD. Print. (book preview)
 Oldani, Michael. “The Pharmaceuticalized ‘Good Mother.’” Atrium. Issue 10. Medical Humanities &
Bioethics Program, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine. Print. (issue preview)
 Thomas, Chazz. “An Open Letter to The NHS From a Young Mother with Depression.” Huffington Post
UK. 14 December 2014. Web.
Thursday March 12: Depression
 Brosh, Allie. “Adventures in Depression” Hyperbole and a Half. 27 October 2011. Web.
 Brosh, Allie. “Depression Part Two.” Hyperbole and a Half. 9 May 2013. Web.
 graduate reading: Prendergast, Catherine. “On the Rhetorics of Mental Disability.” Embodied
Rhetorics: Disability in Language and Culture. Eds. James C. Wilson and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson.
Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP, 2001. 45‐60. Print.
Tuesday, March 17 (week nine): Workshop
Thursday, March 19: CLASS CANCELED
Unit Two project due (Speaking for Others, Speaking Back: Open Letter)
‐ Spring Break ‐

UNIT THREE – Being “Normal”: What Lives are Valuable?
This unit examines how we determine what normalcy is and what lives are (most) valuable. Throwing a
broader net than the first two units, we will examine the past and present of eugenics in America, who
“should” have children, and how we look, from the perspectives of beauty, ugly, and fat. This unit
incorporates audio texts and asks you to make one of your own on a topic related to our discussions.
After this unit, the final project for the course will ask you to adapt your audio project into an accessible
visual text.
Tuesday, March 31 (week ten)
 Davis, Lennard J. “Constructing Normalcy: The Bell Curve, the Novel, and the Invention of the
Disabled Body in the 19th Century.” The Disability Studies Reader. Ed. Lennard J. Davis. New York:
Routledge, 1997. 1‐9. Print. (You can skip pages 10‐16, which aren’t pertinent to our interests.
 “A Grandmother, Her Grandson And Fitting In — Together.” NPR StoryCorps. 11 October 2013. Web.
Thursday, April 2: Eugenics and Normalcy
 War on the Weak: Eugenics in America. Liam Dunaway. Film.
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 McBryde Johnson, Harriet. “Unspeakable Conversations.” New York Times. 16 February 2003. Print.
 resource: Eugenics Archive. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. Web.
 graduate reading: Pernick, Martin S. “Defining the Defective: Eugenics, Aesthetics, and Mass Culture
in Early Twentieth‐Century America.” The Body and Physical Difference: Discourses of Disability. Ed.
David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1997. 89‐110. Print. (book
overview)
Tuesday, April 7 (week eleven): Modern Eugenics
 Ekberg, Merryn. “Second Opinions: The Old Eugenics and the New Eugenics Compared.” Social
History of Medicine 20.3 (2007): 581‐593. Print. (article preview)
 “The Lives They Left Behind: Suitcases from a State Hospital Attic.” The Willard Suitcase Exhibit. The
Community Consortium, 2014. Web.
Thursday, April 9: TBD
Tuesday, April 14 (week twelve): Critiquing Medicine
 Myers, Kimberly and Julie Mack. “When the Patient Knows What the Doctor Does Not (Yet) Know.”
Atrium. Issue 11. Medical Humanities & Bioethics Program, Northwestern University Feinberg School
of Medicine. Print.
 “Vaccine Controversies Are As Social As They Are Medical.” NPR, Morning Edition. Interview with
Eula Biss. 30 September 2014. Web. (This related NPR story is also good.)
Thursday, April 16: Populating the World
 DasGupta, Sayantani. “Bad Girls, Bad Babies, Bad Bumps.” Atrium. Issue 12. Medical Humanities &
Bioethics Program, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine. Print. (article preview)
 Burke, Teresa Blankmeyer. “Rendered Mute.” Atrium. Issue 12. Medical Humanities & Bioethics
Program, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine. Print.
 Rose, Julie. “A Brutal Chapter In North Carolina's Eugenics Past.” NPR, All Things Considered. 28
December 2011. Web.
 graduate reading: Lewiecki‐Wilson, Cynthia. “Uneasy Subjects: Disability, Feminism, and Abortion.”
Disability and Mothering: Liminal Spaces of Embodied Knowledge. Eds. Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson and
Jen Cellio. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2011. 63‐78. Print. (book overview)
Tuesday, April 21 (week thirteen): Beauty
 Rhode, Deborah L. The Beauty Bias: The Injustice of Appearance in Life and Law. New York, NY:
Oxford University Press, USA, 2010. 1‐5; 23‐44. Print. (book review)
 Russell, Cameron. “Does Being Beautiful Make You Happy?” NPR/TED talk. 19 March 2013. Web.
 Garcia‐Navarro, Lourdes. “In Brazil, Nips And Tucks Don't Raise An Eyebrow.” NPR. 7 October 2014.
Web.
 Chow, Cat. “Is Beauty in the Eye‐Lid of the Beholder?” NPR, Code Switch. 17 November 2014. Web.
Thursday, April 23: Ugliness
 Schweik, Susan M. The Ugly Laws: Disability in Public. New York: NYU Press, 2010. vii‐viii; 1‐4. Print.
(book overview)
 Meyer, Jeremy. “Denver City Council Votes 9‐4 to Ban Homeless Camping.” The Denver Post. 14 May
2012. Web.
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Tuesday, April 28 (week fourteen): Fat
 Herndon, April Michelle. “Thin Like Me.” Atrium. Issue 10. Medical Humanities & Bioethics Program,
Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine. Print/Web.
 LeBesco, Kathleen. “Framing Fatness: Popular Representations of Obesity as Disability.” Revolting
Bodies: The Struggle to Redefine Fat Identity. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2004. 74‐
84. Print. (book overview)
 graduate reading: TBD
Thursday April 30: Workshop
Tuesday, May 5 (week fifteen): Visual Arguments
 Waldman, Katy. “Patterns and Panels: How Comics Portray Mental Illness.” Slate 8 Oct. 2014. Web.
 Kleege, Georgina. “Blind Imagination: Pictures Into Words.” VSA Arts. 2008. Web.
 resource: Visual Rhetoric and Strategies of Persuasion. Stanford University. Web.
 graduate reading: Ott, Brian L. and Greg Dickinson. “Visual Rhetoric and/as Critical Pedagogy.” The
Sage Handbook of Rhetorical Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 391‐406. Print.
(Great related Prezi by a former student.)
Thursday, May 7
 Unit Three Project due (What Lives Are Valuable – Audio Essay)
 Further discussion of visual projects.
May 11‐15: FINALS
What Lives Are Valuable – Visual Argument due during final exam
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Speaking Back: Open Letter Assignment (English 4190/5190)
In this unit, we’ve considered how people speak “on behalf” of disabled people, and how disabled
people respond, particularly in the form of open letters. For this assignment, I ask you to write your own
open letter to an organization or specific, high‐profile person that you feel misrepresents you.
 Who should I write my letter to?
This is up to you. I’m asking that you choose an organization that you feel misrepresents you, though it
may also be that this organization sometimes “gets it right” in speaking for you. It’s fine to mention
both, but I am asking for a critical letter – as is the case with most open letters – so consider this in
picking your organization. You may also choose to write to a specific, high‐profile person, who has
spoken on your behalf. The organization and/or person needs to be specific, not “people who say X or
Y.” Finally, you will need to take some time to get better acquainted with the organization or person by
reading and researching, even if you are already familiar. If you’re feeling stuck on who to write to,
come talk to me.
 How do I write my letter?
As discussed in class, you will need to write to the organization/person, as well as a broader public you
want to inform, at the same time. You’ll be constantly balancing the needs of these two audiences.
There is no set length for the letter. As we’ve seen in class, very short open letters are not effective (as
they tend to fail at informing a larger public about your issue), nor are long‐winded letters effective (as
they end up feeling like editorials). You’ll need to decide what length is best, and I suggest that you write
it long, and then focus on “cutting it down” in workshop.
As we’ve discussed and modeled in class, you’ll want to include some personal details in your letter, as
well as researched information such as statistics, news stories, critiques similar to yours, etc. In class, I
will model how you can use hyperlinks to include sources (without distracting your reader with MLA‐
style references). There is no set number of sources to include, and we’ll talk about this more while
workshopping the letters.
Finally, you’ll want to make careful choices about what you feel comfortable sharing with me, the class,
and a larger public (if you publish the letter online). For example, if you identify as someone with
depression but you don’t want people to know, then it may be difficult to successfully write an open
letter on this issue. Please talk to me if you are having concerns about what to write about.
 What happens to my letter when I’m done with it?
I think we can decide how and whether to publish these letters once they are done. I’m not going to
require anyone to publish their letter if they do not want to. At the same time, the nature of open
letters is to be both public and private, so online publication might be a good goal to shoot for.
 What will you be grading on?
I will be grading your ability to write an effective open letter to the organization/person of your
choosing, which means: constructing effective arguments that simultaneously reach both your individual
and public audiences; using an appropriate “letter” tone (instead of falling into student‐essay tone);
including relevant personal details and research (in hyperlinks); and presenting a polished final product.
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English 4190/5190
Rethinking Silence
“I faced central problem of our collective, feminist project: silence and silencing” (1).
“[S]ilence has long been considered a lamentable essence of femininity, a trope for oppression,
passivity, emptiness, stupidity, or obedience” (2).
 Do you agree that silence and silencing is the key feminist issue?
 Can you think of examples when silence is perceived in the second quote above, such as ad
campaigns or other representations?
“Speech often fails us, though, and silence rarely does, a basic truth I wish I had realized earlier in life”
(4‐5).
 When do people speak or write when it may have been better to remain silent? When have
you?
“Like speech, the meaning of silence depends on a power differential that exists in every rhetorical
situation: who can speak, who must remain silent, who listens, and what those listeners can do” (9).
“Silence is expected...from people who wield power” (10).
“Silence also goes unnoticed (or, if noticed, then appreciated) in those whose words are not valued,
which makes for a kind of communal silence” (10).
 When are you usually silent? For what audiences?
 At what times are you silent, and nobody notices?
“Daily, on both an interpersonal and personal level, each of us experiences and participates in silence
and silencing: silence as a strategic choice, or silence as an enforced position” (13).
“Just like speech, silence can deploy power; it can defer power. It all depends” (15).
“Not all silence is particularly potent. However, silence is too often read as simple passivity in situations
where it has actually taken on expressive power” (18).
 When is silence a strategic choice? (Example?)
 When is silence empowering?
 Who (and when) do you silence?

Taking Silence to Writing
1. How do you silence someone in writing? (For example, how do you end a written interchange so the
person will not respond?)
2. Can you think of a time you strategically remained silent within a piece of writing? What was your
goal and the effect (as you know it)?
3. What do you consider to be a key part of your identity that rarely makes its way into your writing
(that is, a part of your identity that is silenced in writing)?
4. Reconsider the letters to Kanye West and Ann Coulter again (in your memory is fine). What was left
out of these letters? And what was potentially silenced? In what ways was this effective and/or
ineffective?
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ENGLISH 5913: PRACTICUM IN LANGUAGE AND RHETORIC
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:




Syllabus
Final Teaching Portfolio Assignment
Sample Lecture/Discussion Notes (Bartholomae, Miller)

This course is for English graduate students who are teaching English 1020 at CU Denver for the first
time, and it contains students who are pursuing Master’s degrees in Literature, the Teaching of Writing,
and Applied Linguistics. My course does the practical work of helping them teach and the theoretical
and critical work of introducing them to the larger field of rhetoric and composition. Class time is spent
connecting the readings to real‐life teaching situations, and I also review curricular materials and
observe these graduate student teachers in their classrooms. After a series of writing responses and a
journal review, I have students produce a researched teaching philosophy and portfolio.
This course has been one of my most successful courses, and several students have chosen to work with
me as their Masters advisor after taking the course.

Feedback from course evaluations:
- “Prof Vidali – very accessible and supportive; encourages students to generate unique ideas as
teachers to fulfill Comp Program objectives.”
- “I found the use of the classroom to discuss readings, our classes, our students, ideas for
assignments, etc., invaluable.”
- “Amy did a wonderful job of creating a classroom environment that was both challenging and
welcoming.”
- “I did, the grading was fair and the reasons for grades were articulated very clearly.”
- “Amy’s help and guidance has been a life raft in this semester’s turbulent sea.”
- “My participation in this class was absolute – this class rec’d my highest priority despite many
competing courses. I presume I will return to the course materials.”
- “Amy served perfectly as an instructor.”
- “Strong, positive influence on my education and career.”
- “It was simultaneously open enough to encourage student investment but structured enough to
allow experimentation with different methodology.”
- “Readings and class discussion have improved my critical thinking significantly.”
- “The theories I struggled with were still relevant.”
- “She inspired me to be prepared, modeled some good teaching behavior that I modeled in my
classroom, and encouraged me to really think about who I want to be as a teacher.”
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ENGLISH 5913: PRACTICUM IN
LANGUAGE & RHETORIC
Amy Vidali, PhD
Tuesdays 12:30‐3:30p
office hours: Tuesdays 11‐12 and by appt, NC 4022B
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu; 303‐556‐4765 (office)
using canvas as our course website
FULL INCLUSION
I am dedicated to including and/or accommodating students with disabilities in my course. I can work in
conjunction with the UCD Office of Disability Resources and Services to provide what you require, or we
can work it out between us if you would prefer. I’m willing to take suggestions specific to this class to
meet your needs.
ABOUT THE COURSE
This course provides you with a theoretical basis for your teaching, because all the teaching “tricks” in
the world won’t make you a great teacher – you need to be informed by the rich field of rhetoric and
composition, and know how to put those theories to use. This class is about understanding some of
those theories, applying some to your teaching, and learning where you can locate your own resources
in the future. So, this class is both an introduction to the field of composition studies (with some rhetoric
in there too), as well as a place to talk about what is going on in your course and workshop new
materials.
THE ASSIGNMENTS
Teaching Portfolio & Extended Teaching Philosophy (40%)
Your main project is a Teaching Portfolio. The major component of this teaching portfolio will be your
Extended Teaching Philosophy. In this philosophy, you will thoroughly explain your theoretical
orientation as a teacher and how it informs your teaching practice. You will be required to pull from the
readings in the course and perform additional outside research, and the philosophy should be a paper of
seminar quality. The accompanying portfolio contains assignments you believe exemplify this
philosophy, which will be a mixture of assignments you used and new assignments for the future. A
more thorough assignment will be handed out in class later in the course. DUE: Near end of semester.
 Graduate Responses (two, 10% each)
There are two formal responses due. In these responses, you should:
 Identify what you see as the important, central themes of the readings for the week, as related
to your teaching. (So not just a summary – we both read the articles already!)
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 Articulate the questions you are left asking. This can be critique, but not simply critique for
critique’s sake – ask smart questions and I’ll help you answer them! (One way to start is, “I get
the idea of x, but the question I’m left asking is, why y?”)
You will need to respond to the readings for two different class periods, and you can pick which two
classes. One of the classes you pick needs to be in weeks #2‐#6, and the other in #7‐#12. (And please,
let’s not everyone do #6 and #12!) These responses are a chance to practice the sort of writing you’ll do
for the Extended Teaching Philosophy (final project) and get feedback from me. No late work will be
accepted or reminders given. Also note that this is worth 10% of your grade, so it’s not a rambling,
personal response, but a short paper 1‐2 page paper (single‐spaced) where you really engage the
theories and smartly putting them to work (I’m not giving everyone As for effort on this).
 Exemplary Assignment or Activity (10%)
For one class period, you’ll develop a dynamic take‐home assignment or in‐class activity that
demonstrates/focuses on the principles for that week, and that is ready‐to‐go for your fellow TAs to use.
(You will sign up for one day.) Bring copies for everyone, plan to discuss what you created in our class for
5 minutes (informally), and then post to the CompTrain wiki (after our discussion in case you want to
make changes). You will be graded on effort demonstrated and your ability to connect to the content of
the class/readings for that day, though in some cases those connections may be more abstract,
depending on the unit. What you design can be an expanded version of what is required for that day, if
that applies.
 Journal Review (15%)
This assignment requires you to produce a page‐long, single‐spaced overview of a journal in the field of
rhetoric and composition. This is to familiarize you with the field before you jump into writing a teaching
philosophy. Let me know which journal you are reviewing before you begin (so we end up with a diverse
resource). Your audience is others new to the field (like yourself). I’ve also placed a copy of an article on
the history of journals in the field on Canvas for your reference:
 Goggin, Maureen Daly. Authoring a Discipline: Scholarly Journals and the Post‐World War II
Emergence of Rhetoric and Composition. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 2000. 147‐184.
Send your review and contribution to me electronically. DUE: October 15. I suggest you peer workshop
these on your own as I am not requiring a draft.
 various work (15%)
This accounts for all the smaller things I ask you to do to prepare for class, such as bringing assignments
to workshops, passing reading quizzes, etc. Some work will be credit/half‐credit/no credit, and some will
be graded.
GRADES AND EXPECTATIONS
According to UCD, letters grades correspond as follows: A=4.0, A‐=3.7, B+=3.3, B=3.0, B‐=2.7, C+=2.3,
C=2.0, C‐=1.7, D+=1.3, D=1.0, D‐=.7, F=0.0. As graduate students, I expect you to come to class prepared
and ready to engage. If you are struggling with the workload, please speak to me. Incomplete grades are
discouraged, but if necessary, I will follow UCD policy.
You are expected to follow University Policies and the Student Code of Conduct as defined in the UCD
course catalog, and I will follow guidelines from the CLAS Faculty Guidebook in cases of plagiarism. The
penalty for plagiarism in English 5913 is failure of the course and whatever additional sanctions decided
upon by the Chair of the English Department.
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READINGS AND ASSIGNMENTS
The readings and assignments are due on the day they are listed. All readings are posted on Canvas.
(Reference readings are not required – just read if you are interested.) Please bring the readings to class
so we can discuss them (either hard copy or on a laptop or tablet). If your eyes can handle it, you can
adjust PDFs so they print multiple pages on one page.
WEEK #1:
8/20 Why Teach Writing
For this first class, you’ll read about shaping your teacherly identity, and absorb one of the major
readings in the field, as well as one that responds to it.
- shown in class (some now, some later): Take 20: Teaching Writing (film)
(http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/catalog/static/bsm/take20/)
- Skorczewski, Dawn. “From Playing the Role to Being Yourself.” Teaching Composition: Background
Readings. Ed. T.R. Johnson. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin, 2008: 99‐116.
- Bartholomae, David. “Inventing the University.” When a Writer Can’t Write. Ed. Mike Rose. New
York: The Guilford Press, 1985. 134‐165.
- reference: Lindemann, Erika. “Why Teach Writing?” A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers. New
York/Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995. 3‐8.
for class: Just read, absorb, and bring thoughts and questions.
WEEK #2:
8/27 Assignment Design and Audience
You’ll read about how to design writing assignments, teaching audience, and how students think about
argument.
- Clark, Irene L. “A Genre Approach to Writing Assignments.” Composition Forum 14.2 (2005).
- ‐‐‐. “Audience.” Concepts in Composition. Ed. Irene Clark. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 2003. 141‐160.
- Slattery, Patrick J. “The Argumentative, Multisource Paper: College Students Reading, Thinking, and
Writing about Divergent Points of View.” Teaching Argument in the Composition Course: Background
Readings. Ed. Timothy Barnett. Boston: Bedford St. Martin: 2002. 361‐377.
- We’ll talk about planning your second assignment sequence (due next week).
- reference: Ede, Lisa and Andrea Lunsford. “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of
Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy.” CCC 35 (1984): 155‐71.
- reference: Lindemann, Erika. “What is Writing” (Chapter 2). A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers. Third
edition. New York: Oxford UP, 1995. 11‐20.
for class: (1) Bring thoughts and questions about the readings. (2) Come up with 3‐4 audiences students
might write “to” (on an as‐yet undefined assignment). (3) Also, bring your class planner/grid – I’ll be
scheduling observations (to begin in a few weeks).
WEEK #3:
9/3
Collaboration and Peer Review
You may already have students working in groups, but it’s time to be a bit more thoughtful about how
you ask students to collaborate, especially in peer review.
- Trimbur, John. “Consensus and Difference in Collaborative Learning.” College English 51.6 (October
1989): 602‐46.
- George, Diana. “Working with Peer Groups in the Composition Classroom.” CCC 35.3 (October
1984): 320‐326.
- Simmons, Jay. “Responders are Taught, Not Born.” Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy 46.8 (May
2003): 684‐693.
- reference: Bruffee, Kenneth A. “Collaborative Learning and the ‘Conversation with Mankind.’”
College English 46.7 (November 1984): 635‐52.
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for class: (1) Create a group activity assignment based on dissensus (Trimbur), and bring to share. (2)
Bring second assignment sequence (pre‐assignment, assignment, major text/reading) for workshop.
WEEK #4:
9/10 Responding to Student Writing (You’re Getting First Drafts this Week!)
These readings will help you think about what style of responding to student writing will work best for
you, including conferences.
- Wilhoit, Stephen W. “Responding to Student Writing.” The Longman Teaching Assistant’s Handbook.
New York: Pearson Longman, 2003. 75‐99.
- Smith, Summer. “The Genre of the End Comment: Conventions in Teacher Responses to Student
Writing.” CCC 48 (1997): 249‐68.
- Hedengren, Beth Finch. “One‐on‐One Writing Conferences.” A TA’s Guide to Teaching Writing in All
Disciplines. Boston: Bedford St. Martin, 2004. 71‐80.
- Skorczewski, Dawn “’Everybody Has Their Own Ideas': Responding to Cliché in Student Writing.” CCC
52.2 (2000): 220‐239.
- reference: Learner, Neal. “The Teacher‐Student Writing Conference and the Desire for Intimacy.”
College English 68.2 (November 2005): 186‐208.
- reference: Bean, John. Engaging Ideas. San Francisco: Jossey‐Bass Publishers, 1996. 239‐253.
(Chapter 14, Writing Comments on Students’ Papers)
for class: (1) Bring a list of your main priorities and goals in responding to your students’ first drafts. (2)
Create a rubric you could use for grading your students’ first papers (you may or may not use it, and feel
free to adapt something from online, but not CompTrain).
WEEK #5:
9/17
Pedagogies and Plagiarism
You’ll consider different pedagogical approaches to teaching writing as you think toward your second
unit. We’ll also think about plagiarism policy (perhaps a pedagogy in itself).
- Clark, Irene. “Process.” Concepts in Composition. Ed. Irene Clark. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 2003. 1‐29.
- George, Ann. “Critical Pedagogy: Dreaming of Democracy.” A Guide to Composition Pedagogies. Eds.
Gary Tate, Amy Rupiper, and Kurt Schick. New York/Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001. 92‐112.
- Colvin, Benie. “Another Look at Plagiarism in the Digital Age: Is It Time to Turn In My Badge?”
Teaching English in the Two Year College 35.2 (December 2007): 149‐158.
- reference: Tobin, Lad. “Process Pedagogy.” A Guide to Composition Pedagogies. Eds. Gary Tate, Amy
Rupiper, and Kurt Schick. New York/Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001. 1‐18.
for class: (1) Rewrite the Comp Program plagiarism policy after reading Colvin; bring to class. (2) Be
ready to discuss your favorite pedagogical approach from the readings.
WEEK #6:
9/24 Genre and Technology
Your third unit will focus on genre and technology, and these readings will help you get started.
‐ Devitt, Amy. “Generalizing About Genre: New Conceptions of An Old concept.” CCCC 44.4 (Dec
1993).
‐ Reiff, Mary J, Anis S. Bawarshi, and Amy J. Devitt. Scenes of Writing: Strategies for Composing with
Genres. New York: Pearson/Longman, 2004. (excerpts)
‐ “Why Teach Writing? The WIDE Research Center Collective.” Kairos 10.1.
http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/10.1/binder2.html?coverweb/wide/index.html
‐ Krause, Stephen. “When Blogging Goes Bad: A Cautionary Tale About Blogs, Email Lists, Discussion,
and Interaction.” Kairos 9.1. http://english.ttu.edu/kairos/9.1/binder.html?praxis/krause/index.html
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‐

reference: Dunn, Patricia and Kathleen Dunn De Mers. “Reversing Notions of Disability and
Accommodation: Embracing Universal Design in Writing Pedagogy and Web Space.” Kairos 7.1.
http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/7.1/binder2.html?coverweb/dunn_demers/index.html
- I will talk about the Unit Three assignment in class.
for class: (1) Think of three genres you might want to teach in the third unit (one safe choice, one
creative choice, one other choice). (2) Come ready to talk about ideas for how you might engage
technology in your class (what technologies? how? why?).
WEEK #7:
10/1 Linguistics, and the Grammar Impulse
These readings put teaching grammar in a linguistic and political context.
- Lippi‐Green, Rosina. English with an Accent. London: Routledge, 1997. 7‐29.
- Williams, James D. “Grammar and Writing.” Preparing to Teach Writing: Research, Theory and
Practice, 3rd ed. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003. 171‐180.
- Micciche, Lauren. “Making a Case for Rhetorical Grammar.” CCC 55.4 (2204): 716‐737.
- reference: Lu, Min‐Zhan. “Professing Multiculturalism: The Politics of Style in the Contact Zone.”
Representing the “Other”: Basic writers and the Teaching of Basic Writing. Eds. Bruce Horner and
Min‐Zhan Lu. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English, 1999. 166‐190.
- reference: Zamel, Vivian. “Strangers in Academia: The Experiences of Faculty and ESL Students
Across the Curriculum.” CCC 46.4 (1995): 506‐21.
- reference: Bean, John. Engaging Ideas. San Francisco: Jossey‐Bass Publishers, 1996. 53‐70. (Chapter
4, Dealing with Issues of Grammar and Correctness)
for class: (1) Select a grammar feature that you think is important. Craft a way to teach it and bring an
activity to share, keeping in mind what this week’s reading have to say. (2) Bring third assignment
sequence for workshop.
WEEK #8
10/8 Diversity and Bias
These readings encourage you to think about how power and identity play out in the writing classroom.
- Brodkey, Linda. “On the Subject of Class and Gender in ‘The Literacy Letters” from Writing Permitted
In Designated Areas Only. Minneapolis: U of Minnesota Press, 1996. 88‐105.
- Schell, Eileen. “The Feminization of Composition: Questioning the Metaphors That Bind Women
Teachers.” Feminism and Composition: A Critical Sourcebook. Ed. Gesa E. Kirsch et al. Boston:
Bedford St. Martin, 2003. 552‐57.
- Delpit, Lisa. “The Silenced Dialogue: Power and Pedagogy in Educating Other People’s Children.”
Cross Talk in Comp Theory. Ed. Victor Villanueva, Jr. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1997. 565‐588. (originally
published in Harvard Educational Review in 1988)
- reference: Fox, Tom. Defending Access: A Critique of Standards in Higher Education. Portsmouth,
NH: Boynton/Cook Publishers‐Heinemann, 1999. 1‐17. (Chapter 1, “The Backlash Against Access”)
- reference: Rose, Mike. “The Language of Exclusion.” College English 47.4 (April 1985): 341‐59.
for class: (1) Draft a paragraph or two about your teacher identity in reference to this week’s readings
(but focus on you – just let the readings inspire/guide you). This should be a paragraph you could
imagine being in your teaching philosophy, where you talk about your own teacher identity and how it
impacts your teaching. Prepare to share with the class.
WEEK #9:
10/15 So Emotional: Troubling and Troubled Writing
This unit helps you think about responding to distressed writers, and embracing the emotion – good and
bad – that comes with teaching writing.
- Payne, Michelle. Bodily Discourses: When Students Write About Abuse and Eating Disorders.
Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook Publishers, 2000. (pages TBD)
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Miller, Richard E. “Fault Lines in the Contact Zone.” College English 56 (1994): 389‐408.
Henry, Sue E. “Vulnerability and Emotional Risk in an Educational Philosophy.” Emotion, Space and
Society 8 (2013): 11‐17.
for class: (1) Name three emotions you feel most strongly and/or most often as a teacher (and yes, that
statement is intentionally vague). Write them down and a short note for each. (I won’t ask you to share
these, but be prepared to discuss what you do feel comfortable with.) (2) DUE: Journal review.
-

WEEK #10:
10/22 Disability Pedagogy
This is my area of expertise, and we’ll talk about designing a classroom that supports all learners.
- Brueggemann, Brenda Jo. “An Enabling Pedagogy.” Disability Studies: Enabling the Humanities. New
York: MLA, 2002. 317‐336.
- Dunn, Patricia. Talking, Sketching, Moving: Multiple Literacies in the Teaching of Writing.
Boynton/Cook: Heinemann, 2001. (excerpt)
- Dolmage, Jay. “Mapping Composition: Inviting Disability in the Front Door.” Disability and the
Teaching of Writing. Eds. Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson and Brenda Jo Brueggemann. Boston: Bedford St.
Martin, 2008.
- Determine what kind of learner you are: http://www.edutopia.org/multiple‐intelligences‐learning‐
styles‐quiz and http://www.personal.psu.edu/bxb11/LSI/LSI.htm.
- reference: Linton, Simi. “From Reassigning Meaning.” Disability/Teaching/Writing: A Critical
Sourcebook. Eds. Brenda Jo Brueggemann and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson, with Jay Dolmage.
Bedford/St. Martin, 2005. 174‐182. (originally in Claiming Disability, NYUP 1998)
for class: Think about the sort of learners your class has been serving, and not serving. Design a class
assignment/activity that “moves” or “functions” in a different way than your typical
assignments/activities, and appeals to a different sort of learner (most likely a learner who is not like
you, as we tend to design materials that would work for us!). Bring to share.
WEEK #11:

10/29 TBD (I’ll take a class poll on what you’re wanting and/or needing.)

WEEK #12:
11/5 Relationships: Literature, Personal Writing, Creative Writing
These readings are designed to give you a chance to think about how your work as a graduate student
intersects with your teaching, and to help you understand composition’s place among its co‐disciplines.
- Miller, Susan. Textual Carnivals. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1991. 1‐7, 45‐56.
- Mattison, Michael and Peter Elbow. “A Comment on ‘The Cultures of Literature and Composition:
What Could Each Learn from the Other?” College English 65.4 (March 2003): 439‐443.
- Bartholomae, David. “Writing Without Teachers: A Conversation with Peter Elbow.” CCC 46.1
(February 1995): 62‐71.
- Elbow, Peter. “Being a Writer vs. Being an Academic: A Conflict in Goals.” CCC 46.1 (February 1995):
72‐83.
- reference: Spigelman, Candace. “Argument and Evidence in the Case of the Personal.” College
English, 64.1 (Sep 2001): 63‐87.
for class: Be prepared to talk about the tensions these readings identify.
WEEK #13:
11/12 Portfolios (Yours & Theirs)
It’s time to start thinking (more) about your portfolio, and what you want students to do in theirs.
- Reynolds, Nedra. “Assigning the Reflective Introduction.” Portfolio Teaching: A Guide for Instructors.
Boston/New York: Bedford St. Martin’s, 2000. 41‐62.
- “Constructing a Teaching Portfolio” (various authors)
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reference: Addison, Joanne and Rick Vandeweghe. “Portfolio‐Based Assessment and Professional
Development.” English Education 32.1 (October 1999): 16‐33.
for class: (1) Come with a list of what you think should be in your teaching philosophy (not “a” teaching
philosophy, your teaching philosophy!). (2) Roughly design an in‐class or homework activity that
motivates your students to return to their first or second assignment and revise it with “fresh eyes” for
the portfolio (no easy task).
-

WEEK #14:
11/19 Psychic Income & Labor Politics
This is generally a hard but important unit for folks, as composition comes with complex labor politics.
It’s best that you dig in and understand these issues.
- We’ll start with FCQs, and how to do them in your course.
- Willis, Katherine V. “The Lure of ‘Easy’ Psychic Income.” Tenured Bosses and Disposable Teachers:
Writing Instruction in the Managed University. Eds. Marc Bousquet, Tony Scott, and Leo
Parascondola. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP: 2004. 201‐208.
- Hendricks, Bill. “Making a Place for Labor: Composition and Unions. Tenured Bosses and Disposable
Teachers: Writing Instruction in the Managed University. Eds. Marc Bousquet, Tony Scott, and Leo
Parascondola. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP: 2004. 83‐99.
- Papp, James. “OPINION: Gleaning in Academe: Personal Decisions for Adjuncts and Graduate
Students.” College English 64.6 (July 2002): 696‐709.
- reference: Schell, Eileen E. “Toward a New Labor Movement in the Higher Education: Contingent
Labor and Organizing for Change.” Tenured Bosses and Disposable Teachers: Writing Instruction in
the Managed University. Eds. Marc Bousquet, Tony Scott, and Leo Parascondola. Carbondale, IL:
Southern Illinois UP: 2004. 100‐110.
for class: (1) Take some time to calculate how many hours you work per week (be honest), then
calculate your hourly wage and bring to class. (2) Make a mental note of your favorite teacher movie
(broadly defined), which you’ll share with the class.
fall break
WEEK #15:
12/3 Workshop, Final Thoughts
 teaching philosophy workshop
 student paper norming
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English 5913 (Vidali)
Final Teaching Portfolio
As explained on the syllabus, your final project for this class is a Teaching Portfolio. It contains
three parts:
(1) an extended teaching philosophy
(2) assignments you’ve created/adapted that demonstrate your philosophy; and
(3) a few new assignments/resources that demonstrate the future directions of your
teaching.
My motivations in having you do this assignment are as follows:
 to have you think about what your priorities are as a writing teacher at this point in time (as
this may be one of your few chances to reflect as you go about the daily rushing around of
teaching);
 to give you a chance to reflect back on, and synthesize, the many course readings we have done,
with particular focus on those that are most relevant to your teaching (and of course they won’t
all be);
 to have you dig a bit deeper into existing research so that you can readily access the practical
and theoretical resources available in the archive (as there is no need to constantly reinvent the
wheel);
 to give you a chance to begin building an important professional document you can use if/when
you continue teaching at UCD or in other arenas.
I want to see that you can articulate your own priorities in informed, intelligent, and cogent ways.
This project is also intend to be useful to you as you decide where to focus your energies – as it is
likely clear by now that you can’t do it all. Hopefully, you will not only convince me that you are a
thoughtful teacher, but that you have a firm(er) sense of who you are a writing teacher as you
move into your second term of teaching. Overall, your teaching portfolio should demonstrate that
you are reflective and purposeful in your teaching.
(1) Extended Teaching Philosophy (ETP)
Traditional teaching philosophies are often short, mostly because the job market compels that they
be one page. At this point, such a short articulation would not allow you to explore the many ideas
we’ve looked at (plus, these shorter philosophies are often pained distillations of longer pieces, so
they’re harder in a lot of ways). So I’m asking for a longer philosophy where you really dig around
in the mud and articulate your priorities clearly.
The ETP is the major component of the teaching portfolio. There is no one way to complete it, but
typical areas to be addressed include:







your motivations for teaching;
your teaching priorities and goals (both personally and otherwise);
the methods and strategies you feel are best;
what you want students to learn and how to help students overcome obstacles;
a description and/or justification of how and why you teach the way you do; and
an articulation of your teaching philosophy within existing composition research.

The last bullet is where this teaching philosophy meets a more typical graduate seminar paper. You
do not need to reference everything we’ve read (please don’t) – the best references will be clearly
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meaningful and will support your points (rather than the other way around). In addition to what
we’ve read, please cite two or three other sources which are particularly germane to your main
priorities/goals. These may be researched articles, unusual web resources, and the like. Remember,
too, that this teaching philosophy should “be” like you – don’t try to channel the abstract “good
teacher” as you write, as this will be unconvincing (and likely boring).
(2) Assignments that Demonstrate Your Philosophy
This is the “show” rather than the “tell” part of your teaching portfolio. Choose some of your best
curricula to showcase, including assignments, activities, workshops, etc. (Keep in mind that these
will not necessarily be “handouts” – you may spend time describing an activity, etc.) It may be that
you want to tweak them a little bit before putting them in the portfolio, and that’s fine. If there’s
some context you think needs to be added to make your portfolio artifacts make sense, feel free to
indicate that (on the piece or elsewhere). I’d think you’d want to include four to five pieces, but it’s
up to you.
(3) Newly‐Created/Innovative Assignments
Includes one major, or a few minor, assignments/activities/resources that demonstrate your
philosophy that isn’t evidenced elsewhere in the portfolio. These may be assignments you plan to
use next semester, or perhaps significant revisions of activities you’ve already done. In this section,
it is better to have one fantastic or two really good or three interesting pieces than a whole slew of
mediocre stuff.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The audience for this portfolio, at this time, is me and the larger field of rhetoric and composition.
In the future, you may want to adapt this statement for your students, syllabus, or “first day”
comments. I’ll leave that up to you, and let me know if you have a particular audience in mind.
The format of the portfolio is up to you. Maybe you want to do it very traditionally, maybe you
want to do it online, maybe you want to use a lot of graphics or anecdotes. My only formatting
advice pertains to the ETP itself. As you poke around the web, you’ll see that some philosophies are
more like resumes or bulleted lists. While these work, this is generally not the expectation in
English/Composition, which instead prefers thoughtful paragraphs, anecdotes, and references
organized into a coherent whole. Your ETP should be 8‐10 pages, 12 pt, 1.5 spacing (or some
adaptation of about this length to fit with what you’re doing). It may make sense to use section
headers, depending on what you’re doing.
Resources and Warnings
 This is a teaching philosophy for you as a writing teacher. Of course, some of what you say will
speak to education more generally, but remember to keep the focus on writing.
 The ETP is not the easiest assignment in the world. You’ll likely find that when you read over
what you’ve done, it sounds corny or hackneyed, as it is actually quite hard to write a teaching
philosophy without falling into cliché or “superhero teacher” mode. Give yourself time to revise.
 You’ll find that there is a lot of information on the web about making teaching
portfolios/philosophies. While I encourage you to consult this archive, be aware of two things:
(1) the sorts of teaching philosophies advocated may not quite match up to this assignment,
particularly my expectation that you engage with composition research and expected length;
and (2) there is so much information out there that it can be overwhelming. I suggest you have
a preliminary swing at the assignment before you start poking around the web so that the final
project actually feels like you.
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Bartholomae, David. “Inventing the University.” When a Writer Can’t Write. Ed. Mike Rose. New York:
The Guilford Press, 1985. 134-165.
MAIN QUESTIONS/ISSUES
 main argument: “The student has to appropriate (or be appropriated by) a specialized discourse, and
he has to do this as though he were easily and comfortably one with his audience, as though he were
a member of the academy or an historian or an anthropologists or an economist; he has to invent the
university by assembling and mimicking its language while finding some compromise between
idiosyncrasy, a personal history, on the one hand, and the requirements of convention, the history of
discipline, on the other. He must learn to speak or language. Or he must dare to speak it or to carry
off the bluff, since speaking and writing will most certainly be required long before the skill is
learned” (my italics, 135). (also see p. 156)
o Is this imitation, this sometimes unsuccessful appropriation, the only way to learn? Should students be
in the academy longer before they must write (within) it?



“I don’t know”: “When the writer says ‘I don’t know,’ then, he is not saying that he has nothing to
say. He is saying that he is not in a position to carry on this discussion” (138).
through/from: “paper has come through the writer and not from the writer” (138).
o How do we determine what is ability and what is the student’s perceived lack of authority?



off-stage voices: “Alongside a text we have always the presence of ‘off-stage voices,’ the oversound
of all that has been said….These voices, the presence of the ‘already written,’ stand in defiance of a
writer’s desire for originality and determine what might be said. A writer does not write (and this is
Barthes’s famous paradox) but is, himself, written by the languages available to him” (142-3).
o What are the off-stage voices for our students? How can we bring those into the classroom? (How can
we validate that kind of writings and experiences they assume we care little about?)



on “original” texts by students: “But I think that right to speak is seldom conferred on us…by virtue
of the fact that we have invention or discovered an original idea. Leading students to believe that
they are responsible for something new or original, unless they understand what those words mean
with regard to writing, is a dangerous and counterproductive practice” (143). (“a matter of imitation
or parody than a matter of intention or discovery”)
o This is hard. As teachers, do we believe we are finding inspirational content when we are really only
seeing students appropriately adopt academic discourses? Is this enough?



learning writing vs. becoming writers: “The former requires efforts of memory; the latter requires a
student to compose a text out of the texts that represent the primary materials of history and in
accordance with the texts that define [a particular topic/issue]….Their papers don’t begin with a
moment of insight, a ‘by God’ moment that is outside of language. They begin with a moment of
appropriation, a moment when they can offer up a sentence that is not theirs as though it were their
own ” (145).
o Are we teaching student to write, or are they actually becoming writers? What is the difference?



what we should do: “What our beginning students need to learn is to extend themselves, by
successive approximations, into the commonplaces, set phrases, rituals and gestures, habits of mind,
tricks of persuasion, obligatory conclusions and necessary connections that determine the ‘what
might be said’ and constitute knowledge within the various branches of our academic community”
(146).
o How do we do this? What academic communities are we truly teaching?
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ENGLISH 6002: RHETORICAL THEORY
__________________________________________________________________________
Included:



Syllabus
Rhetoric of What Assignment

This course is for students in the three English Master’s Programs (Rhetoric and the Teaching of Writing,
Literature, Applied Linguistics). The class asks students to read and write deeply, and to learn to work in
a writing studio environment where work is collaboratively critiqued. My favorite assignment in this
course is the Rhetoric of What, as it demands that students understand rhetoric, identify a sub‐interest,
and research appropriately.

Feedback from course evaluations:
- “Content was phenomenal. Instructor very good with students.”
- “This course pushed me a lot harder than my others – which I appreciated.”
- “Decrease the reading load in order to focus on the projects.”
- “I like her teaching methods, made me feel more comfortable because I was out of my element as a
lit major.”
- “Discussions – many ‘aha!’ moments.”
- “The seminar format inspired discussion and open sharing.”
- “Some texts were elusive and remained so, but I still liked them for their challenge and the view of
the possibilities out there.”
- “Supportive, engaging environment. Animated discourse.”
- “As always, I love your courses. I feel like they always challenge me, and even though the reading
was overwhelming at times, I always feel like I learn from it and gain a new perspective.”
- “I would like to see more short analyses in the first classes to get a better idea of what is expected of
me.”
- “This was an excellent, valuable class. Rhetoric is everywhere now.”
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English 6002 (Spring 2013)
Rhetorical Theory
Amy Vidali, PhD
amy.vidali@ucdenver.edu
Mondays, 5‐7:50p, NC 1402
Office Hours: Wed 2‐3p in NC 4022B & by appt
http://english6002.wordpress.com/
The list of theories that might be included in a class called “Rhetorical Theory” is endless, ranging from
classical rhetoric to discourse theory, from theories of identity to theories of teaching writing. In this
course, I construe “rhetorical” somewhat broadly, with the intent of helping you understand a wide
range of rhetorical theories and use them to analyze various artifacts of your choosing. At each turn,
we’ll ask, “What are the main tenets of this theory?”, and then, “How can we put this theory to use in
our own rhetorical analyses?”
I have geared this course toward helping you diversify your theoretical perspective and locate theories
you can use in completing a thesis or portfolio exam. For some of you, this may mean further pursuing
theoretical perspectives you already know something about. For others, it likely means introduction to
new theories that you can further explore after the course is over. In any case, as a 6000‐level course,
you are expected to spend significant time with the readings, researching when you have questions, and
meeting with me to ask questions.
The course asks that you complete two major projects: one that demonstrates your understanding of a
subset of rhetorical theory of your choosing (Rhetoric of What project), and another where you put
rhetorical theory into action and perform analysis (Final Rhetorical Analysis). To prepare you for these
projects, I’ll ask you to complete various smaller projects, often to share with your peers in class.
What this course does not do is attempt historical coverage, and we’ll talk about the different ways I
may have taught this course in week two. My non‐historical approach is driven by the diversity of
wonderful contemporary rhetorical theories (which I think deserve attention), my own expertise, and
the existence of several historically‐oriented rhetorical theory collections that you might consider on
your own, to supplement what you learn in this course.

INCLUSION AND DISABILITY
Making sure all students can succeed is central to my pedagogy, and much of my research and teaching
focuses on disability and access. If you have a disability, or think you may have a disability, I encourage
you to contact me so we can work together to get you what you need to succeed. The office of Disability
Resources and Services (DRS) provides support for students with disabilities, and you can find them at
their website (http://www.ucdenver.edu/student‐services/resources/disability‐resources‐services/) or
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by calling (303) 556‐3450/TTY or (303) 556‐4766. To access their services, you will need to provide
documentation of disability. I do not require their documentation or involvement – that’s your call.
COURSE READINGS & RESOURCES
On the one hand, I want this course all planned on from the start. But then, I also want to have the
freedom to make changes as we go, once I know you all better. So I’ve created an online version of the
syllabus schedule that won’t change much, but I will tinker with it online as we go. So the best place to
go is the schedule on the website/blog, and know that I won’t be making huge changes within a week of
assigned readings. (But if you’re reading way far ahead, which I don’t recommend, let me know.)
http://english6002.wordpress.com/
Because of intellectual property, I can’t link many of the actual readings to the website/blog, so you’ll
have to go to BlackBoard to fetch them. “Resource” readings are optional, and are typically readings I’ve
taught in previous iterations of the course.
Though you’re saving money on not buying a book, you’ll make up some of those costs on printer ink, as
you’ll need to print out the articles and bring them to class. This is so you can reference and analyze
them, and you only need to bring the readings for that particular day.
You’ll notice various chapters from The Sage Handbook of Rhetorical Studies. Most of the chapters are
bibliographic, and so provide many avenues for further study. For the same reason, those chapters may
feel overwhelming to read. Focus on the major points, and take notes on authors/texts to follow‐up on.
Some other collections we’ll draw from multiple times are Lucaites, Conditt and Caudill’s Contemporary
Rhetorical Theory; Bizzell and Herzberg’s The Rhetorical Tradition; and Jasinski’s Sourcebook on Rhetoric
(used in class, not in our readings). No need to run out and buy these now, but you may decide you want
them later. A more basic primer is the Herrick’s The History and Theory of Rhetoric.
ABOUT THE NIGHT CLASS
Taking night classes is not easy. I ask that you bring whatever you need to help stay focused (caffeine,
food, etc.). Because sitting down for three hours provides its own challenge after a weary day, I
encourage you to use the space of the classroom – get up and walk around as you talk or listen! Of
course, the pure stimulation of rhetorical theory will keep you all engaged anyway.
If you keep up with the Auraria Police announcements, you’ve realized that UCD is not always the safest
campus at night, particularly by the light rail. I’ll ask that we coordinate walking groups to get to parking
lots, and where possible, carpools to avoid night waits at the bus and light rail. And just from one person
to another, being (and looking) alert goes a long way – consider avoiding headphones and sending that
text message before stepping out of the building.
EXPECTATIONS
This is an upper‐level graduate seminar. You should expect to be spending many hours each week on the
readings, which means not only reading them, but taking notes and being ready to discuss them. Time
management is essential in this course, as there are no “breaks” before projects are due – it is your job
to get ahead and clear space to get the projects done. Please note that there is no tolerance for not
completing the readings – if you fail a reading quiz, you’ll need to write up a summary response of the
readings. And unlike an undergraduate course, I expect you to be able to hit the ground running when
class starts without much “warm‐up.”
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The previous time I taught this course, students requested that I let them know which readings were
most important each week. I’m not going to do that because then the other readings won’t get read (I,
too, was once a grad student!). The reality is that we will focus on some articles more than others in
class, but it’s your job to read them all and get a sense for the sub‐field we’re studying each week.
If you are struggling to keep up, please come talk to me! I am always willing to adjust what is going on in
the course, but I cannot do this if I receive little feedback. Also, remember that all your graduate‐level
professors are publishing authors who want to talk to you, including me.
Hopefully it goes without saying that plagiarism, as defined in the UCD catalog, is unacceptable and will
result in the failure of the course, as well as a conversation with the department chair regarding your
status in the program.
PROJECTS
Rhetoric of What? (25%)
There are many facets of rhetorical theory that are not covered in this course, and this project is your
chance to explore a rhetorical theory in detail. (For example, I have not given any time to the rhetoric of
religion, Renaissance rhetoric, rhetorical theories of race, etc.) Some of you may choose broad topics
(which I can help wean down), while others may be quite specific. I’ll ask that you develop an overview
of your chosen rhetorical theory and create an annotated bibliography, where you summarize each
article or book in a few sentences and provide your own analyses/reactions. You annotated bibliography
can serve you in your later research (perhaps your thesis or the final project for this course). There is no
perfect number of entries (as this will vary by your field of choice), but begin by shooting for 13 entries,
including at least three books and one edited collection (if it exists). We will discuss this more in class,
and I’ll give a formal assignment, but it’s never too soon to start thinking about your topic. There are
staggered due dates in the schedule, where I ask to approve your topic and then your bibliography list,
but you may submit these items earlier if you want to.
Dear Rhetorical Theorist (10%)
This assignment is intended to be a bit more fun, while at the same time helping you “dig in” to a
particular rhetorical theorist. For this project, you will write a love letter or a hate letter to a rhetorical
theorist of your choice from the course readings. Your letter should identify what you love or hate about
the theories of this theorist (that we read for class), and then ask questions and make comments. Your
letter should follow genre expectations for a letter and be addressed to the author and written in first
person (it should not be a graduate response in disguise!). It should not be more than one page, single
spaced (be smart AND succinct!). Keep the historical period and context of the theorist in mind (Plato
wouldn’t have been a feminist, Foucault died prior to widespread AIDS discussions, etc.). Bring your
letter to class the day we read that theorist, and be prepared to read it aloud in class. I’ll then ask you to
edit (if necessary) and post to the blog. While humor is certainly welcome, the A goes to the letter that
is witty, smart, and thoughtful.
Rhetorical Artifact & Analysis (10%)
For one class period, you will bring in an analysis of a “rhetorical artifact” for the class to discuss. You
will:
 Select an artifact to analyze (this must be something you can bring to class and easily share, like
a cereal box).
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Write up a two‐paragraph rhetorical analysis of the artifact (a page), using the theories for class
that day. This will go up on the document camera and be read aloud. Focus on analysis, not
summing up the theory (we’ll do that in class).
 Receive credit if you do what’s above. This is credit/no‐credit so it is low‐risk, but take time with
the analysis.
Your analysis serves as an example for us to discuss and critique. You should expect kind‐critical
feedback from me in class – it’s my chance to say what is working and what is not in terms of analysis, so
you all know how to do rhetorical analysis as you move toward the final project.
Class Prep (15%)
 I’ll give pop quizzes on the readings. I hate them, but they seem to keep you all reading.
 I will sometimes ask you to bring information on notecards. I ask for notecards to keep you succinct
– a skill many English graduate students have yet to learn! I will give you credit for doing the
notecards (and take them with me), but typically will not respond to them – if you want responses,
bring up your ideas during class, come meet with me, or post them to the website/blog!
 I invite you to take questions and ideas to the website/blog (at least once, no reminders). When
writing on the blog, please consider your audience to be your peers in this class, and craft your
responses to correspond to blog genre expectations. This means that your response should not be
hideously long (be succinct), should invite commentary from your fellow bloggers, and should
thoughtfully link to other web‐texts. Put another way, the blog is not a graduate student
paper/response written for me. Please note that our blog is public on the web, and while I don’t
think that there are hordes of folks cruising around looking for blogs on graduate‐level rhetorical
theory courses (well, not yet!), consider the public nature of the blog when posting.
 Other preparatory or in‐class work that pops up is also considered in this grade.
FINAL PROJECT: Sustained Rhetorical Analysis (40%)
This is the major assignment for the course and will be due during the final exam period. For this project,
you will engage rhetorical theory and perform rhetorical analysis (as these are, of course, related!). You
will choose a rhetorical site/artifact of your preference (approved by me), and perform a rhetorical
analysis, using the theoretical perspectives of the course, supplemented by your own research. The
successful analysis will be focused and convincing in its analytic argument – the goal is not to show that
you can deploy everything you learned in the course, which would lead to a fragmented and
overwhelmed piece of writing. Your analysis should have clear arguments, provide necessary
literature/theory reviews, and most importantly, deploy rhetorical theory in a sustained analysis. More
on this in class, and see schedule for staggered due dates for this project.
THE SCHEDULE
January 28: What is Rhetoric? (What isn’t it?)
- Herrick, James. The History and Theory of Rhetoric: An Introduction. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1998. 2‐
30.
- Bitzer, Lloyd F. 3 “The Rhetorical Situation.” Contemporary Rhetorical Theory: A Reader. Eds. John
Louis Lucaites, Celeste Michelle Conditt, and Sally Caudill. New York: The Guilford Press, 1999. 217‐
225.

3

original citation: Philosophy and Rhetoric 1.1. (Jan 1968): 1-14.
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-

Vatz, Richard E. “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation.” Contemporary Rhetorical Theory: A Reader.
Eds. John Louis Lucaites, Celeste Michelle Conditt, and Sally Caudill. New York: The Guilford Press,
1999. 226‐231.
- “A Few Definitions of Rhetoric.” Stanford.
http://www.stanford.edu/dept/english/courses/sites/lunsford/pages/defs.htm.
- “Selected Definitions of Rhetoric.” Arizona State University.
http://www.public.asu.edu/~mdg42/ENG530rhetdef.html.
- resource: Booth, Wayne. “The Rhetorical Stance.” CCC 14.3 (October 1963): 139‐145.
 for class: Bring your own brief definition of rhetoric (without simply adopting Herrick, Bitzer, Vatz, or
another definition from the lists – we’ll be critical of them all). Remember that you always have to print
and bring the readings to class.
February 4: What is Rhetorical Theory? Why the obsession with Burke?
- Ianetta, Melissa and James Fredal. “Surveying the Stories We Tell: English, Communication, and the
Rhetoric of Our Surveys of Rhetoric.” Rhetoric Review 25.2 (2006): 185‐203.
- Lucaites, John Louis, Celeste Michelle Conditt, and Sally Caudill, eds. “Introduction.” Contemporary
Rhetorical Theory: A Reader. New York: The Guilford Press, 1999. 1‐10.
- Bizzell, Patricia and Bruce Herzberg, eds. “General Introduction.” The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings
from Classical Times to the Present. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press, 2001. 1‐16.
- Foss, Sonja K, Karen A. Foss, and Robert Trapp. Contemporary Perspectives on Rhetoric. Prospect
Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 2002. 169‐188. [focus on identification and the pentad]
- Burke, Kenneth. A Rhetoric of Motives. ix‐xi, 49‐56. [Your goal here is to understand his distinction
between “persuasion” and “identification.”]
- resource: “Burkean Parlor.” Rhetoric Review 7.1 (Autumn 1988): 194‐213. (section on Vitanza
removed)
 for class: (1) Take some time to review this syllabus in light of what Ianetta and Fredal have to say.
Where does our class fit in with their view of what rhetorical theory courses can do? Jot down a few
notes on a notecard on this topic to turn in. (2) Define Burke’s “identification” in your own words – use
the back side of the notecard.
February 11: Classical Rhetoric (part one)
- Herrick, James. The History and Theory of Rhetoric: An Introduction. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 2001.
31‐69. [Chapters on Sophists and Plato.]
- Poulakos, John. “Toward a Sophistic Definition of Rhetoric.” Contemporary Rhetorical Theory: A
Reader. Eds. John Louis Lucaites, Celeste Michelle Conditt, and Sally Caudill. New York: The Guilford
Press, 1999. 25‐34.
- Gorgias. “Encomium of Helen,” with introduction. The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical
Times to the Present. Eds. Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press,
1990. 38‐42.
- Bizzell, Patricia and Bruce Herzberg, eds. “Plato.” The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical
Times to the Present. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press, 1990. 55‐58.
- Plato, Gorgias. [I have created a word file for printing so we will all have matching pagination.]
- resource: Jarratt, Susan C. Rereading the Sophists: Classical Rhetoric Refigured. Carbondale, IL:
Southern Illinois P, 1991. xv‐xxiv.
- resource: Annas, Julia. Plato: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford UP: 2003. 28‐35.
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WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(http://plato.stanford.edu/contents.html); (2) Perseus Digital Library (Tufts U):
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collections.
 for class: (1) Do the readings and take some notes, as there is a lot to digest here. (2) Mark your
favorite line in Gorgias. (3) Write up a question that comes to you as you read Plato – put it on a
notecard. (4) Are you a sophist? Why or why not? Make an initial note on your notecard and be ready to
answer this in class.
February 18: Classical Rhetoric (part two)
- Herrick, James. The History and Theory of Rhetoric: An Introduction. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 2001.
72‐97. [Chapter on Aristotle and a snippet on Cicero.]
- Aristotle. Rhetoric. Book I, parts 1‐3, Book II, parts 18‐24. From Bizzell, Patricia and Bruce Herzberg,
eds. The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present. Boston: Bedford St.
Martin’s Press, 1990. 151‐158, 179‐194.
- Cicero. Of Oratory. Book 1, part I‐IV. From Bizzell, Patricia and Bruce Herzberg, eds. The Rhetorical
Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press, 1990.
200‐202.
- resource: Barnes, Jonathan. Aristotle: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000. 1‐12.
- resource: Crowley, Sharon and Debra Hawhee. Ancient Rhetorics for Contemporary Students, 3rd ed.
New York: Pearson Longman, 2004. 133‐146.
- WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out Silvae Rhetoricae: The Forest of Rhetoric (http://rhetoric.byu.edu/);
(2) comics about philosophers (http://www.amazon.com/Looking‐At‐Philosophy‐Unbearable‐
Heaviness/dp/076740596X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1295030698&sr=1‐1).
 for class: (1) Bring a thoughtful, non‐factual question about Aristotle on a notecard. (2) Draw what
you learned from reading Aristotle on a piece of paper and bring it to class (!).
February 25: Feminist Rhetorical Theories
- Ronald, Kate. “Feminist Perspectives on the History of Rhetoric.” The Sage Handbook of Rhetorical
Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 139‐152.
- Glenn, Cheryl. Rhetoric Retold: Regendering the Tradition from Antiquity Through the Renaissance.
Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP. 1‐73. [When reading Chapter 2, focus on Sappho and Aspasia – I
included the whole chapter if you are interested]
- Aspasia. The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present. Boston: Bedford St.
Martin’s Press, 2001. 56‐60.
- Courtney, Jennifer. “Real Men Do Housework: Ethos and Masculinity in Contemporary Domestic
Advice.” Rhetoric Review 28.1 (2009): 66‐81.
- Anzaldúa, Gloria. “How to Tame a Wild Tongue.” Borderlands La Frontera: The New Mestiza. San
Francisco, Spinsters/Aunt Lute, 1987. 53‐64.
- resource: Alexander, Jonathan and David Wallace. “The Queer Turn in Composition Studies:
Reviewing and Assessing an Emerging Scholarship.” College Composition and Communication
Volume 61.1. September 2009.
- resources (at the library): (1) Schell, Eileen and K.J. Rawson, eds. Rhetorica in Motion: Feminist
Rhetorical Methods and Methodologies. Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh Press, 2010. (2) Lunsford,
Andrea A. Reclaiming Rhetorica: Women in the Rhetorical Tradition. Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh
Press, 1995.
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WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out Lunsford’s Feminist Rhetoric graduate course
(http://www.stanford.edu/~lunsfor1/femrhetsyllabus.htm); (2) Harlot: A Revealing Look at the Arts
of Persuasion (http://harlotofthearts.org/index.php/harlot).
 for class: (1) Imagine you are doing an feminist rhetorical analysis. What might you analyze? Describe
on a notecard for class. (2) If feminist rhetorical analysis had a theme song, what would it be? Write it on
the back of your card. (3) Bring three potential “Rhetoric of What” topics for approval. (After class, take a
few days, and select a topic and email to me. This should be a typed sheet with “Rhetoric of ___” at the
top, a paragraph that further explains what you mean, and another paragraph on why you’re interested
in this topic. Keep it to one page please, carefully edited.)
March 4: Rhetoric and/or/with/? Composition
- Glenn, Cheryl and Martín Carcasson. “Rhetoric as Pedagogy.” The Sage Handbook of Rhetorical
Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 285‐292.
- Horner, Bruce and Min‐Zhan Lu. “Rhetoric and (?) Composition.” The Sage Handbook of Rhetorical
Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 293‐300. (I provided the whole article if you
are interested but focus on the pages noted here.)
- “Rhetoric and Composition.” The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present.
Eds. Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press, 2001. 1184‐1186.
- Lindemann, Erika. A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers, 3rd edition. New York: Oxford UP, 2001.
- resource: Berlin, James. “Contemporary Composition: The Major Pedagogical Theories.” College
English 44.8 (December 1982): 765‐77.
- WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out CompFAQ
(http://compfaqs.org/CompFAQs/Home?from=CompFAQs.HomePage); (2) CompPile
(http://comppile.org/search/comppile_main_search.php); (3) Wikibooks composition textbook
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Rhetoric_and_Composition; (4) Check out CCCC and their position
statements (http://www.ncte.org/cccc/resources/positions).
 for class: Do the readings and make two lists (typed): one of concepts/ideas/perspectives you think
are essential to “rhetoric” as a field, and the other to “composition” as a field. Try to draw from your own
experience as a student and/or a teacher, in addition to the readings. (2) Your “Rhetoric of What” topic
should be approved by now.
March 11: Genre Theory
- Miller, Carolyn. “Genre as Social Action.” Quarterly Journal of Speech 70 (1984): 151‐67.
- Paré, Anthony. “Genre and Identity: Individuals, Institutions, and Ideology.” The Rhetoric and
Ideology of Genre. Eds. Richard Coe, Lorelei Lingard, and Tatiana Teslenko. Cresskill, NJ: Hampton
Press, Inc., 2002. 57‐71.
- Berkenkotter, Carol. “DSM‐IV and Rhetorical Retextualization in Psychotherapy Paperwork.” Written
Communication 18.3 (July 2001): 326‐349. (long and worth it!)
- resource: Knighton, Ryan. “(En)Compassing Situations: Sex Advice on the Rhetoric of Genre.” The
Rhetoric and Ideology of Genre. Eds. Richard Coe, Lorelei Lingard, and Tatiana Teslenko. Cresskill, NJ:
Hampton Press, Inc., 2002. 355‐371.
- WEB RESOURCES: Check out my friends’ graduate course in genre theory
(http://www.english.illinois.edu/‐people‐/faculty/schaffner/teaching/fall2007/582/). Also check out
Bawarshi and Reiff’s Genre book (http://www.parlorpress.com/bawarshi_reiff).
 for class: (1) Bring in a unique written genre (like popcorn directions, but not that). (2) Submit
bibliography list for “Rhetoric of What” project over email (no annotations or summaries – just full
citations).
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March 18: Disability Rhetorical Theory
- Linton, Simi. Claiming Disability. New York: NYU Press, 1998. 1‐33.
- Barton, Ellen L. “Discourses of Disability in the Digest.” JAC 21.3 (2001): 555‐581.
- Lewiecki‐Wilson, Cynthia. “’Doing the Right Thing’ vs. Disability Rights: A Response to Ellen Barton.”
JAC 21.4 (2001): 870‐881.
- Lewiecki‐Wilson, Cynthia. “Rethinking Rhetoric through Mental Disabilities.” Rhetoric Review 22.2
(2003): 156‐66.
- Vidali, Amy. “Performing the Rhetorical Freak Show: Disability, Student Writing, and College
Admissions.” College English 69.6 (July 2007): 615‐641.
- Couser, G T. “The Empire of the ‘Normal’: a Forum on Disability and Self‐Representation:
Introduction.” American Quarterly 52.2 (2000): 305‐310.
- Kleege, G. “Helen Keller and ‘the Empire of the Normal’.” American Quarterly 52.2 (2000): 322‐5.
- resource: Brueggemann, Brenda. “Deafness, Literacy, rhetoric: Legacies of Language and
Communication.” Embodied Rhetorics: Disability in Language and Culture. Eds. James C. Wilson and
Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP, 2001. 115‐134.
- resource: Wilson, James C. and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson. Embodied Rhetorics: Disability in Language
and Culture. Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2001. 1‐24.
- resource: Longmore, Paul. “The Second Phase: From Disability Rights to Disability Culture.” Why I
Burned My Book and Other Essays on Disability. Philadelphia: Temple UP, 2003. 215‐224. Also see
Bedford St. Martin’s Disability and the Teaching of Writing (at the library).
WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out my disability rhetoric site (http://disabilityrhetoric.wordpress.com/); (2)
my friend/colleague’s site on autism and rhetoric (http://aspierhetor.com/); (3) this (past‐due) CFP for
DSQ (http://www.dsq‐sds.org/article/view/1005/1185).
 for class: (1) Respond to the readings in any form other than printed words, and bring that to class.
(?!)
April 1: Literacy Rhetorics
- Young, Morris and Connie Kendall. “The Consequences of Rhetoric and Literacy: Power, Persuasion,
and Pedagogical Implications.” The Sage Handbook of Rhetorical Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los
Angeles: Sage, 2009. 335‐352.
- Heath, Shirley Brice. “Protean Shapes in Literacy Events: Ever‐Shifting Oral and Literate Traditions.”
Literacy: A Critical Sourcebook. Eds. Ellen Cushman, E. R. Kintgen, B.M. Kroll and Mike Rose.
Boston/New York: Bedford St. Martin’s, 2001. 443‐466.
- Ong, Walter. “Writing is a Technology that Restructures Thought.” Literacy: A Critical Sourcebook.
Eds. Ellen Cushman, Eugene Kintgen, Barry Kroll, and Mike Rose. Boston/New York: Bedford St.
Martin’s, 2001. 19‐31. (originally published in 1986 – read this critically)
- Cushman, Ellen. The Struggle and the Tools: Oral and Literate Strategies in an Inner City Community.
New York: SUNY Press, 1998. ix‐xiv, 1‐4.
- resource: Arnove, Robert and Harvey Graff. “National Literacy Campaigns.” Literacy: A Critical
Sourcebook. Eds. Ellen Cushman, Eugene Kintgen, Barry Kroll, and Mike Rose. Boston/New York:
Bedford St. Martin’s, 2001. 591‐615. (originally published in 1987)
- WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out the Literacy Information and Communication System
(http://lincs.ed.gov/); (2) the Library of Congress Literacy site (http://www.read.gov/); (3) Google’s
Literacy Project (http://www.google.com/literacy/).
 for class: (1) Define the word “illiterate” in your own words – write it on a notecard in one or two
sentences. (2) “Rhetoric of What” project due.
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April 8: Examples of Rhetorical Analysis
- Holmes, David G. “Affirmative Reaction: Kennedy, Nixon, King, and the Evolution of Color‐Blind
Rhetoric.” Rhetoric Review 26.1 (2007): 25‐41.
- Lynch Morris, Amanda. “Native American Stand‐Up Comedy: Epideictic Strategies in the Contact
Zone.” Rhetoric Review 30.1 (2011): 37‐53.
- Prendergast, Catherine. “On the Rhetorics of Mental Disability.” Embodied Rhetorics: Disability in
Language and Culture. Eds. James C. Wilson and Cynthia Lewiecki‐Wilson. Carbondale, IL: Southern
Illinois UP, 2001. 45‐60.
- Vitanza, Victor J. “Abandoned to Writing: Notes Toward Several Provocations.” Enculturation 5.1
(Fall 2003): http://enculturation.gmu.edu/5_1/vitanza.html.
 for class: Make a list of 20 rhetorical features of a text you might analysis when doing a rhetorical
analysis. (And remember that we’re not just talking about rhetorical features in the most traditional
sense, like these: http://mcl.as.uky.edu/glossary‐rhetorical‐terms. Think more broadly and innovatively.)
April 15: Discourse & Critical Discourse Analysis
- “Michel Foucault.” The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present. Eds.
Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg. Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s Press, 2001. 1432‐1436.
- Foucault, Michel. “The Discourse on Language.” The Archaeology of Knowledge & The Discourse on
Language. New York: Tavistock/Pantheon, 1972.
- Wodak, Ruth and Michael Meyer. “Critical Discourse Analysis: History, Agenda, Theory, and
Methodology.” Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis. 2nd ed. Eds. Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer.
London: Sage Publications, 2009. 1‐33.
- Stygall, Gail. “Textual Barriers to United States Immigration.” Language in the Legal Process. Ed.
Janet Cotterill. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 35‐53. (This is an example of CDA.)
- WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out the CSUN Foucault site
(http://www.csun.edu/~hfspc002/foucault.home.html); Teun van Dijk’s discourse site
(http://www.discourses.org/).
 for class: (1) What is something that is in need of CDA? Write it on a notecard.
April 22: Digital & Visual Rhetoric(s)
- Gurak, Laura J. and Smiljana Antonijevic. “Digital Rhetoric and Public Discourse.” The Sage Handbook
of Rhetorical Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 497‐508.
- Ott, Brian L. and Greg Dickinson. “Visual Rhetoric and/as Critical Pedagogy.” The Sage Handbook of
Rhetorical Studies. Ed. Andrea Lunsford. Los Angeles: Sage, 2009. 391‐406.
- Smith, Valerie J. “Aristotle’s Classical Enthymeme and the Visual Argumentation of the Twenty‐First
Century.” Argumentation and Advocacy 43 (Winter & Spring 2007): 114‐123.
- McCloud, Scott. Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art. New York: HarperCollins, 1993. 24‐45.
- resource: Grandin, Temple. Thinking in Pictures: And Other Reports from My Life with Autism. New
York: Vintage Books, 1996. 19‐42.
- resource: Carter, Locke. “Argument in Hypertext: Writing Strategies and the Problem of Order in a
Nonsequential World.” Computers and Composition 20 (2003): 3‐22.
- WEB RESOURCES: (1) Check out Kairos (http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/); (2) Elizabeth Losh’s
Digital Rhetoric site (http://www.digitalrhetoric.org/); (3) Dennis Baron’s The Web of Language (too
much fun): http://illinois.edu/db/view/25; (4) Check out Purdue OWL on visual rhetoric
(http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/691/01/); (5) Stanford’s Visual Rhetoric and Strategies
of Persuasion (http://www.stanford.edu/~steener/f03/PWR1/whatisvisrhet.htm)
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 for class: (1) Draw a short comic demonstrating principles of visual rhetoric. Your comic should be at
least 5 “frames” and can be hand‐drawn or digital. (2) Initial proposal for final project due (one page –
email it to me).
April 29: Metaphor
- Lakoff, George, and Mark Johnson. Metaphors We Live By. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1980. 3‐9, 22‐24, 33‐40.
- Lakoff, George, and Mark Johnson. Philosophy in the Flesh: The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to
Western Thought. New York: Basic Books, 1999. 1‐8, 45‐59.
- Sontag, Susan. Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors. New York: Picador, 1989. 3‐9, 63‐71,
93‐104. [a smattering from the book, but you’ll get the idea]
- Vidali, Amy. “Seeing What We Know: Disability and Theories of Metaphor.” Journal of Literary and
Cultural Disability Studies 4.1 (2010): 33‐54.
- resource: Knowles, Murray and Rosamund Moon. Introducing Metaphor. London/New York:
Routledge, 2006. 1‐12.
- WEB RESOURCES: Check out two metaphor databases: The Mind is a Metaphor
(http://metaphors.lib.virginia.edu/), and ATT‐Meta Project Database
(http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~jab/ATT‐Meta/Databank/).
 for class: (1) Come with a favorite common metaphor (like love is a rose, but not that one). Place this
on a notecard. (2) Come up with your own innovative metaphor that fills in the following: Rhetoric is
____ or _____ is Rhetoric. Place on the backside of the notecard. (3) Bring a question you have about
the final project, as your project takes shape, to ask in class (this question can just be in your mind,
unless it’s too crowded in there, in which case write it down).
May 6: Workshop, TBD
Bring a portion of your final project to class for review by me and your classmates. More information to
come.
May 13‐18 – finals week
(celebratory paper‐submission party during our finals period, location TBD)
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English 6002 (Vidali)
Rhetoric of What
A Theoretical Undertaking
This project is asking you to do a survey of the scholarly theoretical literature in an area of rhetorical
theory that is of interest to you, but not covered in this class. A scholarly theoretical survey differs from
an analysis, in that a survey focuses on what has been said by others (in theoretical postulations or
analyses), rather than doing your own analysis. So, for example, if you wanted to focus on “The Rhetoric
of Social Movements,” you’d be reading what others have said about such rhetorics, and you would not
be analyzing social movements yourself. You will get a chance to do such hands‐on analysis in the final
project (and your final project can relate to what you explore in the Rhetoric of What project, or not).
For the Rhetoric of What project, you are learning, articulating, and reacting to what others have done
and said.
Types of Sources
 It’s important to cover both books and articles (and keep in mind that many articles later become
books). If reviewing a book, reading the introduction and a key chapter is enough. Depending on
your focus, there may be few books or too many, but regardless, don’t underestimate the
importance of articles (for the newest ideas and digestibility).
 Your focus may well invite consideration of other sources, such as websites, blogs, or film. Do
include these, but don’t let them overwhelm your list. Do not include non‐scholarly sources unless
they are especially relevant.
 If there is a key figure, or a few key figures, in your field, you’ll likely need to cover more than one
source by this person or group of collaborators. But if their various work is fairly similar, you can list
the sources together and write one, slightly longer annotation.
Writing the Annotation
You must have 13 entries, and no more than 23 entries. The idea with these annotations is that they
provide concise, interesting information about the source. This means you will need to spend some time
rewriting/revising your annotations, as economy of language is crucial (you need to say a lot with few
words). This is fairly arbitrary, but each annotation should be about 8‐12 lines. Longer annotations
should be saved for important works on your list.
Each annotation should smartly summarize the main argument(s) of the source, as well as key
evidence/examples. Think of your summaries as the sorts of sentences you could import into a seminar
paper or a thesis when introducing a source. This is not as easy as it sounds. Key terms should be
included, as should limited key quotes (though you’ll need to select carefully). If you think you will
return to a source later, I suggest you take more extensive notes for yourself (beyond the annotation for
this assignment).
Each annotation should include your evaluative/critical response (in addition to a summary). Why is the
source interesting, useful, wonderful? Why is it boring, assumptive, frustrating? Such reactions must be
critical reactions to the work, and should not simply reflect your own personal biases or interests (or
problems with academic writing).
There is no “right” way to balance summary and evaluative/critical response in your annotations. Nor
does every annotation have to do summary, then response (you might blend some together, sometimes
start critical, etc). Some annotations will necessarily require more summary to explain complex
arguments, and some will necessarily require more evaluation. Just avoid lopsided annotations – all
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summary, or all evaluation. Once you are done with your annotations, provide a 200‐word overview of
your field at the top of the assignment. Some of your annotations can also “speak to each other”
(directly or indirectly), as you are trying to give a picture of the field.
Audience
Writing to academic audiences was once mysteriously described to me as writing to someone “like me,
but not me.” This means that you can assume that your audience has a modicum of knowledge about
rhetoric and composition – they are not far outside the academy or completely disinterested in
rhetorical theory. At the same time, you cannot assume they know your source, or its position in the
field of rhetoric you are studying. A good estimate of audience for this assignment would be between
your own knowledge and what you assume to be my knowledge. I know, tricky. Such is the nature of
writing to academic audiences.
Areas of Focus
Your area of focus can be something already defined in the field, or something you create yourself.
Some examples from the Sage Handbook of Rhetorical Studies and my own mind:
Rhetoric of Interdisciplinarity
Medieval and Renaissance Rhetorical Studies
Rhetoric of Public Discourse
18th‐ and 19th‐Century Rhetorical Theory and
Contemporary Political Rhetoric
Practice
Social Movement Rhetoric
Study of Argumentation
Rhetoric of Metaphor
Rhetoric of Religion
Comparative Rhetoric
Rhetoric of Access
Rhetoric of the Natural Sciences
Rhetorics of Pop Culture (music, etc.)
Rhetoric of Economics
Swearing Rhetorics
Rhetoric in Literary Criticism and Theory
Rhetoric of Violence
Rhetoric of Health and Medicine
Rhetoric of Apology
Rhetoric and International Relations
Rhetoric of Advertising
And there are so many more! Depending on what you pick, your sources may or may not position the
word “rhetoric” strongly. But it should be clear that your focus is textual (and “text” has a wide
definition). If you’re wandering off into a topic, you’ve likely lost that textual focus.
Expectations, in short
The expectations for this project are detailed in this assignment. In short, the expectations are to
produce an academically rigorous annotated bibliography that:
 chooses appropriate and relevant sources to review
 reviews the sources in a scholarly, informative, and succinct manner
 provides both summative and evaluative responses to each source
 avoids unjustified personal response
 approximates the appropriate audience
 provides a coherent view of this sub‐field (implicitly and explicitly)
 is polished and clearly revised
 meets all deadlines and requirements
2/25: Bring 3 possible topics to class for approval (typed up, one sentence description of each). You’ll
narrow to one of these an email it to me by 2/28, with a one‐page description.
3/11: Submit list of sources over email (this is just so I can point out any major gaps or problems)
4/1:
Rhetoric of What project due in class
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SAMPLE SYLLABUS (CONDENSED): ENGLISH 2030
__________________________________________________________________________

English 2030-14: Core Composition II
Inquiry, Argument, and Research in a Rhetorical World
Amy Vidali, PhD
UCDHSC, Spring 2007
Office Hours:

Office Location:

Email & Phone

Monday & Wednesday 11:30-12:30 and by appointment
I’m often in my office at other times – if you want to drop by, call my office
phone to see if I’m around.
West Classroom 161A
~ My office is within another office, clustered with a few others. My name is on
the door.
amy.vidali@cudenver.edu ~ email is the best way to reach me
303.556.4765 (office phone)

Important: Alternating Computer Classroom “KC 114”
This class meets half-time in a computer classroom. On Mondays, we meet in our regular classroom
(North Classroom 1314), and on Wednesdays, we meet in King Center 114 (“KC 114”).

About 2030
English 2030 is the second of a two-part course sequence focused on writing (the first
course is English 1020). English 2030, as stated in the course catalog,
focuses on academic and other types of research-based writing and builds on the work completed in
ENGL 1020. Focuses on critical thinking, reading and writing as well as working with primary and
secondary source material to produce a variety of research-based essays. Emphasis on using both
print-based and electronic-based information.
In this particular course, we will achieve these goals by learning to ask thoughtful, provocative questions
(inquiry); by learning to state a point persuasively (argument); and by learning to support analyses with
others’ ideas and theories (research). There is no “theme” for this course – the theme is writing. That
said, you will engage a variety of readings to get you thinking and writing. This course employs a
“rhetorical” approach to reading and writing, which means that we will look at the relationship of what a
text says and how it says it. The first half of the class focuses on strategies for analyzing argument, and
the second half focuses on strategies for producing your own argumentative analysis. The Composition
Program website explains more about the goals of 2030, and has many useful links. Please visit
http://thunder1.cudenver.edu/clas/English/composition/index.html.

Disability Accommodations
I am dedicated to including and/or accommodating students with disabilities in my course. I can work in
conjunction with the UCDHSC Office of Disability Resources and Services to provide what you require, or
we can work it out between us if you would prefer. I’m willing to take suggestions specific to this class to
meet your needs.

Using Blackboard
Blackboard is the online companion to this class. You may use Blackboard in your other classes here at
UCDHSC, and each instructor uses it differently. For our class, you are required to check Blackboard after
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each class (at some point), as I will use Blackboard to clarify homework assignments and distribute
readings. You will also be required to participate in online discussions with your peers on Blackboard from
time to time. Instructions on how to access Blackboard are attached to this syllabus – please let me know
if you are having trouble logging on.

Required Materials
 Required Textbook: Palmquist, Mike. The Bedford Researcher, 2nd edition. Boston/New York:
Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2006. Available at the Auraria Bookstore and online. You need to have this by Tue,
1/23 (at the latest) to read for class the next day. Make sure you have the second edition!
 Readings on Blackboard: Many of the readings for this class will be posted to Blackboard. You are
required to PRINT THEM OUT and bring them to class. The initial readings are already posted to the site,
and I will post additional readings throughout the course.

Grading and Assignments
The major assignments are as follows. I will do my best to stick to the following due dates, but if necessary, I
will shift them to meet teaching goals and needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Argument Analysis
Exploratory Essay
Responsible Propaganda
Annotated Bibliography
Argumentative Research Analysis
Final Letter
Class Grade

15%
10%
5%
15%
30%
10%
15%

draft due week 5 (2/14); final draft week 6 (2/19)
due week 8 (3/5)
in-class presentations week 9 (3/14)
due week 12 (4/9)
draft due week 13 (4/18); final draft week 14 (4/25)
due during finals period
determined at the end of the course

The assignments numbered 1-6 above are formal assignments and will receive letter grades. According to
UCDHSC, letters grades correspond as follows: A=4.0, A-=3.7, B+=3.3, B=3.0, B-=2.7, C+=2.3, C=2.0, C-=1.7,
D+=1.3, D=1.0, D-=.7, F=0.0. A grade of C or better is required to pass Core Composition II. The
requirements for each of the formal assignments will be articulated in class and on printed assignments. As
knowledge in the class will accumulate, there is no standard rubric for the papers. For information on grade
complaints, see http://thunder1.cudenver.edu/clas/English/composition/policies.html.
Fair Warning: This course is paced differently than 1020. In 1020, you likely had three or four discrete
units that each ended with a paper, and it may have been that you did well on one paper and not
another and that it all balanced out in the end. In 2030, assignments build – and depend – on each
other. The first half of the class consists of a series of small assignments that lead to the Argument
Analysis. The majority of graded assignments are in the second half of the course, but don’t be fooled –
you will be relying on many of the skills you learned in the first half of the course! Still, this class does
gain speed so plan accordingly: you begin by exploring your potential research topic in the Exploratory
Essay, then refine your research question in your Responsible Propaganda presentation, then outline
your research in an Annotated Bibliography. These assignments lead to the Argumentative Research
Analysis. Put bluntly, stay on track or go down in flames!

There will be a number of informal and in-class assignments that constitute what I call a Class Grade.
Some of these assignments will receive letter grades, while others will be graded on a +, , - system
(which corresponds to extraordinary, satisfactory, and less than satisfactory achievement). A small
number of assignments will be graded on a credit/no-credit basis. The course concludes with a Final
Letter, where you reflect on your progress in the course – and persuade me of such progress.
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SAMPLE SYLLABUS (CONDENSED): ENGLISH 104
__________________________________________________________________________

English 104: Composition
Stolen Lands, the “American Dream,” & the fallout of Multiculturalism
Instructor: Amy Vidali
email: avidali@u.washington.edu
Office Hours: Wed & Thu 1‐2p & by appt.
Office: B10 Padelford

Fall 2001
MTWTh 11:30‐12:20
217 Thomson

Accommodations
Please let me know if you need accommodation of any sort. I can work in conjunction with the
University of Washington Disabled Student Services (DSS) to provide what you need. If you think you
might need assistance but aren’t sure what you need, let me know and I can help direct you to DSS. I’m
also very willing to take suggestions specific to this class. This syllabus is available in large print
immediately – please ask.
Required Materials





Handouts regularly distributed in class: REGULAR ATTENDANCE ESSENTIAL
$10‐20 to pay for copies
The Everyday Writer or The Brief Holt Handbook, 3rd ed. (grammar handbooks)
An active email account (go the computing center in Odegaard library if you don’t have one)

Course Overview: Composition & Themes
This course will focus on learning to think critically, read closely, and write persuasively as it introduces
you to the rhetorical skills you will need in order to make the transition from high school writing to
college writing. As you are likely aware, this class consists of two parts: English 104 and English 105. This
English 104 course will move through the various writing blocks essential for persuasive and evocative
student writing, and these “blocks” will ultimately culminate in an analytical argument essay, which
constitutes the final paper (and will be further developed in 105).
This class will develop your ability to summarize, present opinion, do close readings, put authors in
conversation with each other, and write convincing arguments. To meet these goals, you’ll need to
dedicate yourself to doing a fair amount of writing (often each night) in order to understand texts, as
well as develop and challenge both the text and your views about it. This course is about reading,
understanding, contextualizing, and of course, making the magic in your brain translate onto the page.
It’s hard to describe all the themes I hope to get at in this course in such a small space . Also, as I get to
know each one of you and you get to know each other, these themes will change and adapt.
Nevertheless, I have conceived of the course as three units: The first unit is an examination of texts from
“stolen lands”: by this I mean countries that were, and arguably are, colonized by other people and
nations. Such an examination will occur not only on the international scale; we will also turn our gaze
toward the United States and apply our discussion of colonization there. The second unit will investigate
the concept of “American Dream” by examining historical texts, advertisements, theoretical essays, and
song lyrics. In the last unit, we’ll cast a large net and discuss multiculturalism and whether its current
focus on the “human being” is in line with the goals of diversity as we see them.
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Course Requirements
Writing & Reading
As previously mentioned, this course will require a great deal of reading and writing. And while the
grades on these materials that you write outside of class will largely compose your grade, you will not be
able to successfully complete these projects without regular class attendance as well as dedication to
your work, both inside the classroom and out. The first unit of this course will require a variety of
shorter writings, each receiving a check plus, check, or check minus. This unit will culminate with a brief
argument/response paper, which you will revise. The revised paper will receive a letter grade. The
second unit will also require a series of short writings, some more creative, and will also culminate with
a graded paper. The third unit will end with a 4‐6 page argument, and the third revision of this paper will
receive a letter grade. All units require a variety of shorter writings. At the end of the course, you will
submit a reflective essay which discusses your progress in the class (this will be due along with your final
argument essay). To help you complete these papers and further your college writing, one day each
week will be dedicated to studying grammar. Though this is a writing course, also important is the
reading we will do – good readers make good writers. Understand that the reading will take work, as will
the writing. Be prepared to ask questions and read all class readings more than once. I’m here to help,
and we’ll work on reading strategies. Keep a dictionary handy when reading.
Logistics
While lost work and computer meltdowns are certainly a shame, they are not excuses for turning in
items late. It is your responsibility to back up your work, keep copies, etc., as necessary. Realize that I
expect you to keep EVERYTHING that you do in this course, including both what I hand out and what you
write. To the point, there are many requirements for this course, and it is your responsibility to keep
track of them – ultimately, understand that you are responsible for your performance in this class.
Preparation and Participation
In this class (and in college generally), you are expected to come to class with your insight and questions.
This not only helps you understand, it develops a stimulating class atmosphere (and avoids you having to
listen to me talk the whole class, everyday). A portion of your grade will be considered “preparation and
participation.” This means you need to come prepared, speak up in class, attend office hours, and
participate in email discussion. And of course, the ramifications for not attending class will go beyond
the “preparation and participation” portion of your grade. Lastly, trusting your memory is a bad idea:
you should plan to take notes each day in class.
Grading
The grades for this course will be allocated as follows: 20% first paper; 15% second paper; 35% final
paper; 30% preparation & participation. I don’t expect these percentages to change, but if
circumstances necessitate it, they might. I’ll discuss the grading of 104/105 in class.
Communication and Conferences
Should you have any questions, comments, or concerns regarding anything in the course, please please
please come talk to me. On two occasions later in the course, we will meet for more formal conferences
to discuss your papers and your progress. However, don’t feel limited to only visiting during scheduled
conferences, as meeting with me and talking about your work will certainly help you in the class. In
addition, you will be required to visit the Instructional Center (IC) at various points in the course.
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Learning Outcomes, Textbooks, Portfolios, and Assessment:

A Guide for New and Continuing Teachers in the Composition Program
updated Spring 2014
Guide written by Amy Vidali, PhD, Director of Composition and Associate Professor, English
(this “living” document has since been updated since I rotated out as Director,
see http://comptrain.wikispaces.com/)

contributors: Kyle Crawford, Miranda Egger, Lisa Spears
This guide provides information about significant updates to the Composition Program. It’s intended to
provide the basics of what you need to know to teach in the Program, and is supported by further
materials online (https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/). It’s designed for new and continuing TAs, part‐
time lecturers, full‐time instructors, and those teaching in the CU Succeed Program.
Revised Outcomes
Revised outcomes for the Composition Program.
Guide for Teaching the Outcomes
Ideas of how to teach the outcomes, and what knowledge sets and skills are expected
for each outcome in English 1020 and English 2030.

2

3‐13

CompTrain: New Wiki
The new resource wiki: https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/.

14

Program Textbooks
Books were chosen because of their correspondence with the outcomes.

15

Syllabus Templates for English 1020 and 2030
Required and suggested language and content for syllabi.
Portfolio Requirements for English 1020 and 2030
Explanation of basic requirements for portfolios (and why).
Assessment Procedure for the Composition Program
Comp Program faculty may be asked to participate in an assessment meeting/norming
each year. Rubrics for outcomes.

16‐19

20

21‐23
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REVISED OUTCOMES FOR THE COMPOSITION PROGRAM
These outcomes were developed as part of an assessment initiative in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, with feedback and support over two semesters. Three full‐time instructors, and the Director of
Composition, participated in the initiative, and the new outcomes more clearly reflect what we teach
and why.
The goal of having these outcomes, and asking those teaching in the Composition Program to use them
to guide their teaching, is to foster an atmosphere where all teachers understand what they are
teaching and why, and can clearly communicate these goals to students. These outcomes are also
intended to be understandable to the larger university and beyond. Having a clear set of outcomes also
allows for consistency across the various sections of composition, and provides a way to assess what is
being learned in the courses.

In Composition, students learn to craft successful texts for university audiences and beyond. Teaching
and learning focuses on constructing appropriate, purposeful, and meaningful writing by learning the
processes of producing, structuring, and revising texts.
1)

Rhetorical Knowledge and Purposeful Writing. Student work demonstrates an understanding of the
rhetorical nature of writing and language use and successfully addresses academic and non‐
academic audiences by adopting clear and consistent purposes, as well as appropriate organization,
tone, and format, according to genre.

2)

Revision and the Writing Process. Students produce multiple drafts. Student writing demonstrates
careful revision in response to commentary from peers (when relevant) and the instructor.

3)

Argument and Analysis. Students write persuasively and analytically. Student writing contains
convincing arguments and is supported with evidence.

4)

Critical Reading. Students read to inquire, learn, think, and communicate. Student writing
demonstrates understandings of assigned readings, and when requested, incorporates outside
readings.

5)

Research. Student writing evidences understandings of citation and website validity, and avoids
plagiarism. At the intermediate level, student writing integrates credible academic research.

6)

Technology and Multimodality. Students function in electronic writing spaces, and use technology to
compose, revise, and present their writing. At the intermediate level, students analyze and/or
produce visual, audio, and online texts, while working half‐time in computer classrooms.
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GUIDE FOR TEACHING THE OUTCOMES
This document is intended to help English 1020 and 2030 teachers teach each of the outcomes
successfully. A wiki supports this guide: https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/. Feedback is welcome!
Things to Know About This Guide:
 The guide clarifies certain skills/approaches that “belong” in 1020, and others that “belong” in 2030.
This is to avoid duplication between the courses (which has been an issue, for example, with library
training). At the same time, the outcomes are intended to overlap. As such, some suggestions may
be applicable to multiple outcomes.
 There are “special notes” with tips for teaching online and in the CU Succeeds Program.
 The rubric used in assessing each outcome may be helpful (see pages 23‐25).
 Also see training guides for new TAs teaching 1020 and 2030. 2012 guides are based on the new
outcomes and will be most relevant: https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/Training.
Assignments in English 1020 and 2030:
In English 1020, there are typically three major papers and a final portfolio (for portfolio requirements,
see page 20).
 Each paper should be submitted in draft form, receive peer and teacher comments, and then be
submitted in final form and receive a grade. There should also be various in‐class and homework
assignments that lead to first and final drafts for each paper (including critical reading, see #4 on
page 7).
 Teachers are required to meet one‐on‐one with individual students for conferences of 15‐20
minutes at least once during the semester.
 The initial paper may be 3‐5 pages (double‐spaced), and the two other projects should be 4‐6 or 5‐7
pages (or longer). Page counts may not be relevant for multimedia projects.
 The percentages vary, but the papers are typically worth approximately 25% each, the final portfolio
is worth 20%, and the remainder of the grade is for smaller assignments (this is often called the
participation or class grade, usually worth 5% or more).
In English 2030, there is typically an initial analytical paper (with some review of 1020 key concepts), an
annotated bibliography, another assignment that prepares for a major final project (this varies), the final
project, and the portfolio (see page 20).
 As in 2030, feedback from teachers is expected on drafts, and individual conferences are required
once during the term.
 One of the graded assignments should be in multimedia form (see #7 below), rather than a
traditional paper.
 There is more variability in assignments, but the initial paper should be at least four pages, the
annotated bibliography should include at least 10 sources, and the final project should be at least
eight pages long (typically ten pages plus). The final project or another project in English 2030 will be
multimedia, in which case page counts may not apply or may need adjustment.
 Grading weights depend on the number and type of assignments, but the portfolio should still carry
at least 15% of the final grade.
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1) Rhetorical Knowledge and Purposeful Writing. Student work demonstrates an understanding
of the rhetorical nature of writing and language use and successfully addresses academic and
non‐academic audiences by adopting clear and consistent purposes, as well as appropriate
organization, tone, and format, according to genre.
Guide by Miranda Egger
Purposeful Writing is writing within an appropriate genre, with a particular audience in mind. To write
purposefully means to be capable of shifting rhetorical purpose and choices depending on audience (or
vice versa—i.e. shifting audience to better suit the purpose of the text). Students must be able to
negotiate choices regarding genre, format, word choice, grammar, purpose, organization, and tone
based on careful examination of the intended audience(s).
Teaching Purposeful Writing in English 1020
In 1020, prepare students to adopt the autonomy of making major textual decisions based on audience.
In this early course, the audience is often chosen by the instructor, leaving the student to make choices
within the particular genre best suited for that audience. 1020 students ought to understand and put
into practice what it means to write to an “academic” audience, though they can also write to other
defined audiences.
‐ Have students engage in writing to academic audiences, practicing the appropriate genre,
formatting, tone, etc., required by an academic community. (This involves introducing them to
academic writing and its nuances.)
‐ Ask students to successfully analyze and deploy varied genres, to become more aware and
purposeful about their choices when writing. Explain how the various features of a genre relate
to its effectiveness, such as:
o diction
o purpose and meaning
o sentence‐structure
o introductions and conclusions
o format
o titles
o etc.
o paragraph form
o organization
‐ Rather than simply “meeting an assignment,” ask that students carefully consider the purpose of
their writing, and choose topics and foci appropriately.
‐ Ask students to analyze the intended audience of at least one college‐level text (besides the
textbook).
‐ Have students write to a particular audience (Senator Udall, parents over age 35 of small
children, Colorado CDC license holders, etc.) for an assignment.
‐ Consider having students write an analysis of a genre (in one of their assignments), where they
study and analyze the particular features of a genre.
‐ So that students understand that good writing is about content and form, consider having them
write a rhetorical analysis (see more under “Argument and Analysis”).
The ability to understand and critique language is central to effective writing, as it encourages students
to see language, rhetoric, and literacy as topics of discussion that are key to writing well, rather than
only “skills” to learn. Talking about language isn’t only what students do in a composition course, it’s the
“theme” of the course. The acquisition of rhetorical knowledge is about learning to engage in the world
responsibly, and using language to participate as citizens in multiple communities.
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Teaching Purposeful Writing in English 2030
Students negotiate rhetorical circumstances with more autonomy in 2030—choosing audiences most
appropriate to purpose (or vice versa, choosing purpose most appropriate to audience), considering the
timing of a text, the purpose of a text, etc. To make such important textual decisions, ENGL 2030
students must be capable of carefully analyzing their intended audience’s values, needs, and prior
knowledge when constructing a piece of writing.
Students should practice writing to more complicated, real‐world audiences and must be aware that
audience affects:
 message (what do readers care about?);
 argument (what would be convincing? what kinds of evidence are normally used for this type of
reader?);
 word choice (should the rhetor use jargon/slang or formal/professional language?);
 sentences types or lengths (can the rhetor use fragments? long, complex patterns or short
simple ones, or a combination?);
 tone (is it personal, friendly, distanced, humorous, serious?); and
 grammatical person, verb tense, qualifiers, and punctuation.
In asking students to create purposeful writing in English 2030, also consider:
‐ How you can teach students to write to different academic audiences in ways that consider
differences between disciplines.
‐ Encouraging students to take the same topic and write to two very different audiences, with an
explanation of how their choices varied.
‐ Having students engage with some rhetorical terminology, to push their analytical thinking
further (kairos, exigence, etc.)
Special Notes
 It’s important that teaching this outcome not devolve into a singular focus on grammatical issues.
Students struggling with grammar issues should be addressed one‐on‐one.
 If you opt to have students select their own audiences to write to, be sure to work with students to
narrow down those audiences. Teaching audience is both difficult and important.
Teaching Rhetorical Knowledge in English 1020
In building rhetorical knowledge in 1020, you can ask students to:
‐ Write a self‐reflective letter that includes exploration of students’ own strengths and
weaknesses.
‐ Understand and articulate the concept of the three appeals: ethos, pathos, logos.
‐ Articulate how the way a text is written (“form”) is related to its meaning (“content”).
‐ Read texts that are about language, rhetoric, or literacy, and reflect on how their knowledge
impacts their writing.
‐ Challenge the five‐paragraph essay as a means of persuasion.
‐ Write a broad rhetorical analysis of a text (also see “Purposeful Writing” and “Argument and
Analysis”).
‐ Discuss their writing process styles and practice a variety of composing skills.
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Teaching Rhetorical Knowledge in English 2030
Students can continue the rhetorical work of 1020, but in 2030, can more rigorously analyze the
arguments of others. Consequently, while students may have analyzed argument in ENGL 1020, they
should now be doing that more broadly, by analyzing and writing about multiple arguments at one time.
Students should continue exploring and employing their own writing processes, challenged with more
autonomy to make the composing choices that work best for them. Additionally, students should be
aware of how they engage as rhetorical citizens in the university and beyond, as they see all research in
light of their knowledge of language.
To achieve rhetorical knowledge in 2030, students can:
‐ Write a self‐reflective letter that includes self‐exploration of writers’ own strengths and
weaknesses.
‐ Consider more innovative essay structures (far beyond the 5‐paragraph essay).
‐ Use more engaging rhetorical strategies (beyond basic thesis structure).
‐ Explore rhetorical manipulation by examining propaganda.
‐ Examine and evaluate non‐traditional rhetorics, such as visual, audio, and hypertextual rhetorics
(also see “Multimodality and Technology”).
‐ Collaboratively construct text in small groups.
‐ Apply a particular rhetorical theory to the analysis and evaluation of an argumentative text (e.g.
Formal Logic, Rogerian, Toulmin, feminist rhetoric, literacy theories, etc.).
‐ More autonomously make rhetorical decisions in their own writing.
Special Notes
 Those without background in rhetoric might want to check out Writing About Writing: A College
Reader (Bedford St. Martin), for more ideas on teaching language‐based topics in 1020.
 Note that rhetorical knowledge is not the same as literary theory or analysis. Literary theory should
be saved for other English courses (English 1601, etc.).

2) Revision and the Writing Process. Students produce multiple drafts. Student writing
demonstrates careful revision in response to commentary from peers (when relevant) and the
instructor.
Guide by Kyle Crawford
Experimenting with different writing processes is crucial to learning to write. Students should
understand that writing processes are not a prescriptive list of steps, but instead a personal set of
strategies that writers use to produce a variety of texts. Therefore, students should be exposed to a
wide variety of strategies at all phases of the writing process: pre‐writing/thinking, planning, drafting,
revising, editing (proof‐reading), and publishing. Students should be encouraged to reflect on these
strategies in relation to their own writing so that they may develop their own personal set.
Teaching Revision and the Writing Process in English 1020
At this level, revision and the writing process involves:
‐ Development of personal writing processes by trying out new strategies at each phase of the
writing process, as suggested by the instructor, and when appropriate, peers. These might
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include particular strategies for getting started with writing, ways to draft that avoid writer’s
block (students might try starting their drafts in the middle, rather than the first sentence),
reading‐aloud strategies, using conclusions as introductions, etc.
Thoughtful student reflection on individual writing processes (such as submitting a “writer’s
memo” with a draft where the student explains his/her process).
Production of “working” first drafts, which may or may not be submitted.
Awareness of the importance of significant and thorough revision that focuses on higher‐level
issues. This may include: attention to argument; support; structure/organization; and
audience/genre at the document level, paragraph level, and sentence level.
Ability to proofread, typically at the final draft stage, once higher‐level revision is complete.
Active participation in student‐instructor conferences.
Explicit instruction on peer review skills – students do not come to English 1020 knowing how
to, or necessarily valuing, peer review.
Teaching students how to respond to teacher commentary on drafts, and how to utilize more
global commentary for portfolio revision. Teachers can vary their approach to responding to
student writing, using end comments, marginal comments, e‐commentary, audio commentary,
etc.
Encouraging students to revise based on their own knowledge, not only teacher or peer critique.

Teaching Revision and the Writing Process in English 2030
Teaching revision and the writing process in 2030 will involve many of the same concepts in 1020, but an
emphasis should be placed on developing writing process strategies specific to research and time
management.
‐ Continued development of personal writing processes by trying out new strategies at each
phase of the writing process, with emphasis on research. An emphasis on research writing
process strategies means teaching how to choose researchable topics, form critical questions,
compile and respond to research, and allow research to form a claim.
‐ Continued intentional reflection on individual writing processes (with an emphasis on research).
‐ Revision that demonstrates thorough and significant revision, perhaps over a longer period of
time for a longer paper/project, and that continues to control surface‐level issues.
‐ Instruction of peer review skills is revisited and expanded (again with special emphasis on
research), as well as participation in student‐instructor conferences.
‐ Revision should be more student‐motivated, with less singular dependence on teacher
commentary.
Special Notes
 Meeting with students for individual conference (15‐20 minutes) is required at least once in both
English 1020 and 2030.

3) Argument and Analysis. Students write persuasively and analytically. Student writing contains
convincing arguments and is supported with evidence.

Guide by Kyle Crawford & Amy Vidali
This means developing arguments for engaging purposes and supporting them with evidence.
Therefore, students must be able to analyze arguments and understand the rhetorical choices that
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authors make. Students must also be able to produce arguments by addressing an audience, meeting a
purpose, and providing effective support. This may mean engagement with more traditional, thesis‐
driven texts, or it might be seen in other genres, such as narrative or multimedia.
Teaching Argument and Analysis in English 1020
Argument and Analysis at the 1020 level will involve moving students past reporting or stating fact, past
opinion and towards argument.
‐ Introduce basic concepts of rhetoric and argumentation:
o claim/thesis
o support/evidence
o warrants (if using a Toulmin approach)
o rhetorical appeals such as ethos, pathos, logos
o logical fallacies
‐ Clarify the variability of argument types, particularly short arguments (a sentence) and long
arguments (an essay, an edited collection).
‐ Demonstrate the difference between simply using “strong voice” and producing a solid
argument that can be persuasively argued and supported.
‐ Model the detailed approach thorough analysis requires.
‐ Provide examples of ineffective arguments and analyses for student critique.
‐ Ask students to produce various types of analyses and arguments, often piece‐by‐piece (as
producing a whole‐cloth argument essay might be hard for many).
‐ Present different categories of evidence (personal, academic, researched, etc.), noting the
context in which different types of evidence can be most effective.
‐ Discuss how argument and evidence are balanced in an academic essay.
‐ Model the technical strategies of integrating evidence into an argumentative text.
Teaching Argument and Analysis in English 2030
Argument and analysis in 2030 will be more sophisticated, longer, and creative. Students should notice
cultural and disciplinary variation in argumentation strategies. Argument and analysis will be more
specific to research.
‐ In the first few weeks, review major principles of argument and evidence form English 1020.
‐ Differentiate simple arguments from more complex arguments that go beyond pro/con
approaches.
‐ Identify how evidence shifts in more complex arguments, and how complex arguments may
indeed be differently evidenced (even if the arguments are similar).
‐ Ask students to more thoroughly incorporate counterarguments into their writing.
‐ Ask students to create longer arguments. (They may have produced 3‐5 page papers in 1020,
but longer papers should be written in English 2030.)
‐ Ask students to consider the role of research in making an argument. Encourage students to
move beyond “proving the research right,” and instead use research to support their innovative
arguments.
‐ Provide models of convincing researched arguments, as well as misleading ones.
‐ Have students consider what a persuasive analysis might look like (perhaps with a less overt
argument).
‐ Ask students to examine how arguments and evidence differ across disciplines.
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Special Notes
 Those teaching English 1020 or 2030 in the CU Succeed Program need to be sure to move beyond
the pro‐con type of argumentation often encouraged in the AP curriculum.
 In English 2030, the textbook may contain less argument content, but argument remains important.
Consider using Writing Analytically (see notes on Textbooks, p. 15‐17) as a supplement.

4) Critical Reading. Students read to inquire, learn, think, and communicate. Student writing
demonstrates understandings of assigned readings, and when requested, incorporates outside
readings.

Guide by Lisa Spears
Good writing requires the ability to read critically, so students need to develop skills for understanding,
analyzing, and evaluating difficult texts in order to incorporate outside sources within their writing in
ways that meaningfully support and enrich their own arguments and ideas.
Teaching Critical Reading in English 1020
Many students at this level lack the ability to read actively and critically. Utilize strategies to help them
strengthen their reading skills.
‐ Critical reading needs to be actively taught. Spend time in class teaching students how to read
difficult content, rather than assuming they’re doing that at home. Use group work and explicit
strategies.
‐ Require at least one difficult academic reading, such as an article from an academic journal, and
require students to incorporate ideas from that text in meaningful and technically correct ways
in their own writing.
‐ Ask students to annotate texts regularly to help them develop strategies for active reading.
‐ Require students to summarize readings and arguments (vary summary length so that students
have practice doing both short and long summaries).
‐ Ask students to formulate critical questions of authors and texts and discuss these questions in
class.
‐ Structure reading assignments so that students learn to respond to both the content (meaning)
and form (structure) of texts they are reading, and to question those distinctions.
‐ Students should gain some experience analyzing both visual and written texts.
‐ Ask students to critically read the writing of their peers in peer review (students in 1020 often
focus more on surface‐level issues such as grammar than on content, so giving specific
instructions can make peer review more productive).
Teaching Critical Reading in English 2030
Students in 2030 still need to work on developing and improving critical reading skills. At this level,
students should expand their reading skills through evaluation and analysis of texts, and incorporate a
variety of academic sources from across the disciplines into their own work.
‐ Students should have more control of the texts they are reading, though assigned class reading
is still necessary. Teach them to critically read class texts and provide strategies for them to use
on readings they select.
‐ Students should continue to annotate texts, summarize readings, and ask critical questions of
authors and texts they select.
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Students should read across various disciplines and understand the differences in the writing of
different disciplines.
Students should complete an argumentative or rhetorical analysis which requires them to
employ critical reading skills in close analysis of an argument/text.
Students should complete a literature review/annotated bibliography in which they both
summarize and evaluate a variety of sources they select as organizational and evaluative tools
for research writing.
To create more critical readers of peer work, peer review should still be directed, although
perhaps somewhat less structured than in 1020, to ensure that students move beyond surface‐
level issues to focus on insightful examination of content.

Special Notes
 CU Succeed instructors who cannot require students to buy Composition Program textbooks should
obtain copies and incorporate lessons into their teaching. See p. 15‐17 for more.
 CU Succeed instructors should not limit themselves to using the assigned/approved textbook for
readings, but should bring in other sources such as academic journal articles.

5) Research. Student writing evidences understandings of citation and website validity, and
avoids plagiarism. At the intermediate level, student writing integrates credible academic
research.
Guide by Lisa Spears
Students learn about research broadly in 1020, and then in 2030, get into the nuts and bolts of doing
research. In part, research is emphasized in English 2030 because it is important to academic writing,
and many students do not take English 1020 on the UCD campus (because of AP credit, etc.). Teaching
research in English 2030 ensures that most UCD students are introduced to research resources on
campus (some will take 2030 elsewhere).
In 1020, students should begin to understand the world of sources at their fingertips, and should be
introduced to basic MLA citation. Students should understand why certain websites are not credible
sources, and have the ability to both locate and evaluate valid websites. Students should understand
what constitutes plagiarism after engaged conversations about the topic in English 1020. At the 2030
level, students should learn to locate and use a variety of well‐chosen credible academic sources to
support their own increasingly sustained and complex arguments, evidencing the ability to both
meaningfully paraphrase and incorporate quotations and to integrate and synthesize sources.
Teaching Research in English 1020
In 1020, the focus should be on appropriately choosing and utilizing quotations from chosen readings
and paraphrasing effectively to support argument, as well as on introduction/review of basic MLA
citation. You can go further and require students to locate as well as incorporate credible sources
(especially websites), but remember that research writing is the focus of English 2030. Please note that
while introducing students to the library is appropriate in 1020, the library research orientation should
not take place during English 1020 (so students don’t go twice).
‐ Students should incorporate at least one (preferably two) reading(s) critically into every paper
(in a sustained manner), in the form of quotation and quotation analysis, and introduce and cite
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quotations correctly in MLA style (quotation analysis facilitates introduction and ensures
students are effectively using the quotation).
Devote at least one class period, if not more, to discussions of plagiarism. Simply stating the
policy is not enough – explain cultural differences and why you hope students will be invested in
their own writing.
Have students gain experience introducing and incorporating quotations smoothly, and address
placement of quotations in the paper to effectively support argument. (Students at this level will
often allow a quotation to stand alone, or will place it randomly.)
Paraphrase (with appropriate citation) should also be addressed, and students should be
required to regularly paraphrase.
Address the difference between paraphrase and quotation and when it’s appropriate to use
each (this is also a good place to discuss plagiarism).
Students should learn how to evaluate websites for credibility, so offer at least one lesson on
this skill. While English 2030 will address this in more depth, students should understand how to
distinguish between a non‐credible site (Wikipedia, a site with no publisher or sponsor available,
etc.) and a credible site. Ask students to locate and incorporate information from a credible
website in a paper.
You might also introduce students to the library and its databases, although, as stated above, do
not schedule a library orientation, as this takes place in 2030.

Teaching Research in English 2030
In English 2030, review the skills addressed above, but go into much more depth in terms of research‐
based writing. By the end of 2030, students should be able to independently find and evaluate a variety
of academic sources and integrate them effectively as support for lengthier, more complex arguments.
Students should also have the ability to choose appropriate topics and formulate argumentative
propositions/thesis statements. As well, students should be familiar with the library’s resources and
know how to use them, and correctly use MLA citation style (and possibly other common citation styles
such as APA and Chicago).
‐ Review skills that were addressed in 1020, such as incorporating quotations and paraphrasing,
but go into more depth (such as addressing block quotations, etc.).
‐ Schedule and require students to participate in a library research orientation. Avoid
“introduction to the library” type workshops (that tend to bore students). Students will benefit if
you have a clear activity or exercise planned for your time in the library (and librarian guides
prefer this as well).
‐ In addition to the library orientation, you will need to spend additional time in class showing
students how to find and use the library’s catalog, databases, and other resources. It is also a
good idea to spend some time in the library with your class and require them to locate print
sources. (An exploratory narrative is a good starting point for developing these skills, as it allows
students to follow their interests and ask relevant questions without the pressure of
immediately putting together a cohesive argument.)
‐ Require students to locate, organize, and evaluate a variety of credible academic sources
(Literature Review/Annotated Bibliography).
‐ Conduct a lesson on locating and evaluating credible websites (beyond the 1020 approach);
show students examples of both “good” and “bad” websites and allow them to offer evaluations
of these sites. You might also choose to facilitate a class discussion on Wikipedia, as this seems
to be the “go to” resource for many students.
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‐

‐

‐

Allow students to choose their own topics (avoiding those that are overly commonplace) in the
context of the research they have performed. Show examples of, and require students to,
formulate effective argumentative propositions that can form the basis for a sustained and
complex argument supported by research.
Address MLA style in some detail in terms of formatting, in‐text citation, and the list of Works
Cited. (You will need to revisit this throughout the semester, as many students seem to struggle
with citation and often just rely on citation machines, which can be outdated.) You might
schedule a Writing Center workshop on citation (these can be tailored to your class needs), offer
an exam or a quiz on MLA citation, and/or address other citation styles.
Students should be able to integrate resources effectively so that they support, rather than
make, an argument, and are placed in the paper so as best to support their intended argument
(or reveal the counterargument, etc.) (See more under “Argument and Analysis”).

Special Notes
 CU Succeed teachers without access to the Auraria library should familiarize students with their
school’s library and resources (including any databases to which the school has access). Also,
because English 2030 is taught half‐time in a computer lab on the UCD campus, lab time should be
optimized.

6) Technology and Multimodality. Students function in electronic writing spaces, and use
technology to compose, revise, and present their writing. At the intermediate level, students
analyze and/or produce visual, audio, and online texts, while working half‐time in computer
classrooms.
Guide by Kyle Crawford & Amy Vidali
Texts exist in a variety of continuously changing formats (electronic and otherwise), and successful
student writing is now dependent on being able to read and write in multiple textual modes. Such
formats or environments could include hypertexts, such as blogs, wikis, or discussion boards; visual texts
such as film, image‐based essays and visual art; and audio texts, such as audio essays, oral presentation
or spoken‐word. It is vital that students see the relationship between “traditional” writing and these
increasingly important forms.
Teaching Technology and Multimodality in English 1020
English 1020 typically engages multimodality by asking students to analyze texts in other modes, and
then write about them in more traditional essays. It is also a good idea to utilize one of the papers in the
course for students to analyze/produce a project in a different mode (visual, audio, hypertext), or
perhaps “translate” a traditional paper into a different mode. Other ideas:
‐ Engage with at least one other electronic format/environment, typically visual, in one of the
major papers/projects. Many students already have experience analyzing advertising.
‐ Have students identify the modes they prefer, so they can utilize these in their writing
processes. There are many “learning style inventories” available online for students to
complete, and class time can be devoted to how certain types of learners (visual, auditory,
kinesthetic) might engage the writing process differently and successfully.
‐ Actively model and encourage use of another mode in the pre‐writing stage, such as sketching,
brainstorming ideas into an audio‐recorder, etc. This is especially helpful to students who
struggle with traditional essay writing.
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‐
‐
‐

Discuss how “other” modes relate to traditional texts and essay writing.
Provide instruction on using word‐processing for formatting, drafting and revising, as well as on
appropriate technologies for citation (citation machines, etc.).
Develop of strategies for determining website validity (see “Research”).

Teaching Technology and Multimodality in English 2030
All 2030 students are enrolled half‐time in a computer lab. While mastery of basic word‐processing skills
should be expected, English 2030 asks that students become more comfortable “composing” in other
modes.
‐ Ask students to analyze and produce texts in electronic formats/environments. This could
involve:
o the use of blogs or wikis as of a research log;
o a researched image/photo essay accompanied by a written text;
o production of an “audio essay,” after studying this genre (NPR, etc.); and/or
o production of a variety of multimedia projects (depending on technology available).
‐ Require students to identify/incorporate technologies appropriate for audiences and purposes.
‐ Ask students to move beyond basic internet searches and consider a wider variety of research
“modes” (documentaries, verbal reports, art installations, etc.).
‐ Actively model multimodal examples utilizing the resources of the computer lab.
Special Notes
 The role of technology and multimodality in the classroom is, of course, dependent on instructor
comfort and availability of technology. That said, multimodality is not an “option” in 2030 – talk to
colleagues and the Director if you want support.
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COMPTRAIN: NEW WIKI
Those who have been teaching in the Composition Program for a few years are likely familiar with
CompTrain, a resource website. The site has been static for a few semesters, and is being replaced by a
wiki.
The idea with the wiki is that everyone can contribute resources (rather than me posting resources
when I can). Because many of the resources on the older site were dated, most were not transferred.
Instead, I’m asking that you contribute to the new site (including updated versions of materials on the
old website).
The site does not have a password as we do initial building (and hopefully won’t be hacked). Please post
relevant handouts, links, and descriptions of activities.
Head to the site for instructions on how to post: https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/.
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PROGRAM TEXTBOOKS
English 1020 Textbook Suggestions






From Inquiry to Academic Writing (Stuart Greene and April Lidinsky)
A Brief Guide to Writing Academic Arguments (Stephen Wilhoit)
Good Reasons: Researching and Writing Effective Arguments, 5th edition (Lester Faigley and Jack
Selzer)
Writing Analytically, 6th edition (David Rosenwasser and Jill Stephen)

English 2030 Textbook Suggestions




Entering the Academic Conversation (John Goshert)
Various “research guides”: There are various, typically spiral‐bound research guides available from
various publishers (such as The Bedford Researcher or Research Matters by McGraw Hill, which are
two of the better ones). These guides are not, in and of themselves, bad; they are good supplements
and can often be especially helpful to those new to research. But they don’t tend to provide enough
support for a whole course (and spend too much time on low‐level issues). If you want to adopt one,
be aware that you’ll need to work hard to supplement its contents (and again, this approach isn’t for
new TAs).
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Template Syllabus for ENGL 1020
CU Denver Composition Program
About This Template Syllabus
This syllabus provides a template for you to adapt for your own English 1020 course. The
portions that are required are in blue, which include noting that this is a “core” course, listing the
course outcomes, and various standardized policies. Ideas for other content are in black, which
you are free to use, but may want to state in your own way. You are not obligated to use the
textbook, assignments, or course schedule listed in this syllabus.
English 1020 [Add 3-digit Section Number]: Core Composition I
[semester, year]
University of Colorado Denver
[day/time/location of course; office hours; your name; office location-1051 9th Street Park]
Welcome to college writing! This course is intended to help you transition into the sort of writing
you will do in college and beyond, and we’ll spend time talking about the how, when, and why
of academic writing. Equally important, you’re joining a writing community of others who are as
new to college writing as you are. I don’t ask that you be a perfect writer (now or at the end of
the course), but I do ask that you attend class, complete assignments, and ask me questions so I
can help. I think you might also find yourself having a bit of fun, even if you “hate writing.”
As a core course required of all undergraduates, the university has decided this course is
particularly important to your future success. [You might add something about yourself here.]
Program Outcomes
The course description in the catalog for English 1020 is as follows:
Provides opportunities to write for different purposes and audiences, with an emphasis on
learning how to respond to various rhetorical situations; improving critical thinking,
reading, and writing abilities; understanding various writing processes; and gaining a
deeper knowledge of language conventions.
Though helpful, this doesn’t completely capture what we’ll be doing. This is better explained by
what are called “outcomes,” which define what you should be able to do, as a student writer,
when you have completed this course. We’ll be talking about these outcomes quite a bit, as they
are essential to the assignments you’ll be completing.
We won’t be taking on these outcomes one at a time – that would be nearly impossible. Instead,
we’ll be working on outcomes in combination, such as performing critical reading so you can
generate an argument, or using technology to help you research. You’ll also find that these
outcomes are the same for both courses (English 1020 and English 2030), though in English
2030, you’ll be achieving them at a more advanced level.
1. Rhetorical Knowledge and Purposeful Writing. Student work demonstrates an
understanding of the rhetorical nature of writing and language use and successfully
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2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

addresses academic and non-academic audiences by adopting clear and consistent
purposes, as well as appropriate organization, tone, and format, according to genre.
Revision & Writing Process. Students produce multiple drafts. Student writing
demonstrates careful revision in response to commentary from peers (when relevant) and
the instructor.
Argument & Analysis. Students write persuasively and analytically. Student writing
contains convincing arguments and is supported with evidence.
Critical Reading. Students read to inquire, learn, think, and communicate. Student
writing demonstrates understandings of assigned readings, and when requested,
incorporates outside readings.
Research. Student writing evidences understandings of citation and website validity, and
avoids plagiarism. At the intermediate level, student writing integrates credible academic
research.
Technology & Multimodality. Students function in electronic writing spaces, and use
technology to compose, revise, and present their writing. At the intermediate level,
students analyze and/or produce visual, audio, and online texts, while working half-time
in computer classrooms.

Required Readings & Materials
The required textbook for this course is listed below. It is important that you secure the proper
edition and be ready to interact with your book – mark key pages, write in the margins, etc.
[list your textbook here, see https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/Textbooks.]
Canvas
If you use Canvas for your course, describe how you will use it in the course, how often students
should expect to login, how team activities will be organized, due dates, policies on late
participation, etc. [Note: If your course uses blogs, wikis, or social networking/media sites and
communities, be sure to describe how you will use these resources in the course as well.]
Example: You will also be required to access Canvas (electronic course software for our course)
and have access to a printer (either your own or one of the campus labs). Our readings will be
handed out in class and/or on Canvas.
Major Assignments & Grading
[UC Denver requires due dates for major assignments, and explanations for what
“participation” or “class” grades consist of. Percentages offered below and explanation of the
class/participation grade can be adapted, but need to be included in some form.] This class has
three major assignments. The first is a paper focused on analyzing a difficult reading, which
includes summarizing its content, identifying its rhetorical strategies, and explaining what it
means. The second paper asks you to report information and the third to argue a position on a
controversial issue. You’ll gather all of these materials and revise one paper significantly for the
final portfolio, which also contains a letter that speaks to your strengths and weaknesses as a
writer. To have a successful and complete portfolio, it is crucial that you do not lose any of your
work in this class, including first and final drafts with my comments.
Paper #1

20%

9/17 or 9/21
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Paper #2
Paper #3
portfolio

20%
25%
25%

class/participation grade

10%

10/14 or 10/15
11/18 or 11/19
due during finals period (determined by the
university later in the semester)
determined at end of course

The “class/participation grade” accounts for all the smaller assignments you will be asked to do
during this course, such as freewrites, reading quizzes, in-class group work assignments,
writing/peer workshops, and one-on-one conferences with me (we’ll meet twice during the
semester). Note that writing workshops and conferences will be a significant portion of this
grade and cannot be made up without pre-arrangement. I understand that students have different
comfort levels in terms of participating in class, so the “class/participation grade” is not about
how many times you raise your hand or talk in class. But if you don’t do the assigned work
and/or come to class, you can’t do well in the class/participation part of your grade.
The grading scale is 93-100%=A, 90-92%=A-, 88-89%=B+, 83-87%=B, 82-80%=B-, 7879%=C+, 73-77%=C, 72-70%=C-, 68-69%=D+, 63-67%=D, 62-60%=D-. A grade of C- or
better is required to pass Core Composition I (otherwise you must re-take the course to meet the
core requirement).
Disability Inclusion Statement
If you have a disability, or think you may have a disability, I encourage you to contact me so we
can work together to develop strategies for your success. The office of Disability Resources and
Services (DRS) provides support for students with disabilities, and you can find them at their
website (http://www.ucdenver.edu/student-services/resources/disability-resourcesservices/accommodations/Pages/accommodations.aspx)
or by calling (303) 556-3450/TTY or (303) 556-4766. To access their services, you will need to
provide documentation of disability.
I also try hard to develop my course so all students can succeed, whether you are a visual learner,
an auditory learner, and/or an experience-based learner. So if you are struggling with how I am
teaching, please come talk to me.
Late Policy
The Composition Program late policy stipulates that instructors are not required to accept inclass assignments or daily homework that are late due to unexcused absences. For the major
graded assignments listed on this syllabus, the late penalty for unexcused absences is one-half
grade for each class period the assignment is late (so a B becomes a C+, etc.). All work must be
submitted in class or on Canvas (students may not submit work via email unless approved by
instructor). Note that instructors are not required to accept late final portfolios, as this can delay
submitting grades on time.
You must be in class, and on time, to submit your paper, or it will be marked late. If you are
struggling with deadlines, please come talk to me. I can often help by breaking down
assignments into discrete tasks you feel you can complete.
Attendance Policy
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The Composition Program attendance policy dictates that a student may have three unexcused
absences. After three absences, each day missed results in a one-third reduction of the final
course grade (a B- becomes a C+, etc.). Being late to class three times (more than five minutes
late) is equivalent to one absence. The definition of excused and unexcused absences can be
found here: http://www.ucdenver.edu/faculty_staff/employees/policies/Policies%20Library/OA
A/StudentAttendance.pdf.
I would like to see you in class because I work hard to make class time about learning what you
need to know to complete the assignments successfully in class. This simply isn’t one of those
courses where you can read the book on your own and do well on assignments.
Contacting Me
I have office hours each week, and if you cannot make those, then we can make an appointment
to chat. Please note that nothing has to be “wrong” to come and visit me; in fact, students who
regularly come to office hours tend to do better in my courses. We’ll also have required one-onone meetings (“conferences”) during the semester, and I’ll pass around a schedule for those in
class. Outside of class and office hours, the best way to contact me is via email, not office phone.
Email
Describe your policy for how email will be used (official university communication is only sent
via a student’s university email address), who will communicate with whom, expected response
time, will you check it on weekends, who answers technology questions, etc.
Plagiarism Policy
CLAS Policy: Students are required to know, understand, and comply with the CU Denver
Academic Dishonesty Policy as detailed in the Catalog and on the CLAS website. Academic
dishonesty consists of plagiarism, cheating, fabrication and falsification, multiple submission of
the same work, misuse of academic materials, and complicity in academic dishonesty. If you are
not familiar with the definitions of these offenses, go to
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/CLAS/facultystaff/policies/Pages/DefinitionofAcademicDishonesty.aspx. This course assumes your
knowledge of these policies and definitions. Failure to adhere to them can result in penalties
ranging from failure of the assignment or the course to dismissal from the University; so, be
informed and be careful. If this is unclear to you, ask me.
I determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether failure of the course is appropriate (as allowed by
the Composition Program policy), or a lesser penalty I determine. In any case, I want each of you
to understand that I am interested in what you have to say as a person and a writer, and that can’t
happen if you don’t do your own work. Also, I know that most people plagiarize because they
are overwhelmed and confused, not malicious or lazy. So if you’re feeling tempted to plagiarize,
come talk to me and we’ll figure it out.
Incomplete Policy
The current university policy concerning incomplete grades will be followed in this course.
Incomplete grades are given only in situations where unexpected emergencies prevent a student
from completing the course; students have up to one year (three semesters) to complete course
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requirements. Your instructor is the final authority on whether you qualify for an incomplete.
Incomplete work must be finished within the time allowed or the “I” will automatically be
recorded as an “F” on your transcript.
Not required, but some teachers also include sections on:
 assignment expectations (formatting, etc.)
 campus resources (Writing Center, library, etc.)
 visuals of some sort
Course Schedule [for instructors, yours may be on Canvas]
Class Activities

M 8/17
Tu 8/18

W 8/19
Th 8/20

M 8/24
Tu 8/25

W 8/26
Th 8/27

WEEK ONE
 Student introductions, ice breaker
 Do something to help you learn students’
names
 Distribute syllabus and talk through it (25
mins, tops)
 Initial activity




Rhetorical situation activity (40 mins)
Introduce assignment (20 mins)
Begin previewing and annotating assigned
shared reading together (instructor might
model reading strategies) (15 mins)

WEEK TWO
 Go over annotations (10 mins)
 Write summaries in class (p. 71) (30 mins)
 Ask students to paraphrase parts of the
reading, in order to show the difference
between summarizing and paraphrasing (30
mins)





Go over context and writer descriptions (10
mins)
Ask students to describe how the text works
and identify its patterns (20 mins)
Ask students to analyze the argument (p. 7475) (30 mins)
Ask students to compose a tentative thesis for
the analysis essay (thesis for this assignment =

Homework
(due next class)






Read textbook
Part 1 (on
rhetorical
situations)
Activity to
connect with
textbook reading
Read Chapter 8
(on analyzing
texts)
Preview and
annotate assigned
shared reading (p.
71 in Chapter 8)



Pre-assignment
(Describe the
larger context
surrounding the
text, along with
the writer’s
credentials)



Choose a strategy
from Chapter 24
and bring your
freewriting, loop
writing, listing,
clustering, cubing,
questions,
outlining, letter
writing, or
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M 8/31
Tu 9/1

W 9/2
Th 9/3

M 9/7
Tu 9/8

W 9/9
Th 9/10

M 9/14
Tu 9/15

W 9/16

Thu 9/17

M 9/21

an argument for how the text should be read)
(15 mins)
WEEK THREE
 Go over freewriting, etc. and discuss ways of
organizing the analysis (p. 76) (30 mins)
 Read Chapter 25 together in class, then p. 7677, “Writing Out a Draft” (15 mins)
 Ask students to write and share one paragraph
or one page of a draft before leaving class (30
mins)
 Self-assessment (Chapter 26) and Peer Review
of first draft (65 mins)
 Compose Revision Plan (10 mins)

WEEK FOUR
 No class on Monday (Labor Day)
 Individual Conferences
[You’ll need to read all the papers and jot down
comments to discuss in student conferences. Try
for 10 minutes per paper. Return drafts in
conference.]
 Individual Conferences
 Individual Conferences
WEEK FIVE
 Individual Conferences
 Discuss documentation, citation, and design (p.
78) and ask students to begin making these
changes on the revised draft.

discovery drafting
to the next class.


Complete a full
draft of analysis



Compose three
questions for
individual
conferences based
on selfassessment, peer
review, and
revision plan.



Revise draft based
on conferences



Revise draft based
on conferences



Conduct final
revisions
(documentation,
citation, and
design)



Discuss documentation, citation, and design (p.
78) and ask students to begin making these
changes on the revised draft.
 Paper #1: Final Draft Due
 [Talk briefly about paper titles and have them
title or re-title their papers on the spot (15
minutes)
 Begin Paper #2
WEEK SIX
 Paper #1: Final Draft Due
 [Talk briefly about paper titles and have them
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Tu 9/22
W 9/23
Th 9/24

title or re-title their papers on the spot (15
minutes)
 Begin Paper #2
 Continue working on Paper #2
 Return Paper #1 with grades and your
comments
WEEK SEVEN

M 9/28
Tu 9/29
W 9/30
Th 10/1
WEEK EIGHT
M 10/5
Tu 10/6
W 10/7
Th 10/8



Paper #2: First Draft Due

WEEK NINE
M 10/12
Tu 10/13
W 10/14
Th 10/15



Paper #2: Final Draft Due

WEEK TEN
M 10/19
Tu 10/20
W 10/21
Th 10/22
WEEK ELEVEN
M 10/26
Tu 10/27
W 10/28
Th 10/29

(return Paper #2)

WEEK TWELVE
M 11/2
Tu 11/3
W 11/4
Th 11/5
M 11/9
Tu 11/10
W 11/11
Th 11/12
M 11/16
Tu 11/17
W 11/18

WEEK THIRTEEN
 Paper #3: First Draft Due


Individual Conferences (return drafts in
conference)
WEEK FOURTEEN
 Individual Conferences
[FCQs must be given this week (either day)]
 Paper #3: Final Draft Due
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Th 11/19
11/23-27
M 11/30
Tu 12/1
W 12/2
Th 12/3
FINALS

 Give portfolio assignment (here or earlier)
Fall Break – no class
WEEK FIFTEEN


Workshop: portfolio (due during finals week)

Dec 7-11

English 2030: Template Syllabus
CU Denver Composition Program

This syllabus provides a template for you to adapt for your own English 2030 course. The
portions that are required are in blue, which include noting that this is a “core” course, listing the
course outcomes, and various standardized policies. Ideas for other content are in black, which
you are free to use, but may want to state in your own way. You are not obligated to use the
textbook, assignments, or course schedule listed in this syllabus.
English 1020 [Add 3-digit Section Number]: Core Composition I
[semester, year]
University of Colorado Denver
[day/time/location of course; office hours; your name; office location-1051 9th Street Park]
It’s time to take your college writing further! In this course, we’ll focus on learning to write
about your research, beyond the typical “research paper.” Instead, I’ll ask that you develop
dynamic topics for your writing (no more general papers on global warming or drug
legalization), perform research across the disciplines (not just research you agree with), and write
papers in multiple modes (so yes, printed papers, but also presentations and more). This course
will help prepare you for the writing you’ll do in college.
If you’re in this course, then you’ve already met the “Core Composition I” requirement, either by
taking English 1020 here at UC Denver, a similar course at another university, or with AP or IB
credit. This means that we have people coming into this class with experience in writing – and
that’s great – but with very different experiences. Part of the challenge of this course, as a
teacher, is getting everyone on the same page, and finding ways to make our diverse experiences
benefit each other.
In a perfect world, this course, along with English 1020, would provide everything you need to
write for the rest of your life. Of course, that’s not possible. But I do expect you to leave this
course as a stronger writer who knows how to get help when s/he needs it. [You might add
something about yourself here.]
Program Outcomes
The course description in the catalog for English 2030 is as follows:
Focuses on academic and other types of research-based writing and builds on the work
completed in ENGL 1020. Focuses on critical thinking, reading and writing as well as
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working with primary and secondary source material to produce a variety of researchbased essays. Emphasis on using both print-based and electronic-based information.
This is a great start, but the “learning outcomes” for the Composition Program more clearly
explain what you’ll be learning. If you took English 1020, you’ve seen these outcomes before.
This is because they are the same for both English 1020 and 2030, though you’ll be expected to
achieve them at a higher level in this course. For example, you won’t be mastering the basics of
argument, you’ll be writing more nuanced arguments with counterarguments included. Similarly,
you’ll be critically reading a much wider range of articles, etc.
1. Rhetorical Knowledge and Purposeful Writing. Student work demonstrates an
understanding of the rhetorical nature of writing and language use and successfully
addresses academic and non‐academic audiences by adopting clear and consistent
purposes, as well as appropriate organization, tone, and format, according to genre.
2. Revision & Writing Process. Students produce multiple drafts. Student writing
demonstrates careful revision in response to commentary from peers (when relevant) and
the instructor.
3. Argument & Analysis. Students write persuasively and analytically. Student writing
contains convincing arguments and is supported with evidence.
4. Critical Reading. Students read to inquire, learn, think, and communicate. Student
writing demonstrates understandings of assigned readings, and when requested,
incorporates outside readings.
5. Research. Student writing evidences understandings of citation and website validity, and
avoids plagiarism. At the intermediate level, student writing integrates credible academic
research.
6. Technology & Multimodality. Students function in electronic writing spaces, and use
technology to compose, revise, and present their writing. At the intermediate level,
students analyze and/or produce visual, audio, and online texts, while working half-time
in computer classrooms.
Required Readings & Materials
The required textbook for this course is listed below. It is important that you secure the proper
edition (without readings) and be ready to interact with your book – mark key pages, write in the
margins, etc.
Goshert, John C. Entering the Academic Conversation: Strategies for Research Writing.
Boston: Longman, 2011. Print. [or list your textbook here, see
https://comptrain.wikispaces.com/Textbooks.]
Canvas
If you use Canvas for your course, describe how you will use it in the course, how often students
should expect to login, how team activities will be organized, due dates, policies on late
participation, etc. [Note: If your course uses blogs, wikis, or social networking/media sites and
communities, be sure to describe how you will use these resources in the course as well.]
Example: You will also be required to access Canvas (electronic course software for our course)
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and have access to a printer (either your own or one of the campus labs). Our readings will be
handed out in class and/or on Canvas.
Major Assignments & Grading [UC Denver requires due dates for major assignments, and
explanations for what “participation” or “class” grades consist of. Percentages offered below
and explanation of the class/participation grade can be adapted, but need to be included in some
form.]
This class has four major assignments. We’ll begin with an analysis that makes sure you have
down what you needed to learn in English 1020. We’ll then move on to an exploratory paper
where you’ll begin to consider your major project for this class, followed by an annotated
bibliography (though it will be a little different than other bibliographies you may have done).
We’ll then move onto the major research project. You’ll gather all of these materials and revise
one paper significantly for the final portfolio, which also contains a letter that speaks to your
strengths and weaknesses as a writer. To have a successful and complete portfolio, it is crucial
that you do not lose any of your work in this class, including first and final drafts with my
comments.
Initial Analysis
Exploratory Essay/Proposal
Annotated Bibliography
Dynamic Research Project
portfolio

10%
15%
15%
25%
15%

class/participation grade

20%

[due date]
[due date]
[due date]
[due date]
due during finals period (determined by the
university later in the semester)
determined at end of course

The “class/participation grade” accounts for all the smaller assignments you will be asked to do
during this course, such as freewrites, reading quizzes, in-class group work assignments,
writing/peer workshops, and one-on-one conferences with me (we’ll meet twice during the
semester). Note that writing workshops and conferences will be a significant portion of this
grade and cannot be made up without pre-arrangement. I understand that students have different
comfort levels in terms of participating in class, so the “class/participation grade” is not about
how many times you raise your hand or talk in class. But if you don’t do the assigned work
and/or come to class, you can’t do well in the class/participation part of your grade.
The grading scale is 93-100%=A, 90-92%=A-, 88-89%=B+, 83-87%=B, 82-80%=B-, 7879%=C+, 73-77%=C, 72-70%=C-, 68-69%=D+, 63-67%=D, 62-60%=D-. A grade of C- or
better is required to pass Core Composition I (otherwise you must re-take the course to
meet the core requirement).
Disability Inclusion Statement
If you have a disability, or think you may have a disability, I encourage you to contact me so we can work
together to develop strategies for your success. The office of Disability Resources and Services (DRS)
provides support for students with disabilities, and you can find them at their website or by calling (303)
556‐3450/TTY or (303) 556‐4766. To access their services, you will need to provide documentation of
disability.
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I also try hard to develop my course so all students can succeed, whether you are a visual learner,
an auditory learner, and/or an experience-based learner. So if you are struggling with how I am
teaching, please come talk to me.
Late Policy
The Composition Program late policy stipulates that instructors are not required to accept inclass assignments or daily homework that are late due to unexcused absences. For the major
graded assignments listed on this syllabus, the late penalty for unexcused absences is one-half
grade for each class period the assignment is late (so a B becomes a C+, etc.). All work must be
submitted in class (students may not submit work via email unless approved by instructor). Note
that instructors are not required to accept late final portfolios, as this can delay submitting grades
on time.
You must be in class, and on time, to submit your paper, or it will be marked late. If you are
struggling with deadlines, please come talk to me. I can often help by breaking down
assignments into discrete tasks you feel you can complete.
Attendance Policy
The Composition Program attendance policy dictates that a student may have three unexcused
absences. After three absences, each day missed results in a one-third reduction of the final
course grade (a B- becomes a C+, etc.). Being late to class three times (more than five minutes
late) is equivalent to one absence. The definition of excused and unexcused absences can be
found here: http://www.ucdenver.edu/faculty_staff/employees/policies/Policies%20Library/OA
A/StudentAttendance.pdf.
I would like to see you in class because I work hard to make class time about learning what you
need to know to complete the assignments successfully in class. This simply isn’t one of those
courses where you can read the book on your own and do well on assignments.
Contacting Me
I have office hours each week, and if you cannot make those, then we can make an appointment
to chat. Please note that nothing has to be “wrong” to come and visit me; in fact, students who
regularly come to office hours tend to do better in my courses. We’ll also have required one-onone meetings (“conferences”) during the semester, and I’ll pass around a schedule for those in
class. Outside of class and office hours, the best way to contact me is via email, not office phone.
Plagiarism Policy
CLAS Policy: Students are required to know, understand, and comply with the CU Denver
Academic Dishonesty Policy as detailed in the Catalog and on the CLAS website. Academic
dishonesty consists of plagiarism, cheating, fabrication and falsification, multiple submission of
the same work, misuse of academic materials, and complicity in academic dishonesty. If you are
not familiar with the definitions of these offenses, go to
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/CLAS/facultystaff/policies/Pages/DefinitionofAcademicDishonesty.aspx. This course assumes your
knowledge of these policies and definitions. Failure to adhere to them can result in penalties
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ranging from failure of the assignment or the course to dismissal from the University; so, be
informed and be careful. If this is unclear to you, ask me.
I determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether failure of the course is appropriate (as allowed by
the Composition Program policy), or a lesser penalty I determine. In any case, I want each of you
to understand that I am interested in what you have to say as a person and a writer, and that can’t
happen if you don’t do your own work. Also, I know that most people plagiarize because they
are overwhelmed and confused, not malicious or lazy. So if you’re feeling tempted to plagiarize,
come talk to me and we’ll figure it out.
Incomplete Policy
The current university policy concerning incomplete grades will be followed in this course.
Incomplete grades are given only in situations where unexpected emergencies prevent a student
from completing the course; students have up to one year (three semesters) to complete course
requirements. Your instructor is the final authority on whether you qualify for an incomplete.
Incomplete work must be finished within the time allowed or the “I” will automatically be
recorded as an “F” on your transcript.
Not required, but some teachers also include sections on:
 assignment expectations (formatting, etc.)
 campus resources (Writing Center, library, etc.)
 visuals of some sort

Course Schedule
[Include important assignment deadlines.]
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PORTFOLIO REQUIREMENTS FOR ENGLISH 1020 AND 2030
Portfolios are required at the end of English 1020 and 2030 because research in the teaching of writing
reveals the efficacy of portfolios, and because student portfolios are used in assessment.
The requirements for the portfolios are not intended to be restrictive. Instructors/TAs are encouraged to
adapt them to the specific needs of their courses and contexts of their classrooms. But for consistency
across the program and assessment goals, please meet the following requirements. Also, see resources
for writing portfolio and reflective letter assignments on the wiki, under “Syllabus and Portfolio
Requirements.”
English 1020: Portfolio Requirements
 The final portfolio should contain all the “final drafts” of the major projects for the course
(typically three papers/projects, perhaps four). If any of the projects are electronic, links should
be provided, along with printed copies and/or screen captures.
 The final portfolio should contain revised versions of two of these projects, revised to the best
of students’ abilities. Previous drafts with teacher commentary should be included for these two
papers (if possible).
 The final portfolio should contain a reflective letter that asks students to comment on their
progress in the course, their strengths and weaknesses, and how the contents of their portfolio
evidence their abilities. There are a variety of model assignments for these letters provided on
the wiki.
 The final portfolio should be delivered in an organized format (not a paper clip of messy papers).
English 2030: Portfolio Requirements
 The final portfolio should contain all the “final drafts” of the major projects for the course. If any
of the projects are electronic, links should be provided, along with printed copies and/or screen
captures.
 The final portfolio should contain a revised version of the major project for the course, revised
to the best of the student’s abilities. Previous drafts with teacher commentary should be
included for this project (if possible).
 The final portfolio should contain a reflective letter that asks students to comment on their
progress in the course, their strengths and weaknesses, and how the contents of their portfolio
evidence their abilities. There are a variety of model assignments for these letters provided on
the wiki.
 The final portfolio should be delivered in an organized format (not a paper clip of messy papers).
What to Do With Portfolios After You’ve Graded Them
 If you are participating in an assessment meeting, you’ll be asked to bring copies of a selected
number of your students’ portfolios.
 Provide students with your office hours for the next semester so that students can come and
pick up their portfolios, if desired. Portfolios should not be left outside your office door
(whether graded or not).
 Keep student work through the entire next semester before disposing of it (so if you taught the
class Fall 2012, you can throw away the work at the start of Fall 2013). Remember that you
cannot use student work as examples in other courses without student permission, so if you
plan to do that, obtain permission.
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ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPOSITION PROGRAM
What It Is
In addition to being required by the university (for accreditation and other things), doing assessment
gives the Composition Program a chance to understand what it is doing well and what needs work. This
is achieved by getting instructors/TAs into a room with samples of student work, talking through what
we see in the writing, and what program and classroom changes should be made.
What It Isn’t
Assessment is not about assessing particular teachers, or assigning grades to students based on “group
evaluation.” The point is to assess what students are learning – and what they aren’t – and then think
about how the program can change to encourage better learning.
The Assessment Meeting
The challenge of assessment in the Composition Program has always been how to get so much writing
assessed. Scholars in rhetoric and composition have instead suggested the portfolio “norming” (what
we’re calling the “assessment meeting”), where a selected number of teachers bring a selected number
of student portfolios, and those portfolios are assessed by all present (and the Director). This provides
an opportunity for outside evaluation by other Program faculty, and equally important, discussion
among Program faculty.
Each Spring, an assessment meeting is held, with a focus on the program outcomes. A selected number
of instructors and TAs bring a sample of the portfolios from their English 1020 and/or 2030 course(s),
and we use the outcomes to evaluate how well students are doing. We talk about whether the
outcomes seem appropriate, and we pass around the student samples and evaluate them (more quickly
than you would grade your own students’ papers). Then we look at the scores from everyone, and talk
about what we see and where we can improve.
Outcome Rubrics
The rubric for each outcome is below. The rubrics provide a quick, vaguely quantitative measurement of
what is happening in student work (in addition to the qualitative conversation among faculty at the
assessment meeting). These rubrics should not guide the grading of particular papers, but can be useful
as a broad tool in your classroom assessment.
1) Rhetorical Knowledge and Purposeful Writing. Student work demonstrates an understanding of
the rhetorical nature of writing and language use and successfully addresses academic and non‐
academic audiences by adopting clear and consistent purposes, as well as appropriate
organization, tone, and format, according to genre.
below proficient
Student writing does not appear
to have an intended audience, or
does not clearly address the
intended audience. Student
writing is not purposeful, and is
not successful in organization,
tone, and format (though may
succeed in one or two of these

proficient
Student writing successfully
addresses the intended
audience. The writing is
purposeful and organized,
including relevant beginning and
ending, paragraph ordering, and
argument/thesis placement.
Tone and format are appropriate

above proficient
Student writing successfully
addresses the intended
audience. Organization, tone,
and format are appropriate to
the chosen audience. The
writing may successfully address
more than one audience, have
multiple relevant purposes, or
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areas).

to the intended audience.

reach its audience or achieve its
purpose particularly well.

2) Revision and the Writing Process. Students produce multiple drafts. Student writing
demonstrates careful revision in response to commentary from peers (when relevant) and the
instructor.
below proficient
Students do not complete or
submit multiple drafts, or
revision from draft to draft is
limited (perhaps only
proofreading). Comments from
instructors are not properly
addressed in revision.

proficient
Students produce multiple
drafts, and the instructor
commentary from the previous
draft is addressed in the
following draft. Students may
make minor improvements not
based on instructor
commentary.

above proficient
Students produce multiple drafts
that are attentive to instructor
comments. Students also make
their own significant revisions,
based on their own ideas
(beyond instructor suggestions).

3) Argument and Analysis. Students write persuasively and analytically. Student writing contains
convincing arguments and is supported with evidence.
below proficient
Student writing does not contain
a guiding argument, or contains
opinion or fact in place of an
argument. Alternatively, the
writing may contain an
argument but provides little or
no evidence in support.

proficient
Student writing contains an
implicit or explicit argument.
Writing is supported with
evidence, from required
readings, student‐generated
examples, and/or research.

above proficient
Student writing contains an
argument or arguments that are
engaging and complex. Evidence
supports the argument, and
students dig into the complexity
of their topic. Students may use
counterarguments, complex
analogies, and offer solutions
where appropriate.

4) Critical Reading. Students read to inquire, learn, think, and communicate. Student writing
demonstrates understandings of assigned readings, and when requested, incorporates outside
readings.
below proficient
Student writing may not include
references to readings, or may
include them but not
meaningfully incorporate them
into the paper’s purpose
(quotes may feel “dropped in”).
Incorporation of outside
readings, if required, is scant.

proficient
Student writing incorporates
ideas from assigned readings in
ways that support the
purpose/argument of the
writing. When required, outside
readings are incorporated in
ways that are analytically and
mechanically smooth.

above proficient
Student writing incorporates
ideas from assigned readings in
support of the writing. The
writing also critically
challenges/questions
incorporated readings, without
losing sight of the paper’s
purpose. Student writing may
incorporate additional relevant
readings that are not required.
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5) Research. Student writing evidences understandings of citation and website validity, and avoids
plagiarism. At the intermediate level, student writing integrates credible academic research.
below proficient
In 1020, student writing does not
demonstrate an understanding
of citation practices, contains
plagiarism, and/or cites
untrustworthy websites.
Citations are absent, or errors in
citation lead to confusion about
the source of the research.

proficient
In 1020, student writing uses
proper citation (MLA or APA),
cites appropriate websites as
necessary, and does not
plagiarize. Errors in citation are
minimal and do not prevent
understanding.

above proficient
In 1020, student writing uses
proper citation (MLA or APA),
cites appropriate websites even
when not requested, and avoids
plagiarism by carefully
interpreting the research. There
are no errors in citation.

In 2030, student writing
substitutes “Google research”
for academic research. Citations
are confusing or non‐existent.

In 2030, student writing engages
academic research gathered
from library resources. Material
is properly cited.

In 2030, student writing engages
academic research gathered
from library research resources,
including innovative materials
such as analysis of primary
sources and student‐generated
interviews.

6) Technology and Multimodality. Students function in electronic writing spaces, and use technology to
compose, revise, and present their writing. At the intermediate level, students analyze and/or
produce visual, audio, and online texts, while working half‐time in computer classrooms.
below proficient
In 1020, student writing does not
demonstrate understanding of
how to use technology to
produce formatted papers. If
required, assignments in other
software are non‐existent,
incomplete, or flawed.

proficient
In 1020, student writing
demonstrates a mastery of word
processing (use of spell check,
basic formatting), and any other
required software (PowerPoint,
blogging).

above proficient
In 1020, student writing
incorporates other modes or
technological enhancements to
enhance the writing (typically
when not required).

In 2030, student writing only
demonstrates surface‐level
understandings of visual, audio,
and/or online texts. If
multimodal texts are produced,
they are notably incomplete or
unsuccessful.

In 2030, student writing analyzes
visual, audio, and/or online
texts, either through analysis in
a traditional paper, or by
producing text in those modes
(such as a photo essay, an audio
essay, or a blog or website). In
cases where multimodal texts
are produced, there are limited
technological problems.

In 2030, students produce visual,
audio, and/or online texts that
are innovative, rather than
closing aligning with expected
genres in those modes.
Multimodal texts are
technologically savvy.
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